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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 39057 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.
 
HONORABLE DEBORAH A. BAIL
 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO BOISE, IDAHO 
000001
 
 
 
 
Date: 9/1/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 10:02 AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 8 Case: CR-MD-2008-0002462 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Defendant: Morgan, Andrew Dallas 
State of Idaho vs. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Date Code User Judge 
2/22/2008 NEWC ID Case Created Michael Oths 
ID Case Opened Michael Oths 
ARRN ID Video Arraignment - 02/22/2008 Michael Oths 
CHAD ID Charge number 1: Charge Booked by ACSO Michael Oths 
CHAD ID Charge number 2: Charge Booked by ACSO Michael Oths 
AMCO ID Charge number 2: Charge Amended by Michael Oths 
Prosecutor 
ID Charge number 3: Additional Charge Filed Michael Oths 
ID Charge number 4: Additional Charge Filed Michael Oths 
ARRN SM Video Arraignment - Video Arraignment ­ Michael Oths 
02/22/2008 
SH Charge number 1: Charge Filed Cause Found Michael Oths 
SH Charge number 2: Charge Filed Cause Found Michael Oths 
SH Charge number 3: Charge Filed Cause Found Michael Oths 
SH Charge number 4: Charge Filed Cause Found Michael Oths 
ARRN VE Video Arraignment Michael Oths 
ORPD VE Order Appointing Public Defender Michael Oths 
VE Charge number 1: Bond Reduced or Amended to Michael Oths 
- $30000.00 
HRSC JD Event Scheduled - Preliminary Hearing ­ Michael Oths 
03/06/2008 
212512008 RESD AB Defendant Request For Discovery Michael Oths 
NOTC AB Notice - of Hearing Michael Oths 
MOTN AB Motion - for Bond Reduction Michael Oths 
3/512008 AU Memo in Support of Michael Oths 
Bond Reduction 
RESD AU Defendant Request For Discovery Michael Oths 
AU Sub of Counsel Michael Oths 
3/6/2008 HRSC ME Event Scheduled - Preliminary Hearing ­ Michael Oths 
03/31/2008 
NOTC TCORTEJN Notice of Preliminary Hearing Reset 03/31/2011 Michael Oths 
at 8:30 with Judge Oths 
3/7/2008 BNDS DCWHITHD Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 30000.00 ) Deborah Bail 
3/31/2008 PHWV CCEDWARM Preliminary Hearing Waived (bound Over) Michael Oths 
CHGB CCEDWARM Chnage Assigned Judge: Bind Over Deborah Bail 
PHWV CCEDWARM Hearing result for Preliminary held on 03/31/2008 MichaelOths 
08:30 AM: Preliminary Hearing Waived (bound 
Over) commitment 
HRSC CCEDWARM Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 04/07/2008 Deborah Bail 
01:30 PM) 
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Date: 9/1/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 10:02 AM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 8 Case: CR-MD-2008-0002462 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Defendant: Morgan, Andrew Dallas 
State of Idaho vs. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Date Code User JUdge 
3/31/2008 NOTC TCORTEJN Notice of District Court Arraignment 04/07/2008 at Deborah Bail 
1:30pm with Judge Bail 
COMT TCORTEJN Commitment Filed Deborah Bail 
4/2/2008 INFO TCBUCKAD Information Filed Deborah Bail 
4/7/2008 PROS PRSMITTJ Prosecutor assigned Barbara A Duggan Deborah Bail 
PLEA CCLUEDTC A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-1401 Deborah Bail 
Burglary) 
HRSC CCLUEDTC Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 06/19/200809:30 Deborah Bail 
AM) 
HRSC CCLUEDTC Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Deborah Bail 
06/09/2008 01 :30 PM) 
DCAR CCLUEDTC Hearing result for Arraignment held on Deborah Bail 
04/07/2008 01 :30 PM: District Court 
Arraignment- Court Reporter: 
Number of Pages: 
4/8/2008 PLEA CCLUEDTC A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (IX18-2403-1 Deborah Bail 
{F} GRAND THEFT) 
PLEA CCLUEDTC A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-2403(1) Deborah Bail 
{F} Theft-grand) 
CCLUEDTC Notice of Trial Setting Deborah Bail 
PLEA CCLUEDTC A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (IX18-2403-1 Deborah Bail 
{F} GRAND THEFT) 
5/1/2008 RODS TCBUCKAD State/City Request for Discovery Deborah Bail 
RSDS TCBUCKAD State/City Response to Discovery Deborah Bail 
5/8/2008 RESR PRSCHMAN Restitution Recommended by the Prosecutor's Deborah Bail 
office. 410.13 victim # 1 
6/9/2008 DCHH CCLUEDTC Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Deborah Bail 
06/09/2008 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated:50 
HRVC CCLUEDTC Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 06/19/2008 Deborah Bail 
09:30AM: Hearing Vacated 
CTTR CCLUEDTC Case Transferred (118-1401 Burglary) Deborah Bail 
CTTR CCLUEDTC Case Transferred (118-2403(1) {F} Theft-grand) Deborah Bail 
HRSC CCLUEDTC Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 07/21/2008 Deborah Bail 
03:00 PM) 
7/21/2008 DCHH CCLUEDTC Hearing result for Sentencing held on 07/21/2008 Deborah Bail 
03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated:50 
HRSC CCLUEDTC Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 07/23/2008 Deborah Bail 
04:00 PM) 
7/23/2008 HRVC CCLUEDTC Hearing result for Sentencing held on 07/23/2008 Deborah Bail 
04:00 PM: Hearing Vacated 000003
u
 
 
Date: 9/1/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 10:02 AM ROA Report 
Page 3 of 8 Case: CR-MD-2008-0002462 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Defendant: Morgan, Andrew Dallas 
State of Idaho vs. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Date Code User Judge 
7/23/2008 
7/28/2008 
8/20/2008 
8/28/2008 
9/23/2008 
10/22/2008 
HRSC
 
DCHH
 
PROB
 
FIGT
 
JAIL
 
COPT
 
MISC
 
MISC
 
MISC
 
HRSC 
ORDR 
BNDE 
JCOP 
STAT 
HRSC 
HRHD 
MOTN 
ORDR 
MISC 
CCLUEDTC
 
CCLUEDTC
 
CCLUEDTC
 
CCLUEDTC
 
CCLUEDTC
 
CCLUEDTC
 
CCLUEDTC
 
CCLUEDTC
 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
DCWHITHD 
DCWHITHD 
DCWHITHD 
DCTHERTL 
CCBROWKM 
CCBROWKM 
TCURQUAM 
TCORTEJN 
TCORTEJN 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 07/28/2008 Deborah Bail 
09:30AM) 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 07/28/2008 Deborah Bail 
09:30 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated:50 
Probation Ordered (IX18-2403-1 {F} GRAND Deborah Bail 
THEFT) Probation term: 7 years. (Felony 
Probation & Parole) 
Finding of Guilty (IX18-2403-1 {F} GRAND Deborah Bail 
THEFT) 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention (IX18-2403-1 {F} Deborah Bail 
GRAND THEFT) Confinement terms: Jail: 120 
days. Discretionary: 90 days. Penitentiary 
determinate: 2 years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 
5 years. 
Confinement Option Recorded: Penitentiary Deborah Bail 
suspended. 
Def May Not Volunteer or Work In any Nursing Deborah Bail 
Home, Assisted Living Facility or in any Medical 
Field 
Standard Terms of Probation, SATP, ABC, St Als Deborah Bail 
Recovery program, Narcotics Anonymous, St Als 
Level 2 Outpatient program, Continue With 
Mental Health Counseling 
Def may be evaluated for MHC & comply w/all Deborah Bail 
conditions 
Hearing Scheduled (Review Hearing 12/08/2008 Deborah Bail 
03:00 PM) Bridge Ct review 
Order for Restitution and Judgment Deborah Bail 
Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 30,000.00) Deborah Bail 
Judgment Of Conviction & Order Of Probation Deborah Bail 
(Bridge Court) 
STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Deborah Bail 
Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Court Hearing Michael McLaughlin 
08/28/2008 04:00 PM) 
Hearing result for Mental Health Court Hearing Michael McLaughlin 
held on 08/28/2008 04:00 PM: Hearing Held 
Motion for Early Release Deborah Bail 
Order for Early Release Deborah Bail 
Judge Bail Sheriffs Office Approval of Early Deborah Bail 
Release 
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Date: 9/1/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 10:02 AM ROA Report 
Page 4 of 8 Case: CR-MD-2008-0002462 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Defendant: Morgan, Andrew Dallas 
State of Idaho vs. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Date Code User Judge 
12/8/2008 
2/2/2009 
4/30/2009 
5/18/2009 
7/20/2009 
8/21/2009 
9/17/2009 
9/24/2009 
10/1/2009 
10/5/2009 
DCHH 
HRSC 
DCHH 
HRSC 
ORDR
 
HRSC
 
DCHH
 
DCHH
 
MOTN
 
WARB
 
STAT
 
ORDR
 
WART
 
STAT
 
WART
 
BNDS
 
BCON
 
PROS
 
HRSC
 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC
 
CCLUEDTC
 
CCLUEDTC
 
CCLUEDTC
 
TCWOLFKR
 
TCWOLFKR
 
TCWOLFKR 
TCWOLFKR 
TCWADAMC 
TCWADAMC 
TCWADAMC 
TCWADAMC 
TCWADAMC 
PRBRIGCA 
AS400 
Hearing result for Review Hearing held on 
12/08/200803:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Bridge Ct review50 
Hearing Scheduled (Review 02/02/200904:00 
PM) 
Hearing result for Review held on 02/02/2009 
04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated:50 
Hearing Scheduled (Review 05/18/200904:00 
PM) 
Order Re: Caseload 
Hearing Scheduled (Review 07/20/200904:00 
PM) 
Hearing result for Review held on 05/18/2009 
04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated:50 
Hearing result for Review held on 07/20/2009 
04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated:50 
Motion for BW for PV 
Warrant Issued - Bench Bond amount: 2500.00 
Failing to comply with a court order Defendant: 
Morgan, Andrew Dallas 
STATUS CHANGED: Inactive 
Order for BW for PV 
Warrant Returned Failing to comply with a court 
order Defendant: Morgan, Andrew Dallas 
STATUS CHANGED: Activate (previously 
inactive) 
Warrant Returned 
Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 2500.00 ) 
Condition of Bond: Jail Reference Booking: 
100422742 Jail Reference Stay: 1 
Prosecutor assigned Monica R Morrison 
Hearing Scheduled 
Deborah Bail
 
Deborah Bail
 
Deborah Bail
 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
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Date: 9/1/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court· Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 10:02 AM ROA Report 
Page 5 of 8 Case: CR-MD-2008-0002462 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Defendant: Morgan, Andrew Dallas 
State of Idaho vs. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Date Code User Judge 
10/5/2009 
10/19/2009 
10/20/2009 
10/26/2009 
11/23/2009 
12/3/2009 
12/14/2009 
12/30/2009 
DCHH
 
HRSC
 
DCHH
 
HRSC
 
RODD
 
DCHH
 
HRSC 
PLEA 
DCHH 
HRSC 
PLEA 
HRSC 
CONT 
DCHH 
HRSC 
CONT 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
TCKELLHL 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
TCHOCA 
TCHOCA 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
TCHOCA 
Hearing result for Arraignment held on Deborah Bail
 
10/05/200901 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Hell
 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee
 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
 
estimated: 50
 
Hearing Scheduled (Admit/Deny Hearing Deborah Bail
 
10/19/2009 01 :30 PM)
 
Hearing result for Admit/Deny Hearing held on Deborah Bail
 
10/19/2009 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Hell
 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee
 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
 
estimated: 50
 
Hearing Scheduled (Admit/Deny Hearing Deborah Bail
 
10/26/2009 01 :30 PM)
 
Notice and Order Appointing Public Defender Deborah Bail 
Defendant's Request for Discovery Deborah Bail 
Hearing result for Admit/Deny Hearing held on Deborah Bail 
10/26/2009 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated:50 
Hearing Scheduled (Probation Violation Hearing Deborah Bail
 
11/23/200909:30 AM)
 
A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (120-222 Deborah Bail 
Probation Violation) 
Hearing result for Probation Violation Hearing Deborah Bail 
held on 11/23/200909:30 AM: District Court 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 50 
Hearing Scheduled (Probation Violation Deborah Bail
 
Disposition Hearing 12/14/200903:00 PM)
 
A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (120-222 Deborah Bail 
Probation Violation) 
Hearing Scheduled (Mental Health Court Hearing Michael McLaughlin 
12/03/2009 09:00 AM) 
Continued (Mental Health Court Hearing Michael McLaughlin 
12/30/2009 09:00 AM) MHC Pending 
Hearing result for Probation Violation Disposition Deborah Bail 
Hearing held on 12/14/200903:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
.Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 50 
Hearing Scheduled (Probation Violation Deborah Bail
 
Disposition Hearing 01/14/201009:30 AM)
 
Continued (Mental Health Court Hearing Michael McLaughlin 
01/07/201009:00 AM) MHC Pending 000006
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Date: 9/1/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 10:02 AM ROA Report 
Page 6 of 8 Case: CR-MD-2008-0002462 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Defendant: Morgan, Andrew Dallas 
State of Idaho vs. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Date Code User Judge 
1/7/2010 
1/14/2010 
1/15/2010 
6/18/2010 
7/19/2010 
7/21/2010 
4/28/2011 
HRHD 
DCHH 
JAIL 
STAT 
BNDE 
ORPJ 
HRSC 
DCHH 
PROB 
AMJD 
COPT 
PROB 
ORDR 
HRSC 
ORPD 
ORPD 
NOPE 
AFFD 
AFFD 
ORDR 
TCHOCA 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
DCTHERTL 
DCTHERTL 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
CCLUEDTC 
DCTHERTL 
CCMANLHR 
MADEFR.IM 
MADEFRJM 
TCMCCOSL 
TCMCCOSL 
TCMCCOSL 
TCMCCOSL 
Hearing result for Mental Health Court Hearing 
held on 01/07/2010 09:00 AM: Hearing Held 
MHC Pending/Not Eligible 
Hearing result for Probation Violation Disposition 
Hearing held on 01/14/2010 09:30 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated:50 
Sentenced to Jailor Detention (120-222 Probation 
Violation) Confinement terms: Penitentiary 
determinate: 2 years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 
5 years. 
STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Deborah Bail 
Michael McLaughlin 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 2,500.00) 
Order of Revocation of Probation and Order 
Retaining Jurisdiction 
Hearing Scheduled (Rider Review 07/19/2010 
09:30AM) 
Order to Transport 
Hearing result for Rider Review held on 
07/19/201009:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 50 
Probation Ordered (120-222 Probation Violation) 
Probation term: 7 years. (Felony Probation & 
Parole) 
Amended JudgmentSentence modified on 
7/19/2010. (120-222 Probation Violation) 
Confinement Option Recorded: Penitentiary 
suspended. 
Standard Terms of Probation, Cont Easter Seal 
Program, MH Counseling, May Not Work In 
Health or Patient Field, Sign Release for HIPA 
Order Suspending Sentence and Order of 
Probation 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 05/16/2011 
01:30 PM) 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
Notification of Penalties for Escape 
Affidavit 
Affidavit of PC to Hold Probationer on Agent's 
Warrant 
Order on Probationer Arrest on Agent's Warrant 
Deborah Bail
 
Deborah Bail
 
Deborah Bail
 
Deborah Bail
 
Deborah Bail
 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
Deborah Bail 
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Date: 9/1/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 10:02 AM ROA Report 
Page 7 of 8 Case: CR-MD-2008-0002462 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Defendant: Morgan, Andrew Dallas 
State of Idaho vs. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Date Code User JUdge 
5/6/2011 
5/17/2011 
5/18/2011 
5/23/2011 
5/25/2011 
7/11/2011 
7/12/2011 
8/1/2011 
8/2/2011 
PROS 
MOTN 
DCHH 
HRSC 
MFBR 
NOHG 
RQDD 
DCHH 
HRSC 
PLEA 
PSI01 
DCHH 
HRSC 
DCHH 
FIGT 
JAIL 
STAT 
APSC 
PRFLEMSM 
TCGREEAE 
CCTHERTL 
CCTHERTL 
CCTHERTL 
TCFARANM 
TCFARANM 
TCFARANM 
CCTHERTL 
CCTHERTL 
CCTHERTL 
CCTHERTL 
CCTHERTL 
CCTHERTL 
CCTHERTL 
CCTHERTL 
CCTHERTL 
CCTHERTL 
TCTONGES 
Prosecutor assigned Jeffrey S White Deborah Bail 
Motion for PV (Agents Warrant) Deborah Bail 
Hearing result for Arraignment held on Deborah Bail 
05/16/2011 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Hell
 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee
 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
 
estimated: 50
 
Hearing Scheduled (Admit/Deny Probation Deborah Bail
 
Violation OS/23/2011 01 :30 PM)
 
Notice and Order Appointing Public Defender Deborah Bail
 
Motion For Bond Reduction Deborah Bail
 
Notice Of Hearing Deborah Bail
 
Defendant's Request for Discovery Deborah Bail
 
Hearing result for Admit/Deny Probation Violation Deborah Bail
 
held on OS/23/2011 01 :30 PM: District Court
 
Hearing Held
 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee
 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
 
estimated: 50 Motion for Bond Reduction
 
Hearing Scheduled (PV Disposition Hearing Deborah Bail
 
07/11/2011 03:00 PM)
 
A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (120-222 Deborah Bail
 
Probation Violation)
 
Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered - Deborah Bail
 
Update
 
Hearing result for PV Disposition Hearing Deborah Bail
 
scheduled on 07/11/2011 03:00 PM: District
 
Court Hearing Held
 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee
 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
 
estimated: 50
 
Hearing Scheduled (Probation Violation Deborah Bail
 
Disposition Hearing 08/01/2011 03:00 PM)
 
Hearing result for Probation Violation Disposition Deborah Bail
 
Hearing scheduled on 08/01/2011 03:00 PM:
 
District Court Hearing Held
 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee
 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
 
estimated: 50
 
Finding of Guilty (120-222 Probation Violation) Deborah Bail
 
Sentenced to Jail or Detention (120-222 Probation Deborah Bail
 
Violation) Confinement terms: Penitentiary
 
determinate: 2 years. Penitentiary indeterminate:
 
5 years.
 
STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Deborah Bail
 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Deborah Bail
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Date: 9/1/2011 Fourth Judicial District Court· Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ 
Time: 10:02 AM ROA Report 
Page 8 of 8 Case: CR-MD-2008-0002462 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Defendant: Morgan, Andrew Dallas 
State of Idaho vs. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Date Code User Judge 
8/3/2011 ,IDMT DCTYLENI Order Revoking Probation, Judgment of Deborah Bail 
Conviction adn Order of Commitment 
8/8/2011 ORDR DCKORSJP Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender Deborah Bail 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Brian Naugle 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN,
 
Defendant. 
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
 
Case No. M0802462 
COMPLAINT
 
Morgan's DOB: 
Morgan's SSN: 
-------------) 
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this (},i? day of February 2008, Brian 
Naugle, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State of Idaho, who, 
being first duly sworn, complains and says: that ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, on or 
between the 1st day of February, 2008 and the 9th day of February, 2008, in the County of 
Ada, State of Idaho, did commit the crimes of: I. BURGLARY, FELONY, I.C. §18-1401, 
II. GRAND THEFT, FELONY, I.C. §18-2403(1), 2407(1)(b), III. GRAND THEFT, 
FELONY, I.e. §18-2403(1), 2407(1)(b), and IV. GRAND THEFT, FELONY, I.e. §18­
2403(1), 2407(1)(b) as follows: 
COMPLAINT (M0802462), Page 1 
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COUNT I
 
That the Defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, on or between the 1st day of 
February, 2008, and the 9th day ofFebruary, 2008, in the County ofAda, State ofIdaho, did 
enter into a certain building, to-wit: a home the property of Life Care Center located at 808 
N. Curtis Road with the intent to commit the crime oftheft. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, on or between the 1st day of 
February, 2008, and the 9th day of February, 2008, in the County ofAda, State ofIdaho, did 
wrongfully take a prescription Fentanyl Pain Patch from the person of Bonnie Kascic, the 
owner, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain property of another. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, on or between the 1st day of 
February, 2008, and the 9th day of February, 2008, in the County ofAda, State ofIdaho, did 
wrongfully take a prescription Fentanyl Pain Patch from the person of Arlene Madden, the 
owner, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain property of another. 
COUNT IV 
That the Defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, on or between the 1st day of 
February, 2008, and the 9th day ofFebruary, 2008, in the County ofAda, State ofIdaho, did 
wrongfully take a prescription Fentanyl Pain Patch from the person of Thomas Greer, the 
owner, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain property of another. 
COMPLAINT (M0802462), Page 2 
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All of which is contrary to the fonn, force and effect of the statute in such case and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecutor 
Brian Naugl 
Deputy Prosecutin 
SUBSCRIBED AND Sworn to before me this2J.aay ofFebruary 2008. 
COMPLAINT (M0802462), Page 3 
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STATE OF IDAHO CASE NO. [l){)gOalff,~ 
CLERK MARILYN EDWARDS 
DATE r:g/~A. /2008 TIME 11 17 
PROSECUTOR _~~~Ioo.<.....-!....l.~~B.L- _ TOXIMETER _ 
COMPLAINING WITN~SS _ CASE ID. f1ltJ420a. ~ut BEG. UI2$-' 
END II ~).2?j 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION
 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM
 
JUDGE STATUS 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
BIETER 
CAWTHON 
COMSTOCK 
DAY 
GARDUNIA 
HANSEN 
HARRIGFELD 
HAWLEY 
MacGREGOR-IRBY 
o 
o 
o 
~ 
o 
o 
o 
o 
MANWEILER 
McDANIEL 
MINDER 
OTHS 
REARDON 
SCHMIDT 
SWAIN 
WATKINS 
X STATE SWORN 
~ PC FOUND 
~ COMPLAINT SIGNED 
o AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED 
o NO PC FOUND 
o EXONERATE BOND 
o SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED 
o WARRANT ISSUED 
o BOND SET $ 
o NOCONTACT 
D.R. # 
_ 
_ 
_ 
o DISMISS CASE 
~ INCUSTODY 
COMMENTS 
() AGENT'S WARRANT
 
() RULE 5 (b)
 
() FUGITIVE
 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM [REV 5-2007] 
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•CJ3BMIN ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 2/22/2008
TCMCCOSL 10: 56: 12 
SCHEDULED EVENT: 
Video Arraignment 
JUDGE: 
Kevin Swain 
CLERK: 
Vicky Emery 
DATE: 02/22/2008 TIME: 13:30 COURT REPORTER: 
TAPE NO: PR/A6Y: ~: 
P.D.
 
MORGAN ANDREW 
1 BURGLARY 
DALLAS 
S 18 1401 F 
M0802462.01 SSN  DOB 
2 GRAND THEF S 18 2403 1 
 
F 
~D THEF S 18 2403 
J4~ Icase Called Def: 
Z Advised of Rights 
_~lty ~a/PV Admit 
~Bond $~~ 
1 
Waived Rts 
N/G Plea 
ROR 
4 GRAND THEF S 18 2403 1 F 
~ ~dY _ PD Appointed _ Waived Atty 
Advise Subsqt Penalty 
Pay/St.ay _ Payment Agr 
* 
F 
*
 
*
 
*
 
*
 
*
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE	 OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUlfID'AVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION Bv C. PACKER 
DEPUTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff CR. M0802462.01 
vs. 
MORGAN ANDREW DALLAS NOTICE OF 
Defendant. PRELIMINARY HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN to the above Defendant that a 
Preliminary Hearing has been scheduled before the 
Honorable Judge Oths at 8:30 o'clock a.m.on the 
6TH day of MARCH, 2008, in the courtroom at: 
Matjistrate
20 W. Front	 Street 
BOlse, Idaho	 83702 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that if you do not appear in 
Court at said time and place, any bond posted may be 
forfeited by the Court and a warrant will be issued for your 
arrest without further notice. 
Date~~~_ ~::;::C;;;:::l;;:er;;;;:k;::=---------
I hereby certify that copies of this 
as follows on this date: 
Defendant: 
Hand Delivered Mailed 
Private Counsel: 
Hand Delivered Mailed 
.--'.." 
~?e~~tor:
jUbda Boise G. C. _Meridj,.an--tnterdepartmental Mail~ 
/ lic Defender :y ..--~~._.....---. Interdepartmental Mail~ 
I /--­,....--........... 
...-----' 
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NO· FILED 
• • A.M.\-\'.2Z- P.M.---­
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISt~r&liOO8 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIYI.$.(QNAVARRO, Clerk 
/3y~9KER 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) rn 0 ~O2.tIU~ 
) CASE NO. _ 
~ !"tiff, )
 
vs. v!n ~ NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
 
YYJ /'''''1 a 11 ) OF PUBLIC DEFENDER
 
/ / I V ....... Defendant. ) 0<
 
____----'- --') ? Ada D Boise D Meridian 
TO: The Ada County Public Defender .:#;;t,I~ 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that an Order has been entered by this Court ordering that you are appointed to represent the defendant 
in this cause, or in the District Court until relieved by court order. The case is continued for: 
PRE-TRIAL Date at a.m.!p.m. o'clock 
JURY TRIAL Date at ~.m.o'dOCk 
PRELIMINARY HEARING Date at a.m.! .m. o'clock 
( 
3/CilZO~ ?t32 
SENTENCING Date at a.m.!p.m. o'clock
 
OTHER _
 Date at a.m.!p.m. o'clock 
URTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT STREET, BOISE, ID. 
D Released on bail D ROR 
TO: The above-named defendant 
YOU HAVE BEEN ORDERED BY THIS COURT to contact the Ada County Public Defender's office at 200 W. FRONT STREET, 
BOISE,IDAHO, ROOM #1107. 
D~EMEANOR DIVISION, TELEPHONE NO. (208) 287-7400 
)2fFELONY DIVISION, TELEPHONE NO. (208) 287-7400 
within one week and set an appointment to meet with your attorney. You must maintain contact with your assigned attorney and appear at 
your scheduled court hearings. 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
IT HAS ALSO BEEN ORDERED that, if the defendant is unable to post bond and obtain his/her release from jail, the proper 
authorities allow the defendant to make a phone call to the Ada County Public Defender. 
FURTHER ORDERS OF THE COURT: 
The defendant is 
Phone # 
DATE: -=-~---'-"''''"'''''--=-t'---'''~-=------­
Defendant Signature of Receipt 
Copy to the Public Defender by interdepartmental mail ort:2\S()~""~J----------­

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER [REV 2-2002)
 
000016
! tiff, 
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.m. o'clock 
{g  
l  
 __________________ _ l
10
, I
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TE: ~~~~~~~- - -
rt:2-\\Q5"""'"...-'-f~_~~+ ---- - - -- - --­
 
• •NO·----:::F1;;";LE;:;P:-'3f!;E? 
A.M P.M. 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
FEB 25 2008Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
Boise, Idaho 83702 ByA. WRAY 
DEPUTVTelephone: (208) 287-7400 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Case No. M0802462 
Plaintiff, 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
vs. 
ANDREW D. MORGAN, 
Defendant. 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to the Ada County 
Prosecuting Attorney: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to ICR 
16, requests discovery and photocopies of the following 
information, evidence, and materials: 
1)	 All material or information wi thin the 
prosecutor's possession or control, or which 
thereafter comes into his possession or control, 
which tends to negate the guilt of the accused or 
tends to reduce the punishment therefore. ICR 
16(a). 
2)	 Any relevant written or recorded statements made 
by the defendant, or copies thereof, wi thin the 
possession, custody or control of the state, the 
existence of which is known or is available to 
the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due 
diligence; and also the substance of any 
relevant, oral statement made by the defendant 
whether before or after arrest to a peace 
officer, prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting 
attorney's agent; and the recorded testimony of 
the defendant before a grand jury which relates 
to the offense charged. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY	 1 
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3)	 Any written or recorded statements of a co­
defendant; and the substance of any relevant oral 
statement made by a co-defendant whether before 
or after arrest in response to interrogation by 
any person known by the co-defendant to be a 
peace officer or agent of the prosecuting 
attorney. 
4)	 Any prior criminal record of the defendant and 
co-defendant, if any. 
5)	 All documents and tangible objects as defined by 
ICR 16 (b) (4) in the possession or control of the 
prosecutor, which are material to the defense, 
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained 
from or belonging to the defendant or co­
defendant. 
6)	 All reports or physical or mental examinations 
and of scientific tests or experiments within the 
possession, control, or knowledge of the 
prosecutor, the existence of which is known or is 
available to the prosecutor by the exercise of 
due diligence. 
7)	 A written list of the names, addresses, records 
of prior felony convictions, and written or 
recorded statements of all persons having 
knowledge of facts of the case known to the 
prosecutor and his agents or any official 
involved in the investigatory process of the 
case. 
8)	 A written summary or report of any testimony that 
the state intends to introduce pursuant to rules 
702, 703, or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence 
at trial or hearing; including the witness' 
opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, 
and the witness' qualifications. 
9)	 All reports or memoranda made by police officers 
or investigators in connection with the 
investigation or prosecution of the case, 
including what are commonly referred to as 
"ticket notes." 
10)	 Any writing or object that may be used to refresh 
the memory of all persons who may be called as 
witnesses, pursuant to IRE 612. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 2 
000018
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11)	 Any evidence, documents or witnesses that the 
State discovers or could discover with due 
diligence after complying with this request. 
The undersigned further requests written compliance wi thin 
14 days of service of the within instrument pursuant to ICR 16. 
DATED, February 25, 2008. 
MOORE 
for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on February 25, 2008, I mailed a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing to the Ada County 
Prosecuting Attorney's office by placing said same in the 
Interdepartmental Mail. 
Quincy Har~~ 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY	 3 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 J, DAVID NAVARRO, Cler~ 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 By A. WRAY 
DEPUTYFacsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
ANDREW D. MORGAN, 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Defendant. 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
NOTICE OF 
Criminal No. 
HEARING 
M0802462 
---------- ­ --- ­ ) 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to the ADA COUNTY 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY: 
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED, that the 
defendant will call on for hearing the defendant's MOTION FOR 
BOND REDUCTION, now on file in the above-entitled action, on 
03/06/08 at the hour of 8: 30, in the courtroom of the above-
entitled court, or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard. 
DATED, February 25, 2008. 
MOORE 
for Defendant 
NOTICE OF HEARING (MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION) 1 
000020
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Attorney 
•
 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on February 25, 2008, I mailed a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing to the Ada County 
Prosecuting Attorney's office by placing said same in the 
Interdepartmental Mail. 
Quincy Harris 
NOTICE OF HEARING (MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION) 2 
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 By A. WRAY 
DEPUTYFacsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. M0802462 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
vs. )
 
)
 
ANDREW D. MORGAN, )
 
)
 
Defendant. )
 
)
 
---------------) 
COMES NOW, ANDREW D. MORGAN, the defendant above-named, by 
and through counsel LARRY D. MOORE, Ada County Public Defender's 
Office, and moves this Court for its ORDER reducing bond in the 
above-entitled matter upon the grounds and for the reason that 
the bond is so unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an 
indigent person without funds, cannot post such a bond and that 
the defendant has thereby been effectively denied his right to 
bail. 
DATED, February 25, 2008. 
LARRY D. MOORE 
Attorney for Defendant 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 1 
000022
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on February 25, 2008, I mailed a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing to the Ada County 
Prosecuting Attorney's office by placing said same in the 
Interdepartmental Mail. 
Quincy Har~~ 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 2 
000023
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J. DAVID NAVARRO. Clade IBRADLEY B. POOLEI CHARTERED 
By AUROUIDI
ATTORNEY AT LAW DEPUTY 
1110 North Five Mile Road 
Boisel Idaho 83713 
Telephone; (208) 322-5536 
Facsimile: (208) 323-7660 
e-mail: bbpoole@msn.com 
ISB# 1662 
Attorney for Defendant(s) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHOI ) Case No. MOS-D2462 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
-vs­ ) MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
) OF BOND REDUCTION 
ANDREW MORGAN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
---------------) 
COMES NOWI the Defendant, by and through Bradley B. Poolel his counsel of 
record, and submits the following Memorandum in support of his Motion for Bond 
Reduction: 
The Defendant has been charged with one (1) count of burglary and (3) counts of 
grand theft in the above referenced case. His bond was set at the amount of 
$30/000.00. The Defendant filed a Motion for Release on his own recognizance or a 
reduction in the bail. This motion is based on the following: 
MEMORANOUM IN SUPPORT OF BOND REDUCTION· Page 3. 
wp\General\Morgan\Memorandum in Support of Bond Reduction 
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csa llJ 006/00703/05/'008 ":55 "X '083'316i11t 
1) The Defendant is a life long resident of Boise, Ada County, Idaho. The 
Defendant attended schools in the Boise-Meridian area and graduated from Centennial 
High School. 
2) The Defendant has family in the area including a brother and his family 
and a grandparent. He is currently living with his brother and his family in Kuna, Idaho. 
3) The Defendant does not have an extensive criminal record, only a 
shoplifting misdemeanor. He has not missed any court dates and will be present at all 
court dates in the future. 
4) The Defendant does not pose a risk or danger to society. The protection of 
society is not enhanced by the Defendant continUing to be in jail until the resolution of 
this matter. 
5) The Defendant has family members that would assist him in making all 
court dates. His counsel would also prOVide such assistance. 
6) It will help the Defendant in preparing his defense and the resolution of 
this matter if he is not incarcerated and is able to deal with his counsel on an ongoing 
basis. 
Based on the aforementioned factors, the Defendant is entitled to either a 
release on his own recognizance or a reduction in bail pursuant to Rule 46(h)(2), Idaho 
Criminal BuIes. 
MEMORANOVM IN SUPPORT OF BOND REOVCTION - Page 2 
wp\General\Morgon\MemorandlJm I" Support ofBond Reduction 
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DATED this 5th day of March, 2008. 
~ 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 5th day of March, 2008, I served a true and correct 
copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below in the 
manner noted: 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney [ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
602 West Idaho [ ] Hand-Delivered 
Boise, Idaho 83702 jf Overnight Mail Facsimile: 208.287.7709 
~
 
~ADlEY B. POOLE 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF BOND REDUCTION· PClge 3 
wp\General\Morgan\Memofondum in Support of Bond Reduction 
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MAR 0 52008 
BRADLEY B. POOLE, CHARTERED J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
ATTORNEY AT LAW ByAURQUIDI 
OEPUTY1110 North Five Mile Road 
Boisel Idaho 83713 
Telephone: (208) 322-5536 
Facsimile: (20S) 323-7660 
e-mail: bbpoole@msn.com 
158# 1662 
Attorney for Dejendant(s) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
ANDREW MORGAN, 
-vs-
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Defendant. 
Plaintiffl 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
Case No. MOS-Q2462 
--------------) 
To: ADA COUNTY Prosecuting Attorney: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 161 Idaho Criminal 
Rules. requests discovery and inspection of the following information, evidence, and 
materials: 
(1) All statements of Defendant. 
(2) Substance of any relevant oral statement made by the Defendant. 
(3) The recorded testimony of the Defendant. 
(4) All statements of Co-Defendant. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY· Page 1. 
wp\Criminal\Morgan\Oisr:overy Request-Ada County 
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csa III 003/00703/05/2008 12:5' FA' 20832378~ • 
(5) Substance of any relevant oral statement made by a Co-Defendant. 
(6) Defendant's prior record, if any. 
(7) Books, papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects, bUildings, or places, 
or copies or portions thereof, which are material to the preparation of the defense, or 
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the Defendant. 
(8) Reports of physical or mental examinations, scientific tests or experiments, 
(9) A list of the names and addresses of all persons having knowledge of relevant 
facts who may be called by the State as witnesses at the trial, together with any record of 
prior felony convictions of any such person. 
(10) Statements made by the prosecution witnesses or prospective prosecution 
witnesses. 
(11) Reports and memoranda made by a police officer or investigator in connection 
with the, investigation or prosecution of the case. 
The undersigned further requests permission to have copies of said information sent 
to the office of Bradley B. Poole, 1110 North Five Mile Road, Boise, Idaho 83713, 
cJh 
DATED this ? .... day of March, 2008. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY· Poge 2 
wp\ Crimino/\Morgan \Disco very Request-Ada County 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the !5.JfJday of March, 2008, I served a true and correct 
copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney{s) named below in the 
manner noted: 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney [] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid' 
602 West Idaho [] Hand-Delivered . 
Boise, Idaho 83702 (. J Overnight Mail ;".'1' 
~ Facsimile: 208.287.7709 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - Page 3 
wp\Crlminal\Morgan\Discovery Request-Ada County 
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BRADLEY B. POOLE, CHARTERED 
. \.1..10 NAVARRO, Clert!ATIORNEY AT LAW 6yAURQUIDI 
OEPUTY1110 North Five Mile Road 
Boise, Idaho 83713 
Telephone: (208) 322-5536 
Facsimile: (208) 323-7660 
e-mail: bbpoole@msn.com 
158# 1662 
Attorney for Dejendant(s) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No. M08-02462 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) SUBSTITUTION 
) OF COUNSEL 
ANDREW MORGAN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
-----~--------) 
NOTICE IS HEREBY given that Bradley B. Poole is hereby substituted as counsel of 
record for the above named Defendant in the above-referenced matter in the place of 
Larry Moore, Public Defender. 
DATED this 3rd day of March, 2008, 
LARRY MOORE 
SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - Page 1 
~mlna~M.",.n\C<JunS'15Ubs'jtullon 
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DATE: 03/06/2008 TIME: 8:30 
TAPE NO: (Qf.t\4.? ObOfa()[ 
COURT REPORTER: 
PR/AGY: AC PROS: 
P. D. /AT~EY 
MORGAN ANDREW DALLAS 
1 BURGLARY S 18 1401 
3 GRAND THEF S 18 2403 1 
F 
F 
M0802462.01 SSN  DOB 
2 GRAND THEF S 18 2403 1 
4 GRAND THEF S 18 2403 1 
 
F 
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CJ3BMIN ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 2/28/2008
CCEDWARM 8:06:29 
SCHEDULED EVENT: JUDGE: ~ CLERK: 
Preliminary Hearing Michael J; oens Marilyn Edwards 
~~, Case Called Def: ~ Present Not Pres. ~ In Custody 
__ Advised of Rights Waived Rts __ PD Appointed __ Waived Atty 
Guilty Plea/PV Admit N/G Plea __ Advise Subsqt Penalty 
Bond $ ROR __ Pay/Stay __ Payment Agr
-----=::-----:s:\-t..--
*
 
*
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
CASE NO.aD ~0~ tf"~ 
Plaintiff, 
NOTICE OF: 
~ 1Yl1/\~ 
Defendant. 
~Ada D Boise DGC D Meridian 
D FURTHER PROCEEDINGS BEFORE JUDGE _ 
D TRIAL SET COURT/JURY BEFORE JUDGE _-=- _ 
~REI_IMINARY HEARING RESET BEFOREJUDGE~~~~~b~~~~~ _ 
D DISTRICT COURT ARRAIGNMENT BEFORE JUDGE _ 
NOTICE I§.J:!:EREBY GIVEN to the above-.~.. v-o Defendant that proceedings in this case have been 
continued until b~ o'c1~.m. on 3 ,in the courtroom at the 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT STREET, BOISE, ID 83702 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
DATED _3---=-A-=--b~/o...J.L..~ _ B~~~De tyCle 
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows: 
Defendant: M Signature C~ 
Address _Hand ~~ Mailed D
 
Clerk -----.LL1b---'t....L-"bo--- Date _
 
Defense Attorney: 
Hand Delivered D Mailed D 
Clerk Date _ 
Prosecutor V- Interdepartmental Mail Clerk Date _
 
Public Defender - Interdepartmental Mail Clerk Date _
 
NOTICE [REV 2-2005] 
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______________________ _ 
BEFOREJUDGE __ ~-------------------­
-------------
______________________ _ 
-
I -'--'~::.........::::....-...::=3=..J'-----....lo.oL....o.&--  
3 -' ' -bl-=/o .. ....... ~__ _  
 
.. l l< .JQ. __________  
______ __________ 
_______________  
_________________ _________  
_________  
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CJ3BMIN ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 3/27/2008
CCEDWARM 14:54:55 
SCHEDULED EVENT: JUDGE: CLERK: 
Preliminary Hearing Michael J. Oths Marilyn Edwards 
DATE: 03/31/2008 TIME: 8:30 COURT REPORTER: 
TAPE NO: ~ ~33/o8' PR/AGY: AC PROS: 
P.D./ATTORNEY~~~~~~~~~ __ 
MORGAN ANDREW DALLAS M0802462.01 SSN  DOB  
1 BURGLARY S 18 1401 F 2 GRAND THEF S 18 2403 1 F 
3 GRAND THEF S 18 2403 1 F 4 GRAND THEF S 18 2403 1 F 
~ase Called Def: '" Present Not Pres. __ In Custody 
__ Advised of Rights Waived Rts __ PD Appointed __ Waived Atty 
Guilty Plea/PV Admit N/G Plea __ Advise Subsqt Penalty 
/ Bond $ 3°,000 ROR __ Pay/Stay __ Payment Agr 
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FILE~~L..p..aL_AT Co6.M. 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, 
B~=IS~~U~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
NOTICE OF: 
~. ~ ~ 
DfAendan~~ l 
)(Ada o Boise DGC o Meridian--------------) 
BEFORE JUDGE _o FURTHER PROCEEDINGS 
o TRIAL SET COURT/JURY BEFORE JUDGE _ 
o PRELIMINARY HEARING RESET BEFOREJUDGE ~~ ___~~~~_  
KDlSTRICT COURT ARRAIGNMENT BEFORE JUDGE --~i-J-.-L-=();<...X../=----------
NOTICE IS Hr&JGIVEN to the above-n8,med Defendant th t proceed~s in this case have been 
continued until o'clock a.m~on 0 0 lJ ,in the courtroom at the 
ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT STREET, BOISE, ID 83702 
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest. 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
DATED _3_........ .........~.>-- By.~~B~/+-'-lo
Depu Clerk 
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were selVed as tOllen 
Defendant: ~ Signature ~ s;;::;;e=
 
Hand ~ad ~ Mailed 0 Address _
 
Clerk ---.!...l.JC., Date ~
 
Defense Attorney: b41tcL f-t17L.I.R .)

Hand Delivered 0 Mailed 0
 
Clerk I Date _
 
Prosecutor il- Interdepartmental Mail Clerk Date _ 
Public Defender - Interdepartmental Mail Clerk Date _ 
NOTICE [REV 2-2005] 
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_____________________ _ 
  ______________________ _ 
F  J  ----yz-+-J'-,..--~...........".. (J---------
____ ~i 2~~~~------- -
 
 £:) 
"
3-----&'>O"'B~/+-'-lo ......... I --_-- Y  
l rv  f U,":,
 ::;::;:e 
_________________  
.4 t -~ ,  
 
_________  
1 _______________ _________ 
_________ 
NC' -rt-rI.-:::l..EO 
AJll.1~\t-_j!.;i,. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
~lAR 31 2008 
_
 
J. DIt;~uq;tF~ 
Casey Hemmer 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO,
 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant. 
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
 
Case No. M0802462 
COMMITMENT 
Defendant's DOB:  
Defendant's SSN:  
THE ABOVE NAMED
 DEFENDANT, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN,
 
having been brought before this Court for a Preliminary Examination on the '3 ( day of 
Ma rth 2008, on a charge that the Defendant on or between the ~day of 
February, 2008 and the 9th day of February, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, did commit the crimes of I. BURGLARY, FELONY, I.C. §18-1401, II. GRAND 
THEFT, FELONY, I.C. §18-2403(l), 2407(l)(b), III. GRAND THEFT, FELONY, 
COMMITMENT (MORGAN), Page 1 
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I.C. §18-2403(1), 2407(1)(b), and IV. GRAND THEFT, FELONY, I.C. §18-2403(1), 
2407(1)(b) as follows: 
COUNT I 
That the Defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, on or between the 1st day 
of February, 2008, and the 9th day of February, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, did enter into a certain building, to-wit: a home the property of Life Care 
Center located at 808 N. Curtis Road with the intent to commit the crime of theft. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, on or between the 1st day 
of February, 2008, and the 9th day of February, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, did wrongfully take a prescription Fentanyl Pain Patch from the person of 
Bonnie Kascic, the owner, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain property of 
another. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, on or between the 1st day 
of February, 2008, and the 9th day of February, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, did wrongfully take a prescription Fentanyl Pain Patch from the person of 
Arlene Madden, the owner, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain property of 
another. 
COUNT IV 
That the Defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, on or between the 1st day 
of February, 2008, and the 9th day of February, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, did wrongfully take a prescription Fentanyl Pain Patch from the person of Thomas 
Greer, the owner, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain property of another. 
The Defendant having so appeared and having had/having waived preliminary 
examination, the Court sitting as a Committing Magistrate finds that the offenses charged 
as set forth has been committed in Ada County, Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause to 
believe that the Defendant is guilty of committing the offenses as charged. 
COMMITMENT (MORGAN), Page 2 
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WHEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that the Defendant be held to answer to the 
District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County 
of Ada, to the charge herein set forth. Bail is set in the sum of $ _3_Q...L{_o_oO~- _ 
DATED this~ day of March 2008. 
COMMITMENT (MORGAN), Page 3 
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.APR Of 2ID 
J. DAVID NAVARRO I"I......~ 
ByA. BUCK • UItftl( 
IlB'UrY 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) Case No. M 0 ~ 0 .2..r:.j bl. 
) 
vs. ) INFORMATION 
) 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, )
 
)
 
Defendant. )
 
-------------) 
GREG H. BOWER, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Ada, State 
of Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of the State, prosecutes in its behalf, 
comes now into District Court of the County of Ada, and states that ANDREW DALLAS 
MORGAN is accused by this Information of the crimes of: I. BURGLARY, FELONY, 
I.C. §18-1401, II. GRAND THEFT, FELONY, I.C. §18-2403(1), 2407(1)(b), III. 
GRAND THEFT, FELONY, I.C. §18-2403(l), 2407(1)(b), and IV. GRAND THEFT, 
FELONY, I.C. §18-2403(l), 2407(l)(b) which crimes were committed as follows: 
INFORMATION (MORGAN), Page 1 
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COUNT I
 
That the Defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, on or between the 1st day 
of February, 2008, and the 9th day of February, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, did enter into a certain building, to-wit: a home the property of Life Care 
Center located at 808 N. Curtis Road with the intent to commit the crime of theft. 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, on or between the 1st day 
of February, 2008, and the 9th day of February, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, did wrongfully take a prescription Fentanyl Pain Patch from the person of 
Bonnie Kascic, the owner, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain property of 
another. 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, on or between the 1st day 
of February, 2008, and the 9th day of February, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, did wrongfully take a prescription Fentanyl Pain Patch from the person of 
Arlene Madden, the owner, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain property of 
another. 
COUNT IV 
That the Defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, on or between the 1st day 
of February, 2008, and the 9th day of February, 2008, in the County of Ada, State of 
Idaho, did wrongfully take a prescription Fentanyl Pain Patch from the person of 
Thomas Greer, the owner, with the intent to appropriate to himself certain property of 
another. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the 
and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
GREGH. OWER 
ty Prosecuting Attorney 
INFORMATION (MORGAN), Page 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
DEBORAH A. BAIL Date: t¥d 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
COURT MINUTES 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff,	 ) 
Case No. {!£()f-O~1~:t.
VS~ III. ~ l
) 
INITIAL ARRAIGNMENT
DefeDdaJt~ ~l 
Appearances: 
~ 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Counsel for the State 
I)/7lA Pn4 
Deputy PUblic Defender Counsel for the Defendant 
Interpreter _ 
THIS TIME SET FOR INITIAL ARRAIGNMENT: 
~.	 The Court informed the defendant of the charges filed being a felony and of the possible 
penalties which could be imposed. 
(~	 The Court advised the defendant of the right to counsel at public expense in all 
proceedings of this Court. 
( ) Public DEfender reaffirmed/appointed to represent the defendant.
 (--r- Mr. ink appearing as counsel of record for the defendant.
 
( ) Right to counsel waived by the defendant.
 
~.	 The Court advised the defendant of the right to appeal from any judgment entered by this 
Court, to be represented by counsel in said appeal and ofpayment ofcosts incurred in 
said appeal at public expense, and of the appeal time being forty-two (42) days. 
(/	True copy of the Information delivered to the defendant and counsel. 
(~ True Name.
 
() Defendant's corrected name is _
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if	 Formal reading of the Information waived by the Defendant. 
( )	 The Court read the Information to the Defendant. 
~	 The Court advised the defendant of the right to a trial by jury, ofthe different charge(s) 
set forth in the Information, of the time, not less than one day that could be taken before 
entering a plea and the right to remain silent. 
~	 The Court advised the defendant that if a plea of guilty was entered to a charge, the 
presumption of innocence, the constitutional right to a trial by jury, the right to confront 
accusers, the privilege against self-incrimination and the right of selfdefense would be 
waived. All legal and factual defenses and any defects in the State's case would be 
waived. 
()	 Upon the request of the defendant, the Court continued this matter until 
___________for entry ofa plea. 
( )	 Statutory time waived by the defendant. 
~	 In answer to the Court, the defendant entered a plea of "Not Guilty". 
(~ There being no Obje~'nby ~~ defendant, the court~et this case for trial before the 
Courtandajuryon_~ (Te l-3o Q. ~ ~1M.l 1 at /;3tJ £) m. 
I 
( ) In answer to the Court, the defendant entered a plea of" Guilty".
 
( ) Defendant sworn and examined regarding the plea.
 
() The defendant indicated an understanding ofthe possible penalties and that no promises
 
of leniency or threats had been made to induce the plea. 
() The defendant fully understands that BY PLEADING GUILTY the presumption of 
innocence, the constitutional right to a trial by jury, the right to confront accusers, the 
privilege against self incrimination and the right of self defense are waived. All legal and 
factual defenses and any defects in the State's case are waived. 
() The Court accepts the defendant's plea of"Guilty". 
( ) The Court set aside the defendant's plea of"Guilty" and directed the Clerk to enter a plea 
of ''Not Guilty" on behalf ofthe defendant. 
( ) Request and Stipulation for Discovery submitted. 
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Compliance date set for --....:;.t2;~..L.td....:::;'~=3'-"t>~------------, 
( ) The Court ordered a presentence report and continued this matter until 
________________ at 
disposition. 
for said report and 
~} 
() 
Defendant remanded to the custody of the Sheriff. 
Defendant continued on bond. 
Defendant continued on own recognizance. 
Reporter: Susan Gambee 50 f1;f 
Clerk: Carol Luedtka , \I 
000042
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURm JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
DEBORAH A. BAIL April 8, 2008 
District Judge 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, NOTICEOF~SETTING 
Defendant 
TIllS IS YOUR NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
The above-entitled matter has been set for trial before the Court and a jury for: 
Pretrial Conference Monday, June 09, 2008 @ 01 :30 PM 
Judge: Deborah Bail 
Jury Trial.. ......Thursday, June 19, 2008 @ 09:30 AM 
JUdge: Deborah Bail 
~ All requested jury instructions must be submitted to the court five (5) days prior to trial. 
~ Any motion to exclude a witness who was a victim of the alleged crime must be made two (2)
 
weeks prior to trial.
 
~ Discovery compliance date is set for, April 30, 2008.
 
~ Notice is hereby given that an alternate judge ImlY be assigned to preside over the trial of this case if the
 
assigned judge is unavailable to try it. The following is the panel: 
Hon. Phillip M. Becker Hon. James Judd Hon. G. D. Carey 
HOD. Duff McKee Hon. Dennis Goff Hon. Daniel Meehl 
Hon. W.H. Woodland Hon. George R. Reinhart, ill Hon. Nathan Higer 
HOD. Ronald Schilling Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. 
Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification without cause under ICR 25, each 
party shall have the right to file one (1) motion for disqualification without cause as to any alternate judge; 
not later than fourteen (14) days after service of this notice ICR 25 (a) (6). 
Copies to Counsel: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTORS OFFICE 
BRADLEY POOLE 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1110 N FNE MILE ROAD 
BOISE ID 83713 
Notice ofTrial 000043
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MAV0'1D1 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
~A.BUCK 
DEPUn' 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Barbara A. Duggan 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 366 
Boise,Id. 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant. 
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
 
Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
 
-------------) 
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho 
Criminal Rules, requests Discovery and inspection of the following: 
(1) Documents and Tangible Objects: 
Request is hereby made by the prosecution to inspect and copy or photograph books, 
papers, documents, photographs, tangible objects or copies or portions thereof, which are 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (l\fORGAN), Page 1 
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within the possession, custody or control of the defendant, and which the defendant intends 
to introduce in evidence at trial. 
(2) Reports of Examinations and Tests: 
The prosecution hereby requests the defendant to permit the State to inspect and 
copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations and of 
scientific tests or experiments made in connection with this case, or copies thereof, within 
the possession or control of the defendant, which the defendant intends to introduce in 
evidence at the trial, or which were prepared by a witness whom the defendant intends to 
call at the trial when the results or reports relate to testimony of the witness. 
(3) Defense Witnesses: 
The prosecution requests the defendant to furnish the State with a list of names and 
addresses ofwitnesses the defendant intends to call at trial. 
(4) Expert Witnesses: 
The prosecution requests the defendant to provide a written summary or report of 
any testimony that the defense intends to introduce pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 
16(c)(4), including the facts and data supporting the opinion and the witness's 
qualifications. 
(5) Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-519, the State hereby requests that the 
defendant state in writing within ten (l0) days any specific place or places at which the 
defendant claims to have been at the time of the alleged offense and the names and 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (MORGAN), Page 2 
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1
addresses of the witnesses upon whom he intends to rely to establish such alibi. 
DATED this ~~day ofApril 2008. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attomey 
B ra A. Duggan 
eputy Prosecuting Attomey 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of April 2008, I caused to be 
served, a true and correct copy of the foregoing Request for Discovery upon the individual 
named below in the manner noted 
Bradley Poole 
1110 N Five Mile Rd 
Boise, ID 83713 
'i-BY depositing copies of the same in the United States mail, postage prepaid, first 
class. 
[J By depositing copies of the same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
[J By informing the office of said individual(s) that said copies were available for 
pickup at the Office of the Ada County Prosecutor. 
[J By faxing copies of the same to said attomey(s) at the facsimile number: _ 
Legal Assistant 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY (MORGAN), Page 3 
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MAVUf2D08 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clork 
ByA-BUCK 
DIPtITV 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Barbara A. Duggan 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant. 
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
 
Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
DISCOVERY 
RESPONSE TO COURT 
-------------) 
COMES NOW, Barbara A. Duggan Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the 
County of Ada, State of Idaho, and informs the Court that the State has complied with the 
Defendant's Request for Discovery. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 
~ 30 day of April 2008. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
~---,-----
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
DISCOVERY RESPONSE TO COURT (MORGAN), Page 1 
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CRIMINAL CASE FILE MEMO·
 
. DATE: ·-¥-fIl~~..K.Ill:.Il~i_ DEFENDANT PRESENT(!IN CUSTODY~
 
bee· 
Counsel for the State --r:z::-;c~::.:z..~~~~~-------
FROM: Ju eDeborah Baill Carol Luedtkal Susan 
RE: State v CASE NO. eRt;! -[)~i~:<' 
Counsel for the Defendant~~__~~~ _ 
Motion for Bond Reduction - circle/ Not Advanced! Withdrawn Denied Granted 
Additional Remarks (include anything the defendant or either counsel was told) --..­
000048
 
 
' i  
:;c~: ----- -
  ....&...:z:;~ _________  
___ __. _ 
-----------------------------
--------------------------------
Defense recommends:
 
Interpreter _
 
COURT: ( ) Judgment Withheld; years of probation 
( ) Judgment of Conviction 
Term of years= f'lxed followed by indeterminate for a total: _ 
( ) RETAINED JURISDICTION () COMMUTED	 _ 
( ) SUSPENDED, CONDITIONS OF PROBATION: 
I.	 Counseling as directed by P.O. with proof ofattendance, and specifically:
 
Mental health counseling, Substance abuse counseling, Vocational Rehabilitation,
 
Cognitive Self-Change, 90 days AA in 90 days, Anger Management, Parenting Classes
 
Other:
 
2.·	 Restitution: $ or State has days to provide restitution figure; Defense has 
___ days to object. Joint and Several 
3.	 Defendant shall be subject to random blood, breath and urinalysis. 
4.	 Defendant is subject to search ofperson, property, and residence and waives 4th Amendment rights 
5.	 Defendant shall maintain full time employment. 
6.	 Defendant shall maintain full time employment or be involved in a full time educational program with the 
approval ofhis or her P.O. 
7.	 Defendant shall not refuse any blood alcohol content tests. 
8.	 Defendant may not purchase, posses or consume any alcohol. 
9.	 Defendant shall not frequent any establishment where the sale ofalcohol is the primary business. 
10.	 Defendant shall not own, carry or have in hislher possession any fllearms or other weapons. 
11.	 Probation may be transferred to the State of _ 
12. Defendant shall take all medications prescribed by his or her attending physician and shall provide a copy of 
the prescription to his/her P.O. 
13.	 Defendant shall complete hislher GEDIHSE. 
14. Defendant shall not associate with individuals specified by P.O. 
15. Defendant shall have no contact with any minor children. 
______DISCRETIONARY JAIL TO PO _ 
Additional Conditions: ... 
-.-------~------,------r-&t----------' &M- ~ tkR-r---:-,~--~-~c,-:/"""'­
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___________________________________________________  
 
_____ 
 ___________ 
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J
ADA COUNTY JAIL  ___ 
------..,.. - --r ~ -' ~ _ -. .   7 ""'-
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-------------------------------
•
 
SENTENCING MEMO 
013 @?DEFENDANTPRESENT~ CUSTODY/BOND 
e Deborah Bail! Carol LuedtkaJ Susan Gambee 
State recommends: ---------------------------- ­
Defense recommends:
 
Interpreter _
 
COURT: ( ) Judgment Withheld; years of probation 
( ) Judgment of Conviction 
Term ofyears= fIXed followed by indeterminate for a total: _ 
( ) RETAINED JURISDICTION () COMMUTED	 _ 
( ) SUSPENDED, CONDITIONS OF PROBATION: 
I.	 Counseling as directed by P.O. with proofofattendance, and specifically:
 
Mental health counseling, Substance abuse counseling, Vocational Rehabilitation,
 
Cognitive Self-Change, 90 days AA in 90 days, Anger Mana,gement, Parenting Classes
 
Other:
 
2.	 Restitution: $ or State has days to provide restitution figure; Defense has
 
___ days to object. Joint and Several
 
3.	 Defendant shall be subject to random blood, breath and urinalysis. 
4.	 Defendant is subject to search ofperson, property, and residence and waives 41h Amendment rights 
5.	 Defendant shall maintain full time employment. 
6.	 Defendant shall maintain full time employment or be involved in a full time educational program with the
 
approval ofhis or her P.O.
 
7.	 Defendant shall not refuse any blood alcohol content tests. 
8.	 Defendant may not purchase, posses or consume any alcohol. 
9.	 Defendant shall not frequent any establishment where the sale ofalcohol is the primary business. 
10.	 Defendant shall not own, carry or have in hislher possession any firearms or other weapons. 
II.	 Probation may be transferred to the State of " 
12.	 Defendant shall take all medications prescribed by his or her attend~g physician and shall provide a copy of
 
the prescription to hislher P.O.
 
13. Defendant shall complete hislher GED/HSE. 
14.	 Defendant shall not associate with individuals specified by P.O. 
15. Defendant shall have no contact with any minor children.
 
ADA COUNTY JAIL ---"DISCRETIONARY JAIL TO PO _
 
DLJVSPENSION~l?onall5"dHiom: 
~ /W~i-t~w&......,'	 _~L~~~...&..;I/I(:..s.....~UIl~4~~=---=-. 
t3twk JCltal:z? /lZ ;" ~ tl- J--r \t ;e~ ~ck 
~~ . C~ ~ ~ &Kt tJ;.. ~ /I4J, f.;pi)i (!.-7'!30 000050
 
DATE: TPRESENT~ I
FROM: 
Prosecutor: -l'-~~~~--#Jto"""""Io!5f,.L,rI= 
- - - - - - - - - - - ---------------------------- - ---
 - - - - - - - - ------------------------------ - - - -
__________________________________________________________ _ 
 
_____ 
 ___________ 
         
 
ll:  
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
 _____  
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 _______________________________________ , 
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______ ~DISCRET ___  
JVSPENSION 
;wtttkti 
• • 
Prosecutor: ~~~~L-....Io£~t#.~=­
State recommends: 
---"':...=;..."'"-:---\::::-"-"'--------'''-~----__jf___HL..-=---L-.....;;;...-'-'-____:----­
Defense recommends: 
_J..-..L'~.!!!:loo&C::":"":"-J-~='==-=---:':'--=---'''''':'':'~':''''-----7-~~~~:'==-----I~-=---­
Interpreter	 _ 
COURT: ( ) J~gment Withheld; years of probation 
(£)1'udgment of Conviction 
Term ofyears= ~ fIXed followed by S- indeterminate for a total: _......0<-7 _ 
( ) RETAINED JURISDICTION () COMMUTED _ 
(~SPENDED, CONDITIONS OF PROBAnON: 
0) Counseling as directed by P.O. with proofofattendance, and specifically: 
2.
 
___days to object. Joint and Several
 
Q Defendant shall be subject to random blood, breath and urinalysis.
 
~ Defendant is subject to search of person, property, and residence and waives 4th Amendment rights
 
5. Defendant shaH maintain full time employment. 
fP	 Defendant shaH maintain full time employment or be involved in a full time educational program with the . ~ ~ 
approval of his or her P.O. \ 'fi..~~ /tift I/~ II- WdMI- ~~ 
(j)	 Defendant shall not refuse any blood alcohol content tests. ~~ I..~TtJ~ 
~~/~· • *"f ND)Il. (!~ IH' ~ 
(!) Defendant may not purchase, posses or consume any alcohol.  ., l 
§) Defendant shall not frequent any establishment where the sale ofalcohol is the ary business. . 
@ Defendant shall not own, carry or have in hislher possession any firearms or other weapons. 
II. Probation may be transferred to the State of	 _ 
@	 Defendant shall take all medications arescr!.bed by his or:. her attending physician and shall provide a copy of
 
the prescription to hisLher P.O. 1}.11b S/~ ~ Jd ~ 11.1'1.1 /I-J.. D_ . ~ .....
L 
WfUU.r~O 1M~ '~ith/1('f 7 Df'CAI'Y (,...{', ~ ­
13. Defendant shall complete hislher GEDIHSE.~ w,~ Po	 <! ~ roO 
14. Defendant shall not associate with individuals specified by P.O. ~ f 
15. Defendant shall have no contact with any minor children.
 
ADA COUNTY JAIL /~o4__-,DISCRETIONARY JAIL TO PO~~"-"l:t?;....AOtiT--_
 
DL SUSPENSION~----:" Additional Conditions: _
 
~ ..a-rI~ mr-c... "'-~ wid! ~, 
Mental health counseling, Substance abuse counseling, Vocational Rehabilitation, 
Cognitive Self-C ge, 9 y AA in 90.days, ge M a ement, arenting Classes 
Other: tJ 
Restitution: $ v-o or State as _ 
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JUL 282008 
ByJ.D~ 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Barbara Duggan 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
Fax: (208) 287-7709 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO,	 ) 
) 
Plaintiff,	 ) 
) Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
vs.	 )
 
) ORDER FOR RESTITUTION
 
) AND JUDGMENT
 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, )
 
)
 
Defendant.
 ) 
WHEREAS, on the l~ay of~,f---~'---__.' 2J01 a Judgment of Conviction or 
Withheld Judgment was entered against efen nt ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN; and 
therefore pursuant to Idaho Code §19-5304(2 nd based on information presented to this Court; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, shall 
make restitution to the victim(s) in the following amounts of: 
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION AND JUDGMENT,(MORGAN/CR-NID-2008-0002462),Page 1 000052
O._-""""::::"':::::----:-__ 
:. .   ..I . rA
y J. D~C)!1< ./ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
~.t- ----li~ '  o/, 
· " .~ 
MADDEN ARLENE J $410.13 
TOTAL: $410.13 
Interest on said restitution amount shall be computed as statutory rate of interest per 
annum. 
FURTHER, pursuant to I.C. 19-5304 this order may be recorded as a judgment 
against the defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN and the listed victim(s) may 
execute as provided by law for civil judgl')J"~ 
IT IS SO ORDE~ 
DATED, this ~ day of , 2008.
---:-:I-+---Jl--+--'-I-~I--------_. 
Judge 
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION AND JUDGMENT,(MORGAN/CR-MD-2008-0002462),Page 2 000053
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) Case No. CRMD08-2462 
) 
ANDREW DAlLAS MORGAN, ) JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION, 
) AND ORDER OF PROBATION 
Defendant. ) BRIDGE COURT 
-------------) 
On the 7th day of April, 2008, ANDREW DAlLAS MORGAN was arraigned 
before the Honorable Deborah A. Bail, and charged with the crimes of: I. BURGLARY, 
FELONY, I.C. §18-1401, n. GRAND THEFT, FELONY, I.e. §18-2403(l), 2407(l)(b), 
ill. GRAND THEFT, FELONY, I.C. §18-2403(l), 2407(l)(b), and IV. GRAND THEFT, 
FELONY, I.e. §18-2403(l), 2407(l)(b); and 
The defendant pled guilty to the offense of n. GRAND THEFT, FELONY, I.e. 
§18-2403(l), 2407(l)(b) (Counts I, ill, and IV were dismissed pursuant to plea agreement); 
and requested probation. It appears to the Court that probation is warranted. The 
defendant is placed on probation and sentence is suspended as follows: 
For a minimum fixed and determinate period of confinement of two (2) years; 
followed by an indeterminate tenn not to exceed five (5) years, for a total of not to 
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exceed seven (7) years; suspended. The defendant is placed on probation for seven (7) 
years, under the following special conditions: 
1. That the probation is granted to and accepted by you, the probationer, subject to 
all its terms and conditions and with the understanding that the Court may at any time, in 
case of the violation of the terms of the probation, cause you to be returned to the Court for 
the imposition of sentence as prescribed by law or any other punishment as the Court may 
see fit to hand down. 
2. You shall be under the legal custody and control of the Director of Probation an 
Parole of the State of Idaho and the District Court. In addition to the special terms of this 
probation imposed by the Court, you are also subject to the rules of probation prescribed b 
the Board of Correction and your probation officer. 
3.	 You are subject to the following special conditions: 
a)	 You shall participate and fully comply with Bridge Court. The court 
will hold a review hearing on December 8, 2008 at 3:00 p.m. 
b)	 You shall serve one hundred twenty (120) days in the Ada County Jail with credit 
being given for time served in the amount of sixteen (16) days, leaving a balance 
of one hundred four (104) days to be served. 
c)	 You shall serve ninety (90) days in the Ada County Jail with service of sentence 
to be at the discretion of the probation officer under such terms and in such 
increments as he or she directs. (Discretionary) 
d)	 You must successfully complete any training or counseling program your 
probation officer tells you to take and you are solely responsible for proving that 
you are attending the programs your probation officer has directed you to take. 
You must also take and successfully complete the Substance Abuse Treatment 
Program and ABC classes while incarcerated. Additionally, you must take and 
successfully complete Narcotics Anonymous and St. Alphonsus's Addiction 
Recovery Program and provide proof of attendance to your probation officer. 
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e)	 You must be screened for participation in the Ada County Mental Health Court 
program and, if accepted, successfully complete it. You must comply with any 
and all additional conditions imposed by the Mental Health Court Judge. 
f)	 You must pay restitution in the amount of four hundred ten dollars thirteen cents 
($410.13). Your probation officer will set up a payment plan which you must 
follow unless you ask for a modification from the Court. 
g)	 You cannot refuse any RA.e. (Blood Alcohol Content) tests when requested by 
any law enforcement officer. 
h)	 You must maintain, when feasible, full-time employment or full-time education 
or a mix of both as approved your probation officer, and be able at all times to 
prove to your probation officer your employment and/or educational status. You 
may not be employed nor volunteer for work in nursing homes, assisted living 
facilities, home health care, or work in any other medical field. 
i)	 You must not go to any place where the sale of alcohol is the major source of the 
establishment's business. You may not go to any bars or liquor stores. 
j)	 You cannot purChase, possess or consume any alcoholic beverages while on 
probation. 
k)	 You must not purchase, possess or consume any drug or narcotic unless 
specifically prescribed by a medical doctor. You must give a copy of the 
prescription to your Probation Officer and sign a release authorizing your 
treatment providers to speak freely with your probation officer and this Court. 
1)	 YOU HAVB BEEN CONVICTED OF A FELONY. YOU MAY NOT OWN, 
CARRY, POSSESS ANY WEAPONS OR FIREARMS OF ANY TYPE FOR 
ANY REASON. 
m) Because you are on probation, you are subject to search of your person, your 
property and your residence at any time for any reason by your probation officer. 
Your probation officer does not need a search warrant to search you or your 
property or your residence. Your acceptance of this probation is an express 
consent to search of your person, property or residence at any time and for any 
reason. By accepting this probation, you waive any constitutional right to be free 
from warrantless searches. 
n)	 You must submit, at your own expense, to a chemical test of your blood, breath or 
urine for the detection of substance abuse, when requested by your probation 
officer. 
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o)	 You must pay a monthly charge for probation supervision as established by the 
Idaho State Board of Correction. 
p)	 You must pay court costs of seventeen dollars fifty cents ($17.50); Criminal 
Justice Fee of ten dollars ($10.00); Peace Officer and Detention Officer 
Temporary Disability Fund (I.e. § 72-1105) fees of three dollars ($3.00); P.O.S.T. 
fees of ten dollars ($10.00); 1STARS Fees of ten dollars ($10.00); and you must 
pay the Victim's Compensation Fund in the amount of fifty dollars ($50.00). 
4. IF YOU ARE PLACED ON PROBATION TO A DESTINATION 
OUTSIDE THE STATE OF IDAHO, OR IF YOU LEAVB IDAHO WITH OR 
WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF YOUR PROBAnON OFFICER, YOU WAIVE 
EXTRADITION TO THE STATE OF IDAHO AND YOU ALSO AGREE THAT 
THE YOU WILL NOT CONTEST ANY EFFORT BY ANY STATE TO RETURN 
YOU TO THE STATE OF IDAHO. YOUR SIGNATURE ON THE PROBATION 
ORDER IS AN ACCEPTANCE OF THIS CONDITION. 
IF JAIL IS ORDERED or the Defendant is in the custody of the Ada County 
Jail, the Clerk will deliver a certified copy of this Judgment to the Sheriff, which shall 
serve as a commitment of the defendant. 
Done in open court this 28th day of July, 2008. 
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This is to certify that I have read or had read to me and fully understand and 
accept all the conditions, regulations and restrictions under which I am being granted 
probation. I will abide by and conform to them strictly and fully understand that my 
failure to do so may result in the revocation of my probation. 
Probationer Date of Acceptance 
Probation Officer 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this ~ day of July, 2008, I mailed (served) a true and 
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
Ada County Prosecutor 
INTERDEPT MAIL 
Brad Poole 
Attorney at Law 
1110 N. Five Mile Rd. 
Boise, ill 83713 
Ada County Jail 
INTERDEPT. MAIL 
Probation & Parole-PSI Department 
INTERDEPT. MAIL-Pickup Box 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
BY:~~ 
Deputy urt Clerk 
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JlIDGE: MICHAEL MCLAUGHLINI CLERK: KRISTIN BROWN DATE: AUGUST 28. 2008 
CASE NUMBER: CRMD08-2462 NAME: ANDREW·MORGAN 
NEW REFERRAL: 
=======:================================================================================== 
PLEAAGREEMENT:, _ 
__COURT QUESTIONS DEFENDANT, ACCEPTS INTO MENTAL HEALTH COURT.
 
___ COURT ORDERS DEFENDANT TO REPORT TO KELLY JENNINGS.
 
.·==x~~;:::~~::~~::~3:::;i$2====·~·=~~===·==== 
========================================================================================== 
__ DEFENDANT DROPPED FROM MENTAL HEALTH COURT. SENTENCING FOR ====,PSI ORDERED_ 
========================================================================================== 
__COURT MAKES MISC. COMMENTS TO DEFENDANT REGARDING HIS/HER PROGRESS.
 
X MATTER CONTINUED TO AT FOR REVIEW; DEF. ORDERED TO APPEAR.
 
- d-e>e: vtO+- ~L_A~~~~:-==-(~#_---
_____----IIvlfO.-- btJ.~ ~"""'--. _ 
__DEFENDANT PROMOTED TO _ PHASE II; _ PHASE III; PHASE IV. 
=========================================================================================
 
AAlNA PER WEEK __ ANGER MGT __ BREATHALYZERS __COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS 
__CURFEW OF __O'CLOCK DAILY CHECK IN __ESSAY ON _ 
FIND EMPLOYMENT __LAST CHANCE ESSAY PROGRAM; _._LETTER OF APOLOGY 
__ NO CONTACT WITH __PYMNT PLAN __RELAPSE PREVENTION 
__ SILD-_DAYS __1 ON 1 COUNSELING __ 12 STEP WKSHEETS; __90 AAlNA IN 90 DAYS 
_________________________,(OTHER) 
========================================================================================== 
__ DEFENDANT REMANDED INTO CUSTODY FOR 
MENTAL HEALTH COURT MINUTES 
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BRADLEY B. POOLE, CHARTERED 
SEP 23 2008ATTORNEY AT LAW 
1110 North Five Mile Road J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
Boise, Idaho 83713 By A. URQUIDI 
DI!IIUTV
Telephone: (208) 322-5536 
Facsimile: (208) 323-7660 
e-mail: bbpoole@msn.com 
ISB# 1662 
Attorney for Defendant(s) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No. M08-02462 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION FOR EARLY RELEASE 
-vs­ ) 
) 
ANDREW MORGAN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
--------------) 
COMES NOW, the Defendant, in the above-entitled action, by and through Bradley 
B. Poole, his attorney of record, and moves the Court for an Order allowing him to be 
released early from the Ada County Jail based on: 
a. The Defendant will have served 66 days of his sentence on September 16, 2008; 
b. The Defendant will have completed the SAP and ABC programs by September 
19,2008; 
c. The course instructors will notify the Court upon course completion; 
d. Defendant has had an excellent record in jail; and 
~IONFOR EARLY RELEASE - Page 1 
~\ Criminal \Morgan \ Early Release Motion 
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e. The Defendant desires to continue and/ or start treatment programs for his drug 
and mental health issues. 
This motion is also based on the file in this matter. Oral argument is requested on 
this motion. 
DATED this~day of September, 2008. 
B LEY B. POOLE 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of September, 2008, I served a true and 
correct copy of the within and foregoing document upon the attorney(s) named below 
in the manner noted: 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
602 West Idaho Hand-Delivered 
Boise, Idaho 83702 Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 208.287.7709 
MOTION FOR EARL Y RELEASE - Page 2 
wp \ Criminal \ Morgan \ Early Release Motion 
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September 17, 2008 
Honorable Judge Bail 
4th Judicial District 
Interdepartmental Mail 
Re: Andrew Morgan 
Case# CR-MD-2008-0002462 
Dear Judge Bail: 
We would like to inform you that the above named client has successfully completed the Ada 
County Jail Active Behavior Change Program. This four- week class contained the Moral 
Reconation Therapy Workbook, and included lectures, process groups, homework assignments, 
and testing. 
This program is designed to assist individuals to develop thinking skills to change behavior. 
Participants further learn valuable life strategies such as communication skills and recognition of 
personal characteristics, including moral self- identification and values inventory. Additionally, 
they learn how to cluster pertinent resources to support them in developing reasonable action 
plans to attain their goals. 
Clients in this program are offered a list of community resources to aid them in further ~ 
addressing their needs. If you have additional inquiries please call 577-3490. 
Sincet:el , ~ 
Cindy Wil iams, BS. 
Program Counselor 
G¢:	 J3r~~y::p.~~f~'~~~Mil~J~.tlm~ 
IJJJ~.·N'~iv'~Nli~~;lq~;~"(;}j!~~Y\ml;i~k~?;" 
ADA COUNTY JAIL PROGRAMS 
Telephone: 577-3490 
Fax: 577-3449 
7200 Barrister Drive • Boise, Idaho 83704-9217 
Tel: 208-577-3000 • Fax: 208-577-3009 • Website: www.adasheriff.orq 
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SHERIFF 
o
NO.
A.M.IOao FI~~. 
BRADLEY B. POOLE, CHARTERED 
ATTORNEY AT LAW OCT 22 2008 
1110 North Five Mile Road 
_ 
Boise, Idaho 83713 By 
J. D~JD ~RO, Clerk
(2~~ 
Telephone: (208) 322-5536 
Facsimile: (208) 323-7660 
e-mail: bbpoole@msn.com 
ISB# 1662 
Attorney for Defendant(s) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
ANDREW MORGAN, 
Defendant. 
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. M08-02462 
ORDER FOR EARLY RELEASE
 
--------------) 
THIS MATTER having come before the Court and good cause appearing, therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED and this does ADJUDGE 
AND DECREE that the Defendant is allowed to be released from the Ada County Jail based 
on the following: 
a. The Defendant has served 66 days of his sentence; 
b. The Defendant has completed the SAP and ABC programs; 
c. The course instructors will notify the Court upon course completion; 
d. Defendant has had an excellent record in jail; and; 
ORDER FOR EARLY RELEASE - Page 1 
wp \ Criminal \ Morgan \ Early Release Order 
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e. The Defendant shall continue an or start treahnent programs for his drug 
and mental health issues~ 
DATED thiJ I /' 
ORDER FOR EARLY RELEASE - Page 2 
wp \ Criminal \ Morgan \ Early Release Order 
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ARY RANEY SHERIFF 
~~ JD: 9)/ FIL~~, = 
October 15, 2008 OCT 22 2008 
8yJ~~,Clerk 
Dear Judge Bail: 
On 07/28/08 you ordered Morgan, Andrew D, LE# 687693 to serve 120 days on case #CRMD2008­
0002462 in the Ada County Jail. While incarcerated, this person has participated in the following 
programs: 
D Inmate Worker Program 
I:8J Substance Abuse Program (SAP) 
I:8J Active Behavior Change (ABC) 
D General Educational Development (GED) 
D Smart Money Management 
D None 
A check of our classification record on this person shows the person has had Q rule violations. 
Based on this information and that the defendant has no further violations, the Sheriff's Office 
requests that you approve 10 days of early release time to be applied to the sentence. Please 
indicate below your approval or denial of this request. Your time and consideration in this matter are 
appreciated. If you have any questions please contact Lt. Johnson at (208) 577-3710. 
Sincerely, 
GARY RANEY 
Ada County Sheriff 
~,¥' .~ L
<i'P ain inda scdiii. 
'Jail and Court Services Bureau Director 
7200 Barrister Drive • Boise, Idaho 83704-9217 
Tel: 208-577-3000 • Fax: 208-577-3009 • Website: www.adasheriff.org '..-.­[ t 
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__ Counsel for the State _+.!!d,,..-..j~llAd~~--------
Counsel for· the Defendaat"-~~~--,-.:.;.;.-= 
... CRIMINAL CASE FILE MEMO L/~tJt. 
DATE:~ .e @f' DEfENDANT PRESENT&IN CUSTODY~ 
FROM: J B '11 C 01 L tkaI e 
RE: State v CASE NO. etof() ~16;Z 
/ 
_ 
Interpreter --~.".----:~--~-r---~--I---"...---
f1Z··Cud:··~·i· 
Plea 8~~. ~4~~~~z...--MfU!1::",...2.~~~--..4f1.~~--
Motion fOr Bond Reduction - circle! Not Advanced! Withdrawn Denied Granted 
Additional Remarks (include anything the defendant or either counsel was told) _ 
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Counsel for the State ~~~~~!&I::. _ 
Counsel for the Defendant~---,~~~~~l=::L.... _ 
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Motion for Bond Reduction - circle! Not Advancedl Withdrawn Denied Granted 
Additional Remarks (include anything the defendant or either cOWlsel was told) _ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE ST~ OV FILED 1.10 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA A.M. P.M.~ __ 
APR 302009 
) Case No.CR-MD08-2462 .;.DAV~~n 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) DEPUTY 
) ORDER 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ANDREW MORGAN, 
Defendant 
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
 
Having reviewed the file, and the psychosexual file and its conclusion that the defendant 
is a low risk to ever reoffend in such a manner, the Court orders that the defendant remain on his 
current caseload and not be placed on the sex offender caseload. Treatment will be required 
although, at this stage, it appears that it is most appropriate to focus on treatment for depression 
and vocational rehabilitation. 
It is so ordered. 
Deborah A. Bail 
District Judge 
~
 
ORDER- 1 
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DATE:' DEFENDANT PRES 
FROM: Jud e 1Luedtka/ Susan e
 
RE: State" ~~~~~~~~----"T--CASENO. C!ft;R<9Jif~
 
Counsel for the 'State _..-J~~~-~~'t>F.~~~----- __ 
Counsel for the DefendWUUlallUn~t_--,.u...~'--J-!:,'L.::t.::...- _ 
Motion for Bond Reduction - circle! Not Advancedl Withdrawn Denied Granted 
Additional Remarks (include anything the defendant or either counsel was told) _ 
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Counsel for the Defendant~-Ju..~L.-1~~~ _
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Motion for Bond Reduction - circlel Not Advanced! Withdrawn Denied Granted 
Additional Remarks (include anything the defendant or either counsel was told) _ 
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_ 
AUG 2 1 2009 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk 
By SCARLETI RAMIREZ 
DEPUTY 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Monica Morrison 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone:(208) 287-7700 
Fax: (208) 287-7709 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
-------------) 
MOTION FOR BENCH 
WARRANT FOR 
PROBATION VIOLATION 
Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Ada 
) 
) ss: 
) 
COMES NOW, Monica Morrison, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County, 
State ofIdaho, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That on the 9th day of June 2008, the said Defendant pled guilty to GRAND THEFT, 
FELONY, and that on the 28th day of July 2008, this Court placed the Defendant on 
probation for a period of seven (7) years. 
MOTION FOR BENCH WARRANT FOR 
PROBATION VIOLATION (MORGAN/CR-MD-2008-0002462), Page 1 
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This Court required, and the Defendant agreed, that as a condition of probation he 
would respect and obey all the laws of the State of Idaho, at all times conduct himself as a 
good citizen, and obey the rules and regulations of probation. That the Defendant violated 
the above-mentioned term ofhis probation agreement by: 
Failing to attend and/or successfully complete St. Alphonsus Addiction 
Recovef'frogram as lawfully requested by his supervising officer, to-wit: the 
said Defendant has not attended treatment at St. Alphonsus since the 22nd day 
of June 2009. 
2.	 Failing to attend and/or successfully complete Vocational Rehabilitation for 
employment and education assistance as lawfully requested by his 
supervising officer, to-wit: the said Defendant repeatedly failed to report for 
scheduled office visits with his case manager; 
3.	 Failing to attend and/or successfully complete treatment at Health and 
Welfare as lawfully requested by his supervising officer, to-wit: a letter and 
email was received by Ms. Thor from Health and Welfare showing that the 
said Defendant was late, missed or cancelled several appointments on or 
between the 15th day ofMay 2009, through the 29th day of July 2009; 
Failing to maintain full-time employment or a program approved by his 
supervising officer, to-wit: on the 12th day of June 2009, the said Defendant 
started working for Freezing Point but, was terminated after three (3) days for 
failing to report to work; 
5.	 Failing to obtain permission before purchasing, possessing or consuming 
drugs or narcotics and provide a copy of the prescription to his supervising 
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officer, to-wit: the said Defendant has failed to inform his supervising officer 
when he has been prescribed narcotics for his migraine headaches, and by; 
Committing the crime of FAILURE TO PURC~/INVALID DRIVER'S 
LICENSE, MISDEMEANOR, on or about the 16th day of March 2009, filed 
as case number CR-IN-2009-0012956. 
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WHEREFORE, your affiant prays for an Order of this Court directing the Clerk of 
the Court to issue a Bench Warrant for the arrest of the Defendant requiring that he be 
arrested and brought before this Court on the arraignment day next following his arrest, at 
which time to show cause why the probation and sentence in this cause should not be 
revoked and sentence imposed according to law. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
By:	 Monica Morrison 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this Z-I S/;,y 0~09, 
MOTION FOR BENCH WARRANT FOR 
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1010 DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTI. 
DIVISION OF COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS 
Probation and Parole, District 4
 
8752 W. Fairview Ave.
 
Boise, Idaho 83704
 
(208) 327-7008OR\G\NAL 
~ECEIVED 
REPORT OF PROBATION VIOLATION 
AUG 2 f 2:~:: 
DATE: July 21, 2009 
TO:	 The Honorable Deborah A. Bail 
Judge, Fourth District Court 
Ada County Courthouse 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
NAME: MORGAN, Andrew Dallas	 COURT CASE: CRMD08-2462 
ADDRESS: 120 E. Mallard Apt #105, Boise, ID 83706 
OFFENSE: Grand Theft 
DATE OF SENTENCE: July 28, 2008 SENTENCE:	 2-5 Years 
7 Years Probation 
DATE OF PROBATION: July 28, 2008 
COUNTY: Ada	 JUDICIAL DISTRICT: Fourth 
RULE VIOLATED 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONDITION (D), which states: You must successfully complete any 
training or counseling program your probation officer tells you to take and you are solely responsible 
for proving that you are attending the programs your probation officer has directed you to take. You 
must also take and successfully complete the Substance Abuse Treatment Program and ABC 
classes while incarcerated. Additionally, you must take and successfully complete Narcotics 
Anonymous and St. Alphonsus Addiction Recovery Program and provide proof of attendance to your 
probation officer. 
SUMMARY 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONDITION (0) was violated in that On June 22, 2009, the defendant's 
counselor at St. Alphonsus Addiction Recovery Program, told the defendant that he had excessive 
absences and he needed to start showing up for groups or he would be discharged from the 
program. On August 6, 2009, Ms. Normand told me that she had given the defendant a lot of 
leeway due to his reported medical and depression issues, but she had repeatedly told the defendant 
that he needed to report to group. The defendant has not attended treatment at St. Alphonsus since 
June 22, 2009. 
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REPORT OF VIOLATION 
RE: MQRGAN, Andrew D. 
'PATE: July 21,2009 
CR. NO.: CRMD08-2462 Page 2 
On October 30, 2008, the defendant was referred to Vocational Rehabilitation for employment and 
educational assistance. The defendant repeatedly failed to report for scheduled office visits with 
his casemanager, Tara Richardson, and his case has been closed. 
On December 7, 2008, the defendant began treatment at Health & Welfare. On June 18, 2009, 
Ms.Claudette Thor sent me a letter that stated the defendant had missed or been late for several 
appointments and there was concern over inconsistencies in self-reported use of pain and anti­
anxiety medications (see attached). 
On August 3, 2009, I received the following email from Ms. Thor: "Mr. Morgan has either cancelled 
or no-showed for the past 5 sessions: 6/24/09-cancel, 7/8/09-cancel, 7/15/09-no show/no call, 
7/22/09-left voicemail to cancel, 7/29/09-no show/no call. I will be unable to see Mr. Morgan for 
individual sessions unless he wishes to commit to attending on a regular basis." On August 4, 
2009, I called the defendant and he admitted that he has not attended treatment with Ms. Thor 
since mid-June 2009. 
The defendant has failed to inform me when he misses his treatment programs, despite my repeated 
instructions to him to do so. 
RULE VIOLATED 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONDITION (h), which states: You must maintain, when feasible, full-time 
employment of full-time education or a mix of both as approved by your probation officer, and be 
able at all times to prove to your probation officer your employment and/or educational status. You 
may not be employed nor volunteer for work in nursing homes, assisted living facilities, home health 
care, or work in any other medical field. 
SUMMARY 
COURT ORDER CONDITION (h) was violated in that The defendant started working for Freezing 
Point on June 12, 2009, but was terminated from this job after three days because he did not 
report to work. The defendant has not had any other employment nor been enrolled in an 
educational program for the duration of his probation. 
RULE VIOLATED 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONDITION (k), which states: You must not purchase, possess or 
consume any drug or narcotic unless specifically prescribed by a medical doctor. You must give 
a copy of the prescription to your Probation officer and sign a release authorizing your treatment 
providers to speak freely with you probation officer and this Court. 
SUMMARY 
COURT ORDER CONDITION (k) was violated in that Throughout the duration of the defendant's 
probation, he has repeatedly failed to inform this probation officer when he has been prescribed 
narcotics for his migraine headaches. When confronted with this issue, the defendant has stated 
to me that he assumed I should know he was taking narcotics due to his ongoing medical problems. 
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REPORT OF VIOLATION
 
RE: MORGAN, Andrew D.
 
• DATE: July 21, 2009 
CR. NO.: CRMD08-2462 Page 3 
RULE VIOLATED 
IDOC AGREEMENT OF SUPERVISION CONDITION 1\10. 2, which states: Laws and Conduct: The 
defendant shall obey all laws, municipal, county, state and federal. .. 
SUMMARY 
IDOC AGREEMENT OF SUPERVISION CONDITION NO.2 was violated in that On March 16, the 
defendant was charged with Fail to Purchase/Invalid Driver's License and Fail to Purchase 
Insurance. This matter has had a final disposition and the defendant currently has a valid 
driver's license. 
INTERMEDIATE SANCTIONS 
Vocational Rehabilitation Program, individual and group counseling with Health & Welfare, St. 
Alphonsus Addiction Recovery Program, frequent contact with probation officer, UA's. The 
defendant has failed to follow through with all treatment programming & has repeatedly missed 
scheduled office visits with this probation officer. 
SUPERVISON HISTORY 
RESIDENCE HISTORY 
The defendant resided with his brother in Kuna, Idaho, his grandmother in Boise, Idaho, and moved 
into his own apartment in May 2009. 
EMPLOYMENT and EDUCATION 
The defendant started working for Freezing Point on June 12, 2009, but was terminated from this 
job after three days because he did not report to work. The defendant has not had any other 
employment nor been enrolled in an educational program for the duration of his probation. 
RELATIONSHIPS and FAMILY 
The defendant has reported that his family has been very supportive and is currently providing 
financial support to the defendant. 
PHYSICAl/MENTAL HEALTH 
The defendant has reported he suffers from severe migraine headaches. He also suffers from 
depression and is currently taking medication for this illness. 
SUBTANCE ABUSE 
The defendant has periodically been prescribed narcotics for reported migraine headaches during 
his probation period. However, the defendant has repeatedly failed to report to this probation officer 
when he is taking narcotics. 
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REPORT OF VIOLATION 
RE: MORGAN, Andrew D. 
, DATE: July 21, 2009 
CR. NO.: CRMD08-2462 Page 4 
RECOMMENDATION 
On July 28, 2008, Andrew D. Morgan was sentenced before the Court for the felony crime of 
Grand Theft. He was granted a suspended sentenced, placed on probation for a period of seven 
(7) years, and given the opportunity to participate in Bridge Court. 
During Mr. Morgan's probation period, he has repeatedly missed his scheduled appointments 
with his treatment providers and probation officer, continued to use narcotics for pain 
management, and has failed to maintain stable employment. He has failed to inform me when he 
is taking narcotics or if there are changes in his treatment programming. Mr. Morgan has been 
diagnosed with depression and is currently taking prescription medication. He has reported to his 
treatment providers that his depression is getting worse and although he is not suicidal, there 
are times when it "is close." I believe that Mr. Morgan's medical and psychiatric issues are 
interfering with his treatment, employment, the Court's orders, and conditions of probation. I 
strongly believe that Mr. Morgan would benefit from a higher level of mental health services and 
probation supervision. 
Therefore, it is respectfully requested that a BENCH WARRANT be issued for the arrest of Andrew 
Dallas Morgan and he be returned to the court for further disposition in this case. If the defendant 
is found to have violated the terms of his probation, it is respectfully recommended that he be 
assessed for the Ada County Mental Health Court program. 
Respectfully submitted, 
ulie A. Bryant 
r. Probation/Parole 
APPROVED: ---':"'~~~~:::::::"".J.::(....~~L--'.:!.:-"_'_ 
Shelly William ,S i n Supervisor 
Community Corrections, District 4 
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REPORT OF VIOLATION 
RE: MORGAN, Andrew D. 
PATE: July 21,2009 
CR. NO.: CRMD08-2462 Page 5 
THE ABOVE DOCUMENTED INFORMATION, WHICH IS IN WRITING, IS KNOWN BY ME TO BE 
TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE. 
SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED TO BEFORE ME, A NOTA PUBLIC FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, ON 
\ 
ITHIS~DAYOF l~l"/)t 2009. 
JJt1M(,~ 
Notary Public...........,
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Jun,18. 2009 1:37PM No,5156 P, 2 
• 
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF 
HEALTH & WELFARE
 
Col. 'Butch' Oller - Ga.wnOr KATHLEEN ALlYN - A(lmil'lislratcf 
RlN'd M. Am1sIror4j - Dillclllr DMSION OF BEHAVIOR HEAlTH 
GINA WESTCOTT - Pragram Ulnaget 
Rl:GION IV MENTAl. HEALTH SEFMCES 
1720 WestgaIs Dr., $te. 6 
P.O. Box 83720 
BOISE. IDAHO 83720-0026 
PHONE 2M-3M-0800 
FAX 2Q8..334-ll804 
June 18, 2009 
Re: Andrew Morgan 
SS#: 
To Whom It May Concern: 
Mr. Morgan has been a client with IDHW since 12/2008. Over the past several months Mr. Morgan bas 
struggled with his medical and psychiatric stability. He has missed or been late to several appointments, 
reportedly due to his medical issues including: 5/15/09-No Show; 5/29/09-No Show; 6/3/09-No Show 
(appt. wlPsychiatrist); 6/4/09 -Cancel; 6/17/09 Cancel; and 6/18/09-No Show (Client reported increase 
in psychiatric symptoms and requested emergency appt. He was asked to appear .in office between 8:00 
and 11:00). 
There has also been concern Over inconsistencies in self-reported use of pain and anti-anxiety 
medications, confirmed by Idaho State Board of Pharmacy-Abuse Prevention & Diversion Investigation 
Program. 
It would appear that Mr. Morgan may benefit from a higher level of services than provided by IDHW­
Adult Mental Health Outpatient Clinic. 
Please feel free to contact me at 334-0713 ifyou have any questions regarding Mr. Morgan. 
Sincerely, 
Claudette M Thor, Clinician 
Region IV IDHW Adult Mental Health 
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Date: 8/11/2009 Fou~udicial District Court - Ada County e User: PRWILSVL 
Time: 10:29 AM • Complete Case History 
Page 1 of 6 CR-IN-2009-0012956 
State of Idaho vs. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Filed: 3/18/2009 
Subtype: Infraction 
Physical File: Appealed: N 
Comment: 
Status History 
Pending 3/18/2009 
Closed pending clerk action 4/7/2009 
Closed 4/7/2009 
JUdge History 
Date Judge Reason for Removal 
3/18/2009 Clerk, Magistrate Court Current 
Payments Receipt Date Type Amount 
Morgan, Andrew Dallas 44311 4/7/2009 Criminal Payment 260.50 
Total 260.50 
000082
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Date: 8/11/2009	 FOuWdiCial District Court - Ada County e User: PRWILSVL 
Time: 10:29 AM Complete Case History 
Pag~ 2 of6' CR-IN-2009-0012956 
State of Idaho vs. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Defendant 
Name: Morgan, Andrew Dallas 
Address: 2577 W Gainesboro Dr SSN:  
Kuna ID 83634 DOB:  
Phone Number: Work: Sex: Male 
Driver's license:  ID FPC Number: 
Employer: 
Comment: 
Money Due Date: 4/7/2009 Extension Date:	 Hold Date: 
Agreement Date: Terms: 
Trial Held: No Trial 
First Appearance: 
Register of Actions 
3/18/2009 NCRI	 New Case Filed - Infraction Clerk, Magistrate Court 
4/7/2009 FIGT	 Finding of Guilty (149-1232 Insurance-fail Clerk, Magistrate Court 
To Provide Proof Of Insurance) 
SNPF	 Sentenced To Pay Fine 116.50 charge: Clerk, Magistrate Court 
149-1232 Insurance-fail To Provide Proof 
Of Insurance 
FIGT Finding of Guilty (149-301 Driver License - Clerk, Magistrate Court 
Fail to Purchase/Invalid) 
STAT	 STATUS CHANGED: closed pending Clerk, Magistrate Court 
clerk action 
SNPF	 Sentenced To Pay Fine 144.00 charge: Clerk, Magistrate Court 
149-301 Driver License - Fail to 
Purchase/l nvalid 
STAT STATUS CHANGED: closed Clerk, Magistrate Court 
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Date: 8/11/2009 FOUWUdiCial District Court - Ada County e User: PRWI LSVL 
Time: 10:29 AM Complete Case History
 
Page 30fe CR-I N-2009-0012956
 . 
State of Idaho YS. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Charges 
Charge: 200804 149-1232 Insurance-fail To Provide Proof Of Insurance Degree: I
 
Comment:
 
Violation Date: 3/16/200910:15 PM
 
Officer: Byington, Jeremy David, AD Police Reference:
 
Disposition Date: 4/7/2009 Comment:
 
Plea: None Finding: Guilty
 
Other Finding:
 
Sentencing Defer Date: 
Modified Sentence: Modified Sentence Date: 
Jurisdiction: Retained: Retained Days: Relinquished: 
License Suspension: Years: Months: Days: 
Suspended: Suspension reported: 
Complied: Compliance reported: 
Citation: 423293 Appearance Date: 4/6/2009 Accident: No 
Cited Speed: Posted Speed: Hazardous Material: 1\10 Commercial Vehicle: No 
Drivers License: YA297667D ID Vehicle Plate: 1ADH440 ID 
lTD Reported : 
BCI Reported Date: Withheld Reported Date: 
JCA Reported Date: Agency Reported Date: 
F and G Reimbursement: F and G Meat Processing Fee: Interlock Device: 
Confinement Complete By: Years: Months: Days: 
Suspended:
 
Credited Time:
 
Home:
 
Discretionary:
 
Penitentiary Determinate:
 
Penitentiary Indeterminate:
 
Juvenile:
 
Other:
 
Withheld: 
Charge Withheld Result: Withheld Result Date: 
Concurrent Sentences: 
Consecutive Sentences: 
Commuted Sentence: Penitentiary Suspended: 
Life Sentence: Death Sentence: 
Comment: 
Fines/Fees 
Description Type Amount Date
 
Fine Original 75.00 4/7/2009
 
Payment -75.00 Receipt: 44311 4/7/2009
 
Item total: 0.00
 
Court Costs - Infraction Original 16.50 4/7/2009
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Date: 8/11/2009 FOUrtWdiCial District Court - Ada County User: PRWILSVL 
Time: 10:29 AM Complete Case History 
Page 4 of6' , CR-IN-2009-0012956 
State of Idaho vs. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Charges 
Fines/Fees 
Description Type 
Payment 
Item total: 
POST Fee Original 
Payment 
Item total: 
Administrative Surcharge Original 
Payment 
Item total: 
ISTARS Tech Fund Original 
Payment 
Item total: 
Fine and Fees Total: 
Amount 
-16.50 Receipt: 44311 
0.00 
10.00 
-10.00 Receipt: 44311 
0.00 
5.00 
-5.00 Receipt: 44311
0.00 
10.00 
-10.00 Receipt: 44311 
0.00 
0.00 
Date 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
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Date: 8/11/2009 Four.-Ludicial District Court - Ada County a User: PRWILSVL 
Time: 10:29 AM • Complete Case History • 
Page 5 of lJ CR-I N-2009-0012956 
State of Idaho ys. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Charges 
Charge: 200804 149-301 Driver License - Fail to Purchase/Invalid Degree:M 
Comment:
 
Violation Date: 3/16/200910:15 PM
 
Officer: Byington, Jeremy David, AD Police Reference:
 
Disposition Date: 4/7/2009 Comment:
 
Plea: None Finding: Guilty
 
Other Finding:
 
Sentencing Defer Date:
 
Modified Sentence: Modified Sentence Date:
 
Jurisdiction: Retained: Retained Days: Relinquished:
 
License Suspension: Years: Months: Days:
 
Suspended: Suspension reported:
 
Complied: Compliance reported:
 
Citation: 423292 Appearance Date: 4/6/2009 Accident: No
 
Cited Speed: Posted Speed: Hazardous Material: No Commercial Vehicle: No 
Drivers License: YA297667D ID Vehicle Plate: 1ADH440 ID 
lTD Reported: 
BCI Reported Date: Withheld Reported Date: 
JCA Reported Date: Agency Reported Date: 
F and G Reimbursement: F and G Meat Processing Fee: Interlock Device: 
Confinement Complete By: Years: Months: Days: 
Suspended:
 
Credited Time:
 
Home:
 
Discretionary:
 
Penitentiary Determinate:
 
Penitentiary Indeterminate:
 
Juvenile:
 
Other:
 
Withheld: 
Charge Withheld Result: Withheld Result Date: 
Concurrent Sentences: 
Consecutive Sentences: 
Commuted Sentence: Penitentiary Suspended: 
Life Sentence: Death Sentence: 
Comment: 
Fines/Fees 
Description Type Amount Date
 
Fine Original 68.50 4/7/2009
 
Payment -68.50 Receipt: 44311 4/7/2009
 
Item total: 0.00
 
POST Fee Original 10.00 4/7/2009
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Date: 8/11/2009 Fou,,-udicial District Court - Ada County e User: PRWILSVL 
Time: 10:29 AM 
Pag: 6 off:) 
Charges
 
Fines/Fees
 
Description
 
Victim Camp. - Misdemeanor 
Type 
Payment 
Item total: 
Original 
Payment 
Item total: 
Administrative Surcharge - Mis Original 
ISTARS Tech Fund 
Court Costs - Misd/Fel 
Payment 
Item total: 
Original 
Payment 
Item total: 
Original 
Payment 
Item total: 
Peace Officer and Detention C Original 
Payment 
Item total: 
Fine and Fees Total: 
., Complete Case History 
CR-I N-2009-0012956 
State of Idaho vs. Andrew Dallas Morgan 
Amount 
-10.00 Receipt: 44311 
0.00 
25.00 
-25.00 Receipt: 44311 
0.00 
10.00 
-10.00 Receipt: 44311 
0.00 
10.00 
-10.00 Receipt: 44311 
0.00 
17.50 
-17.50 Receipt: 44311 
0.00 
3.00 
-3.00 Receipt: 44311
0.00 
0.00 
I hereby certify that the attached record is a true and accurate reflection of the 
information related to this case, so far as it is documented in the ISTARS system. 
Date: _ 
Signature: _ 
Deputy Clerk of the 4th District Court 
in and for the County of Ada 
Date 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
4/7/2009 
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RECEIVED SEP 17 2009 
J. DAVID NAVARRO. ClerkAUG 2 12C:: By KWOLF 
DEPUTY 
ADA COUNT) (,' 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Monica Morrison 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7700 
Fax: (208) 287-7709 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
) 
vs. ) ORDER FOR BENCH WARRANT FOR 
) PROBATION VIOLATION 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
---------------) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the Clerk of the Court 
issue a Bench Warrant for the arrest of the Defendant requiring that he be arrested at any time 
during the day or night and brought before this Court on the arraignment day next following his 
arrest. 
It is further ordered that the above-named Defendant shall remain on active probationary 
status and be subject to all requirements of his probation order during the pendency of these 
ORDER FOR BENCH WARRANT FOR 
PROBATION VIOLATION (MORGAN/CR-MD-2008-0002462), Page 1 
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proceedings, unless the Defendant meets the criteria for absconding. Bond is set at $~-
__pending arraignment on the Bench W ant. 
DATED this _( ~-f:::-day of_~~~-.--_+-r---,.~ 
BOND SET AT: 
$ Cash/Surety 
$ Cash 
$ Surety 
ORDER FOR BENCH WARRANT FOR 
PROBATION VIOLATION (MORGAN/CR-MD-2008-0002462), Page 2 
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GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Monita Morrison 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
~ 
Ada County Sheriff
 
WARRANTS
 
SEP 18 2009 
Gary Raney, Sheriff
 
BOISE, IDAHO
'--------,--",------' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 1HE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
1HE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) mD·~.J4~bl.OI 
) Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
) 
) BENCH WARRANT FOR 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, ) PROBATION VIOLATION 
) 
Defendant. ) 
______~\.~g____=.cg=--W~_) 
TO ANY SHERIFF, CONSTABLE OR PEACE OFFICER OF 1HE STATE OF IDAHO: 
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED forthwith, to arrest the defendant and 
probationer at any time during the day or night and deliver him into the custody of the 
Sheriff of Ada County, Idaho, at the County Jail; the Defendant and Probationer to be 
brought before this Court on the next regular arraignment day of the Court following his 
J arrest and delivery to the Ada County Jail, then and there to show cause, if any, why the 
BENCH WARRANT FOR PROBATION VIOLATION
 
" ~ .....~-~
(MORGAN/CR-MD-2008-0002462), Page 1 
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probation and withheld sentence heretofore granted him in the above-entitled cause should 
not be revoked and sentence imposed according to law, it appearing to this Court that the 
Defendant, a probationer under the jurisdiction of this Court, has violated the terms and 
conditions of said Judgment and Order and Agreement of Probation. 
DATED this-----U-day of 2009.¥ 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Ada County Clerk 
BOND SET AT: 
$ ;)..W Cash/Surety 
$ Cash 
$ Surety 
Pending arraignment on the Bench Warrant by Judge 
BENCH WARRANT FOR PROBATION VIOLATION 
(MORGAN/CR-MD-2008-0002462), Page 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COlJT OF THE FOURTH JUDI~AL DISTRICT OF THE
 
. STATE OF ID 0, IN AND FOR THE CO.TY OF ADA.
 
THE STATE' OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs.
 
MORGAN ANDREW DALLAS
 
Defendant 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you must appear in Court 
on 05 October 2009 at 01 :30PM hrs, at the: 
Ada County Court House 
200 West Front Street 
Boise, ID 837020000 
You are further notified that if you fail to appear as specified herein, your bond 
will be forfeited and a Warrant of Arrest will be issued against you. 
BOND RECEIPT No: 251092 
Charge: Bench: {F} PROBATION VIOLATION 
Bond Amount: $ 2,500.00 
Case # CRMD20080002462 
Bond # DN5-2585666 
Bond Type: Surety 
Warrant #: 
Agency: ALADDIN/ANYTIME BAIL BONDS 
Bondsman: JOHNSON AARON 
Address: 80 N COLE RD 
Boise, ID 83704 
This is to certify that I have received a copy of this
 
NOTICE TO APPEAR. I understand that I am being released on the
 
conditions of posting bail and my promise to appear in the court
 
(, . L at the time, date, and place described in this notice. 
DATED 0efV 171711))1 ~A,~
 
DEFENDANT 
Printed - Wednesday, September 23, 2009 by: S0431 0 
\\c,)untyb\DFSSHARE\INSTALLS\Crystal Reports\Analyst4\Sheriff\SHF BondOutReceiptrpt - Modified: 11/01/2007 
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DATED Sef~ 1(1)~' date, an~::;;; 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
DEBORAH A. BAIL Date: 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
COURT MINUTES 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. Cf-ot OIJO tJ.1 b ~ 
Plaintiff, ) 
), 
ARRAIGNMENT ON 
PROBATION VIOLAnONVS. ~ t,4!~~ ~ 
Defendant. f/8 )
) 
Appearances: fit~t(, j)( ~~ 
IJ Counsel for the State Deputy Prosecuting A!~
 
r~- ;J~/~
 
Deputy Public Defender Counsel for the Defendant
 
Interpreter _
 
Introduction of Court, Hon. Deborah A. Bail presiding at this defendant's arraignment on
 
accusation he has violated his probation entered herein on
 
Probationer notified as follows:
 
Defendant acknowledged he has read motion.
 
Ofpossible consequences if it is found the defendant has violated his probation;
 
Of right to Counsel at this arraignment
 
Public Defender appointed to represent the defendant.
 
Ofthe right to a hearing on whether defendant has violated probation and the State has the ",
 
burden to prove violation by a preponderance ofthe evidence;
 
Ofthe right to be represented by counsel at that hearing at public expense ifdefendant cannot 
provide his own counsel. 
Ofopportunity to confront and cross-examine any adverse witnesses; 
Al (Y{m~ ~ L h&? ~ B~ f~ 
.~u·lf~/ 000093
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Deputy Prosecuting tt~  /J /} 
D~ Nff-/
 
__________________________  
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---------------------
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Of the opportunity to appear and present evidence in his own behalf and have the process of this 
Court to bring witnesses before the Court to testify in his own behalf;
 
Of the duty of the Court to make written findings of fact and conclusions of.law to reflect the
 
decision of the Court on whether or not Defen<;lant has violated probation;
 
Of time to decide whether defendant wants to admit or deny the alleged violation; 
Next date ofappearance is: ---etJ~~oQ.--- ---L..1-L2_<!----j/~<:....:,.3:::::.....:;..8 for
 
AdmitlDeny.
 
Remarks: Defendant is
 
The defendant is served with a copy of the Motion and Order for BW for PV.
 
Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Clerk: Carol Luedtka 
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CRIMINAL CASE FILE MEMO
 
DATE:
 DEFENDANT PRESENT(jf);s CUSTODY 
Counselfor the State ---+-~~~~'.!J..J.~~~------
Counsel for the Defendant _ 
FROM: J rah BaiV C 1Luedtkal Susan Gambee 
RE: State v ---L&:::Z..J.~i«L....L!+~~__"""1 CASE NO. WtJtJo,R¥6~ 
" 
Interpreter . . 
~BargWn624i~~:i!fi1 ~ 
e5f1ii- IlJ 
Motion for Bond Reduction - circle! Not Advanced! Withdrawn Denied Granted 
Additional Remarks (include anything the defendant or either cOWlSeI was told) _ 
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'. I . .~~~~7i/:f!!:.~ __1 )  
Counselfor the State __ -+-~~~ ~-LL.:.~~ _____ _ 
ant._______________ 
___ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, NOTICE AND ORDER 
APPOINTING PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Defendant. 
TO: The Office of the Ada County Public Defender: 
The above named defendant appeared before the Court and requested the aid ofcounsel, 
and the Court being satisfied that said defendant is a needy person entitled to appointment of 
counsel: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That you are appointed to represent the defendant in all 
matters pertaining to this action, or in the District Court until relieved by Court Order. 
o In the custody of the Sheriff 
o Released on Bond o Released on his own recognizance 
Dated Tuesday, October 20, 2009. 
~1l.6:J 
DEBORAH A. BAIL 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
. Appointment of Public Defender 
000096
FILED 
Tuesday, October 2Q, 2009 at 12:52 PM 
J, DAVID THE COURT 
 
 
 
  
 
£/m,lIl.6'.J 
a NO.__~~--.-_ 
• A.M__~_F_iL~.~._:......c;j..--_ADA COUNTY PUBLI&FENDER 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 CeT 2G2009 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
J. DPVID NAVARRO, eler
Telephone: (208) 287-7400	 By SCARuc:n RAMIREZ 
DEF'JTYFacsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
vs. REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant. 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to ICR 16, requests discovery 
and photocopies of the following information, evidence, and materials: 
1)	 All unredacted material or information within the prosecutor's possession or 
control, or which thereafter comes into his possession or control, which tends to 
negate the guilt of the accused or tends to reduce the punishment thereof. ICR 
16(a). 
2) Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded statements made by the defendant, 
or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the state, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the 
exercise of due diligence; and also the substance of any relevant, oral statement 
made by the defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace officer, 
prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agent; and the recorded 
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which relates to the offense 
charged. 
3) Any unredacted, written or recorded statements of a co-defendant; and the 
substance of any relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before 
or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the co­
defendant to be a peace office or agent of the prosecuting attorney. 
4) Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-defendant, if any. 
5)	 All unredacted documents and tangible objects as defined by ICR 16(b)(4) in the 
possession or control of the prosecutor, which are material to the defense, 
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the defendant 
or co-defendant. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 1 
tt¥---­
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6) All reports O~hYSiCal or mental examinations an'of scientific tests or 
experiments within the possession, control, or knowledge of the prosecutor, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by the exercise of 
due diligence. 
7) A written list of the names, addresses, records of prior felony convictions, and 
written or recorded statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of the 
case known to the prosecutor and his agents or any official involved in the 
investigatory process of the case. 
8) A written summary or report of any testimony that the state intends to introduce 
pursuant to rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or 
hearing; including the witness' opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, and 
the witness' qualifications. 
9) All reports or memoranda made by police officers or investigators in connection 
with the investigation or prosecution of the case, including what are commonly 
referred to as "ticket notes." 
10) Any writing or object that may be used to refresh the memory of all persons who 
may be called as witnesses, pursuant to IRE 612. 
11) Any and all audio and/or video recordings made by law enforcement officials 
during the course of their investigation. 
12) Any evidence, documents, or witnesses that the state discovers or could discover 
with due diligence after complying with this request. 
The undersigned further requests written compliance within 14 days of service of the 
within instrument. 
DATED, Tuesday, October 20, 2009. 
MEGAN HE TT 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Tuesday, October 20, 2009, I mailed a true and correct 
copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 2 
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CRIMINAL CASE FILE MEMO
 
DATE: fJeLd", ~9 DEFENDANT PRESENT(j}N CUSTODY ...._
 
FROM: Jud e De rah Bail/ Carol Luedtkal Susan Gambee
 
RE: State v CASE NO. CLoJ't»::J~¥6;;'"
 
Counsel for the State -....J.:,~~~'.U.tI.~~--7"-----------
Counsel for the Defendant._-+-..J::lIo"7F-:::.::=o...~:...L.......L.L.'=':""l.- _ 
Interpreter __ 
Plea Bargain lJP7 
_________PJ--~--=--;JJ-tN-d-3-<P-9-!3-~-
Motion for Bond Reduction - circlel Not Advanced! Withdrawn Denied Granted 
Additional Remarks (include anything the defendant or either counsel was told) _ 
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:   -4,Jlc:;UI~~..L!.,~~~-..,....--­
--Ic,/td!L--,J,id£J~~~7" -
Ounsel u theD r nWmt  __ ~~~~ -~~ __________ _ _ 
  ~ _________________ _ 
11i
fJ /:Ielj 
______ 
•
 
Counsel for the State __~~~~~~-:- _ 
Counsel for the Defendant:....-~~~:....-.J~~::::=..::=:..- _ 
Interpreter __----=-~-:-----~-----------­
Plea Bargain'--__"""""":"""_~L.L-_r_-'------_I_----_:__­... 
Motion for Bond Reduction - circle! Not Advanced! Withdrawn Denied Granted 
Additional Remarks (include anything the defendant or either counsel was told) _ 
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CRIMINAL CASE FILE MEMO 
RE: State v -..Li.'=::&I~~'--J.~~~!.....:..._-_ 
~lfur~eSmre _ _ ~ ~~ __________________  
~lfur~eD renWmt~ __ ~~ ~~~ ____________ _ 
 -- =-~-:--__ ---~ - ----
__ ' '""" :""" __ ~L.L-_r_--' --- -_I_ --- _: _-
i~dr
~ ~ ______ 
----------------------------
--------------------------
•
 
PROBATION VIOLATION DISPOSITION MEMO
 
FROM: Jud e Deborah Bail/ Carol Luedtka/ Susan Gambee 
DATE: ~/i,))() Z DEFENDANT PRESENl&)N CUSTOD. 
CASE: STATE v _ Case No. e~d</t?:l.... 
Prosecutor: ----r--~ ._~~C-..-.~OL--=:"""'~~"""":"~.I£I----
State recommends:
 
Defense recommends:
 
Interpreter _
 
COURT: Probation ( ) Reinstated ( ) Revoked; Sentence Imposed ( ) Commuted Yrs
 
( ) Withheld Judgment Revoked; Judgment of Conviction entered
 
Tenn ofyears= fixed followed by indetenninate for a total:	 _
 
( ) RETAINED mRISDICTION
 
( ) SUSPENDED, CONDITIONS OF PROBATION:
 
1.	 Counseling as directed by P.O. with proof of attendance, and specifically:
 
Mental health counseling, Substance abuse counseling, Vocational Rehabilitation,
 
Cognitive Self-Change, 90 days AA in 90 days, Anger Management, Parenting Classes
 
Other:	 _ 
2.	 Restitution: $ or State has days to provide restitution figure; Defense 
has days to object. Joint and Several 
3.	 Defendant shall be subject to random blood, breath and urinalysis. 
4.	 Defendant is subject to search ofperson, property, and residence and waives 4th Amendment rights. 
5.	 Defendant shall maintain full time employment. 
6.	 Defendant shall maintain full time employment or be involved in a full time educational program with the 
approval of his or her P.O. 
7.	 Defendant shall not refuse any blood alcohol content tests. 
8.	 Defendant may not purchase, posses or consume any alcohol. 
9.	 Defendant shall not frequent any establishment where the sale ofalcohol is the primary business. 
10.	 Defendant shall not own, carry or have in his/her possession any firearms or other weapons. 
II.	 Probation may be transferred to the State of _ 
12.	 Defendant shall take all medications prescribed by his or her attending physician and shall provide a copy 
of the prescription to his/her P.O. 
13.	 Defendant shall complete his/her GEDIHSE. 
14. Defendant shall not associate with individuals specified by P.O.
 
15; Defendant shall have no contact with any minor children.
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MENTAL HEALTH COURT MINUTES: 
JUDGE: MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN/CINDY HO . DATE: JANUARY 7, 2010 
CASE NUMBER: bR-MD-08-02462 NAME: ANDREW MORGAN 
PHASE: PENDIN(i DOB: SS# 
SESSION:#. (Mental t'ealth Court) - MHCMcL ~-=3;;....·'-=o:;;.....::.~ _ 
P.A.: Joshua Haws/Karen an P.O. Ed Odessey/Craig Steveley/Jessica Bublitz 
/\....... DEFENDA PRESENT/ T PRESENT. . (Ret€~~USTODY/PROBATION) 
__WARRANT ISSUED. BOND SET AT $ /BOND FORFEITED/ROR REVOKED 
================~========================================================================= 
PLEAAGREEMENT:, _ 
__COURT QU~,STIONS DEFENDANT, ACCEPTS INTO MENTAL HEALTH COURT. 
COURT ORDERS DEFENDANT TO REPORT TO KELLY NORRIS. 
=================1=========================================================================
t>t-- MATTER REMANDED BACK TO JUdge ~I'I .
 
DEFENDANT ORDE~ED TO APPEAR FOR 1- J4- J0 ON -'q....z.:.....~~ _
 
==========================================================================================
 
__ DEFENDANTI DROPPED FROM MENTAL HEALTH COURT. SENTENCING FOR ===_PSI ORDERED_ 
==========================================================================================
 
COURT MAKES MISC. COMMENTS TO DEFENDANT REGARDING HIS/HER PROGRESS. 
~MATTER CONTI~UED TO AT FOR REVIEW; DEF. ORDERED TO APPEAR. 
__DEFENDANT PROMOTED TO _ PHASE II; _ PHASE III; __PHASE IV. 
I =========================================================================================
 
__ AA1NA PER W9EK __ ANGER MGT __ BREATHALYZERS __COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS
 
__CURFEW OF _'_O'CLOCK __ DAILY CHECK IN __ESSAY ON _
 
__ FIND EMPLOYtv1ENT __LAST CHANCE ESSAY PROGRAM; __LETTER OF APOLOGY
 
__ NO CONTACT WITH __PYMNT PLAN __RELAPSE PREVENTION
 
. __ SILD-_DAYS __1 ON 1 COUNSELING __ 12 STEP WKSHEETS; __90 AAlNA IN 90 DAYS 
_________________________,(OTHER) 
==================b======================================================================= 
__ DEFENDANT REMANDED INTO CUSTODY FOR / __DEFENDANT RELEASED
 
MENTAL HEALTH COURT MINUTES 
i 000102
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DA-rn:
I -=9:"";";"-,&,,,,,,,,,""""'::;.L...;,,--­
FRO : 
Defense recommends: 
---+...L.:~=":::""";;"';"":''''':''''--~-b-~L..L..!~...r..u.t=F-...:::...:==~,,"- _ 
Interpreter _ 
COURT: Probation ( ) Reinstated (~~oked; Sentence Imposed ( ) Commuted ---Yrs 
( ) Wi1!.hheld Judgment Revoked; Judgment ofConviction entered 
Term ofyears= ~ fixed followed by.s- indeterminate for a total: 7---"'--- ­
(~TAINEDmRISDICTION
 
( ) SUSPENDED, CONDITIONS OF PROBATION: ~ eA-~ ~ ;{~_+-J.
 
(h	 ~ l*a!HI ~. 
I.	 Counseling as directed by P.O. with proofofattendance, and specifically: y..S'~ M~ t;:z~ 
Mental health counseling, Substance abuse counseling, Vocational Rehabilitation, 
Cognitive Self-ehange, 90 days AA in 90 days, Anger Mlinagement, Parenting Classes 
Other:	 _ 
2.	 Restitution: $ or State has days to provide restitution figure; Defense
 
Qas days to object Joint and Several
 
3.	 Defendant shall be subject to random blood, breath and urinalysis. 
4.	 l)efendant is subject to search ofperson, property, and residence and waives 4th Amendment rights. 
5.	 Defendant shall maintain full time employment. 
6.	 Defendant shall maintain full time employment or be involved in a full time educational program with the
 
approval ofhis or her P.O.
 
7.	 Qefendant shall not refuse any blood alcohol content tests. 
8.	 Defendant may not purchase, posses or consume any alcohol. 
9.	 Defendant shall not frequent any establishment where the sale ofalcohol is the primary business. 
10.	 Defendant shall not own, carry or have in his/her possession any firearms or other weapons. 
II.	 Probation may be transferred to the State of _ 
12.	 Defendant shall take all medications prescribed by his or her attending physician and shall provide a copy
 
of the prescription to his/her P.O.
 
13.	 Defendant shall complete his/her GED/HSE. 
14.	 Defendant shall not associate with individuals specified by P.O. 
15. Defendant shall have no contact with any minor children.
 
ADA COUNTY JAIL -----"DISCRETIONARY JAIL TO PO _
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State recommends: __ ~~~~.,j9l-~.----l.~~~~~W~'J:.~~~ _______ _ 
efe se rec e s: __ +-aL.:'ntOc~~=.....;:;..;....·~::.........:..-· -----=::f,i)~! /J!~tf'--!...- --LSi"""· ~' l::.. : .....:=='~----
lnte~rd~ __________________________________________________________ _ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN,
 
Defendant. 
SSN
DOB
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
 
Case No. CRMD08002462 
ORDER REVOKING PROBATION,
 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION,
 
AND 
ORDER OF RETAINED 
JURISDICTION
 
---------------) 
The Prosecuting Attorney, the defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, and his 
counsel, Megan Herrett, Deputy Public Defender, came into court this 14th day of January, 
2010. 
The defendant having appeared before the Court on an Order for Bench Warrant for 
Probation Violation filed herein on September 16,2009, and the defendant on November 
23,2009, having admitted to being in violation of his probation as granted by this Court, 
and it appearing that probation should be revoked; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That the probation entered by this Court on July 28, 
2008, be and the same is hereby revoked, and that the Judgment of Conviction for GRAND 
THEFT, FELONY, I.C. §18-2403(1), 2407(l)(b), be entered and executed as follows: 
1 
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IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant is sentenced pursuant to Idaho Code §19­
2513 to the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction, to be held and incarcerated by 
said Board in a suitable place for a period of time as follows: 
For a minimum fixed and determinate period of confinement of two (2) years; such 
fixed minimum period shall thereafter be followed by an indeterminate period of custody 
of up to five (5) years, for a total term not to exceed seven (7) years. 
The Court retains jurisdiction for 180 days under Idaho Code §19-2601(4). 
This Rider program is to focus on mental health treatment and substance 
abuse treatment. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant be committed to the custody of the 
Sheriff of Ada County, Idaho, for delivery forthwith to the custody of the Idaho State 
Board of Correction at the Idaho State Penitentiary or other facility within the state 
designated by the State Board of Correction. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy of this 
Judgment and Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of the 
defendant. 
Done in open court this 14th day of January, 2010. 
2 
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District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this I~day of January, 2010, I mailed (served) a true 
and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
INTERDEPT MAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
INTERDEPT MAIL 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
INTERDEPT MAIL 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
CENTRAL RECORDS 
1299 NORTH ORCHARD SUITE 110 
BOISE ID 83706 
PROBATION & PAROLE 
INTERDEPT MAIL 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
By{ ~Jw))U&v 
Deputy Court Clerk 
3 
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FILED 
Friday. June 18. 2010 at 02:42 PM 
J. DAVID NAVARRO, CLER OF THE COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
Defendant. 
Inmate Number: 687693 
DOB:  
It appearing that the above-named defendant is in the custody of the Idaho State Board of 
Correction, and that it is necessary that ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN be brought before this 
Court for: 
Rider Review Monday, July 19, 2010 @ 09:30 AM 
It is THEREFORE ORDERED That the Ada County Sheriff bring the Defendant from 
the Penitentiary to the Court at said time and on said date; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That immediately following said Court appearance the 
Sheriff will return the said Defendant to the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction until 
the court orders otherwise; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Idaho State Board of Correction release the said 
Defendant to the Ada County Sheriff for the purpose of the aforementioned appearance and await 
further order of the court. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That the Clerk of this Court serve a copy hereof upon the 
Idaho State Board of Correction forthwith and certify to the same. 
Dated Friday, June 18,2010. 
~t!:~J 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
Order to Transport 
U ~ ~-fri rl) (An loot. 
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RIDER REVIEW MEMO
 
2.	 Restitution: $ or State has days to provide restitution figure; Defense
 
has days to object. Joint and Several
 c:» Defendant shall be subject to random blood, breath and urinalysis.

(!) Defendant is subject to search of person, property, and residence and waives 4th Amendment rights
 
5.	 Defendant shall maintain full time employment.
 
/6,1 Defendant shall maintain full time eJPployment or be involved in a full time educational program with the
 
L7 approval of his or her P.O. II' 11 tt .
 
(j) Defendant shall not refuse any blood alcohol content tests.
 
@ Defendant shall not frequent any establishment where the sale ofalcohol is the primary business.
 
(§) Defendant may not purchase, posses or consume any alcohol.
 
~ Defendant shall not own, carry or have in hislher possession any firearms or other weapons.
 
II. ,Probation may be transferred to the State of	 ,
® Defendant shall take all medications prescribed by his or her attending' physician and shall provide a copy
 
ofthe prescription to hislher P.O. .
 
13.	 Defendant shall complete hislher GED/HSE. 
14.	 Defendant shall not associate with individuals specified by P.O. 
15.	 Defendant shall have no contact with any minor children. 
ADA COUNTY JAIL DISCRETIONARY JAIL TO PO lJo
 
DL ~USPENSION Additional conditions:. 7t.
#d 
9-p.. ~_~LIA: 111M Ai{ wwI. ~~ 
~~fatid- .	 ( 
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DATE: 9k'112 f12Io OEFENDANT PRESENTQ'lN <CiiiiOO9JOND 
FROM: Jud e Debor Bail/ Carol Luedtka / Susan Gambee 
CASE: STATE v ~ No. I'Lol~tJiJ d%A. 
Prosecutor: ~4..... ~ 
Interpreter -------------'O\r-------""7"'"------------
State recommends: do -R~ VIiJ~ d ~ 41/dA . 
Defense recommends: ji/bii£:;7IiI OL~ ~lRU,J~ 
Court: ( ) QROPS JURISDICTION; IMPOSES SENTENCE 
(~ENTENCE SUSPENDED, CONDITIONS OF PROBATION: 7 yr probation 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF AD~O.~--===- _ 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) CASE NO. CRMD08002462 
) 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, ) ORDER SUSPENDING SENTENCE 
) AND ORDER OF PROBATION 
Defendant. ) 
) 
SSN: ) 
DOB:  ) 
---------------) 
On the 23rd day of November, 2009, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN admitted to 
being in violation of his probation as ordered by this Court, and, on the 14th day of January, 
20 10, was committed to the custody of the State Board of Correction for a minimum fixed 
and determinate period of confinement of two (2) years, followed by an indeterminate 
period of custody of up to five (5) years, for a total term not to exceed seven (7) years. 
The Court retained jurisdiction for 180 days to suspend execution of the sentence; 
and 
The Court, having ascertained the desirability of suspending execution of the 
judgment and placing the defendant on probation for the balance of sentence; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that the sentence is 
hereby suspended, and the defendant be placed on seven (7) years probation to commence 
July 19,2010, upon the following conditions: 
1 000109
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1. That the probation is granted to and accepted by you, the probationer, subject to 
all its terms and conditions and with the understanding that the Court may at any time, in 
case of the violation of the terms of the probation, cause you to be returned to the Court for 
the imposition of sentence as prescribed by law or any other punishment as the Court may 
see fit to hand down. 
2. You shall be under the legal custody and control of the Director of Probation an 
Parole of the State of Idaho and the District Court. In addition to the special terms of this 
probation imposed by the Court, you are also subject to the rules of probation prescribed b 
the Board of Correction and your probation officer. 
3. You are subject to the following special conditions: 
a)	 You shall serve one hundred twenty (120) days in the Ada County Jail with 
service of sentence to be at the discretion of the probation officer under 
such terms and in such increments as he or she directs. (Discretionary) 
b)	 You must successfully complete any training or counseling program your 
probation officer tells you to take and you are solely responsible for 
proving that you are attending the programs your probation officer has 
directed you to take. You must continue to participate in mental health 
counseling and provide proof of attendance to your probation officer. You 
must also continue with the Easter Seal program. 
c)	 You must submit, at your own expense, to a chemical test of your blood, 
breath or urine for the detection of substance abuse, when requested by 
your probation officer. 
d)	 Because you are on probation, you are subject to search of your person, 
your property and your residence at any time for any reason by your 
probation officer. Your probation officer does not need a search warrant to 
search you or your property or your residence. Your acceptance of this 
probation is an express consent to search of your person, property or 
residence at any time and for any reason. By accepting this probation, you 
waive any constitutional right to be free from warrantless searches. 
e)	 You must maintain full-time employment or participate in Vocational 
Rehabilitation or full-time education or a mix of both as approved your 
2
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probation officer, and be able at all times to prove to your probation officer 
that you are employed full time or in a full time education program. 
f)	 You cannot refuse any B.A.C. (Blood Alcohol Content) tests when 
requested by any law enforcement officer. 
g)	 You cannot purchase, possess, or consume any alcoholic beverages while 
on probation. 
h)	 You must not go to any place where the sale of alcohol is the major source 
of the establishment's business. You may not go to any bars or liquor 
stores. 
i)	 YOU HAVE BEEN CONVICTED OF A FELONY. YOU MAY NOT 
OWN, CARRY, OR POSSESS ANY WEAPONS OR FIREARMS OF 
ANY TYPE FOR ANY REASON. 
j)	 You must give a copy of any prescriptions to your probation officer. 
k)	 You must sign a medical release fonn so that treating personnel may speak 
freely with your probation officer. 
1)	 You may not work in any medical, nursing care or patient care field. 
m)	 You must pay a monthly charge for probation supervision as established 
by the Idaho State Board of Correction. 
4. IF YOU ARE PLACED ON PROBATION TO A DESTINATION 
OUTSIDE THE STATE OF IDAHO, OR IF YOU LEAVE IDAHO WITH OR 
WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF YOUR PROBATION OFFICER, YOU WAIVE 
EXTRADITION TO THE STATE OF IDAHO AND YOU ALSO AGREE THAT 
YOU WILL NOT CONTEST ANY EFFORT BY ANY STATE TO RETURN YOU 
TO THE STATE OF IDAHO. YOUR SIGNATURE ON THE PROBATION ORDER 
IS AN ACCEPTANCE OF THIS CONDITION. 
Done in open court this 19th day of July, 2 
3 
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This is to certify that I have read, or had read to me, and fully understand and accep 
all the conditions, regulations and restrictions under which I am being granted probation. I 
will abide by and conform to them strictly and fully understand that my failure to do so 
may result in the revocation of my probation and commitment to the Board of Correction t 
serve the sentence originally imposed. 
Probationer's Signature Date of Acceptance 
Probation and Parole Office 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
9= 
I hereby certify that on this ~
correct copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
VIA-EMAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
VIA-EMAIL 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA-EMAIL 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
CENTRAL RECORDS 
VIA-EMAIL 
day of July, 2010, I mailed (served) a true and 
PROBATION & PAROLE-PSI DEPARTMENT 
VIA-EMAIL 
CENTRAL RECORDS 
VIA-EMAIL 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
ByJ~~ 
Deputy Court Clerk 
5 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION
 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM
 
STATE OF IDAHO CASE NO. .ffif)-..acDZ- d If...-fcz...2.=-- _ 
va. CLERK H. MANLEY 
~l).~ _ DATE If I J8 I 2011 TIME \C'61. 
PROSECUTOR t;). "fa"QLooc~---_- TO~METE~ 
COMPLAINING WITNESS _ CASE ID.rrihia. /)'I28IJ	 BEG.J06Q;)1 
END tl:)~'l5tf 
JUDGE STATUS 
D 
0 
D 
D 
0 
~ 
0 
0 
0 
D 
BERECZ 
IIETER 
CAWTHON 
COMSTOCK 
DAY 
GARDUNIA 
HARRIOFELD 
HAWlEY 
HICKS 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
0 
D 
MacGREGOR-IRBY 
MANWEILER 
McDANIEL 
MINDER 
OTHS 
REARDON 
STECKEL 
SWAIN 
WATKINS 
Ji 
0 
0 
0 
Ii 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
STATE SWORN 
PC FOUND 
COMPLAINT SIGNED 
AMENDED COMPLAINT SIGNED 
AFFIDAVIT SIONED 
NO PC FOUND 
EXONERATE BOND 
SUMMONS TO BE ISSUED 
WARRANT ISSUED 
BONDSETI 
NO CONTACT 
D.R.' 
COMMENTS 
0 
~ 
DISMISS CASE 
IN CUSTODY 
0') AGENT'S WARRANT 
( ) RULE 5(b) 
J~~ S-/Ir/I ~ 1:3)~, 
( ) FUGITIVE 
PROBABLE CAUSE FORM
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o."fflJ I 0 W...c TOXIMET~ 
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________ 
0 0 
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0 G
0 
0 O
0 
D ET I 
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• • ,,' 1ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES 
SCHEDULED EVENT: vA,--_ JUDGE'~~ff-~~W~ CLERK. D.fi~~ 
DATE: ~\\ TIME: \ '.30 COURT f;:EPORTER: 
TAPE NO: PR/AGY: ~ PROS: 
P.D./ATTORNEY 
5 6 
/!i:ti>3case Called Def: Present In Custody 
__ Advised of Rights Waived Rts ~ Appointed Waived Atty 
N/G Plea q Penal ty __ Guilty ~1~~/P~~~~1t 
tBond$~ ROR __ Pay/Stay __ Payment Agr 
* 
*
 
*
 
*
 
*
 
*
 
*
 
*
 
*
 
*
 
*
 
*
 
*
 
Finish Release Defendant* 
Def# 01 Seq# 01 Type A Docket# Rev: 3/97 
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IN THE DISTRI_OURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DI~CT OF THE
 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
 
STATE OF IDAHO,	 ) 
Plaintiff. ) M0802462 
vs. ) 
) Case No: CR-MD-2008-0002462 
Andrew Dallas Morgan ) 
2577 W Gainesboro Dr ) NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Kuna, ID 83634 ) AND SETTING CASE FOR HEARING 
) 
Defendant.	 ) 0 Ada 0 Boise 0 Eagle 0 Garden City CI Meridian 
------------------) 
TO: Ada County Public Defender 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you are appointed to represent the defendant in this cause, or in the District 
Court until relieved by court order. The case is continued for: 
Arraignment Monday, May 16, 2011 01 :30 PM 
Judge: Deborah Bail 
BOND AMOUNT: _ The Defendant is: 0 In Custody 0 Released on Bail 0 ROR 
TO: The above named defendant 
IT HAS BEEN ORDERED BY THIS COURT that the defendant is to contact the Ada County Public Defender's 
Office at 200 W. Front Street, Room 1107, Boise, Idaho 83702. Telephone: (208) 287-7400. If the defendant is unable to 
post bond and obtain hislher release from jail, that the proper authorities allow the defendant to make a phone call to the 
Ada County Public Defender. 
IT HAS BEEN FURTHER ORDERED: That the parties, prior to the pre-trial conference, complete and comply with 
Rule 16I.C.R. and THAT THE DEFENDANT BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT BOTH THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE 
AND 1OR THE JURY TRIAL: FAILURE TO APPEAR AT EITHER THE PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE OR THE JURY 
TRIAL WILL RESULT IN A BENCH WARRANT FOR THE DEFENDANT'S ARREST. 
Dated: 4/28/2011
 
Deputy Clerk
 
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date Thursda~ ~J 
Defendant: Mailed Hand Delivered ~.	 Signature ~  
Phone ..... ..... _( _ )
 
Clerk 1date
 
Prosecutor: Interdepartmental Mail __ 
Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail __ 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
 
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY
 
STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff, 
)
)
)
)
 
CASE NO. _M'------'V::......---=()....::..~_-_2-_~..:....:~::._-z.--
vs. ) NOTIFICATION OF CONSEQUENCES AND
 
PENALTIES FOR ESCAPE PURSUANT TO /v1 DYrraY1 ~ I.C. §§ 18-2505,2506 
=rr Defendant. ) 
~SS~N~:--,XXX~~-~XX~- .) 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED AS FOLLOWS: 
I.C. § 18-2505 (l) Every prisoner charged with, convicted of, or on probation for a felony who is confined in any 
correctional facility, as defined in section 18-101 A, Idaho Code, including any private correctional facility, or who while 
outside the walls of such correctional facility in the proper custody of any officer or person, or while in any factory, farm 
or other place without the walls of such correctional facility, who escapes or attempts to escape from such officer or 
person, or from such correctional facility, or from such factory, farm or other place without the walls of such correctional 
facility, shall be guilty of a felony, and upon conviction thereof, any such second term of imprisonment shall commence 
at the time he would otherwise have been discharged. A felony is punishable by fine not exceeding fifty thousand 
dollars ($50,000.00) or imprisonment in the state prison not to exceed five (5) years or both. 
I.C. § 18-2506 (l )(a) Every prisoner charged with or convicted of a misdemeanor who is confined in any county jail or 
other place or who is engaged in any county work outside of such jailor other place, or who is in the lawful custody of 
any officer or person, who escapes or attempts to escape therefrom, is guilty of a misdemeanor. A misdemeanor is 
punishable by fine not exceeding $1000.00 or by imprisonment in the county jail not to exceed one (1) year or both. 
(b) In cases involving escape or attempted escape by use of threat, intimidation, force, violence, injury to person or 
property other than that of the prisoner, or wherein the escape or attempted escape was perpetrated by use or possession of 
any weapon, tool, instrument or other substance, the prisoner shall be guilty of a felony. 
Escape shall be deemed to include abandonment of a job site or work assignment without the permissIOn of an 
employment supervisor or officer. Escape includes the intentional act of leaving the area of restriction set forth in a court 
order admitting a person to bail or release on a person's own recognizance with electronic or global positioning system 
tracking, monitoring and detention or the area of restriction set forth in a sentencing order, except for leaving the area of 
restriction for the purpose of obtaining emergency medical care. 
I ACKNOWLEDGE .¥J'vL4 
DEFENDANT DATt:r~ 
NOTIFICATION OF PENALTIES - ESCAPE [REV 11-2010] 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT o.Jfii~ 8 2011 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ~'STOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By STORMY McCORMACK 
STATE OF IDAHO)	 DEPUTY 
Plaintiff	 ) 
) 
-Vs.-	 ) AFFIDAVIT 
) 
Morgan, Andrew Dallas	 ) 
) 
--------------) 
STATE OF IDAHO )
 
) Ss.
 
County of Ada
 
Court case #: CRMD08002462 
OffensefUnderlying Conviction: Grand Theft 
Date of Probation: 07/19/2010 
1, Brandon Sutherland, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1.	 THAT he is a probation officer for the State of Idaho. 
2.	 THAT on the 27 th day of April, 2011, he issued an Agent's Warrant on the above named 
defendant for violating his probation. 
3.	 THAT the following statement is offered as probable cause. 
4.	 THAT your affiant has read the following statements and state that the facts set for therein are 
true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
On April 21, 2011 I learned that Mr. Morgan had been discharged from the Easter Seals program.
 
According to his case manager, Heidi, Mr. Morgan's attendance was poor, he was unmotivated to do
 
treatment work, and he had been abusing his prescription medications. Mr. Morgan was also having
 
contact with an offender whom he did not have permission to have contact with.
 
Dated this 27 th of April, 2011 ~-,~&!k1O 
Brandon Sutherland 
Senior Probation and Parole Officer 
District Four Probation and Parole 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this d-J day o......f -"C\~t,.,.d=· -­
2011.
 
~~·t~,.	 ~~==---==-----
,,,~-- ~.~~~ Residing at (6D ...:.... , Idaho
 
I , ',aa. •• '1ft ~~
 I .'~ ~OTA~ .... '.,,~· 'f r ~ '';;:	 My commission expires : ," ' . ....... :' ~~":
 
• ..c"	 • • ,'. 
'.'. \- .blJB L.\C:, /1\ ~,. a. •• "".... 
~ :.?>. •••. •••c -:eli", ..,~. •••••••• tf. ...~ -,.,....,;$ 0 P,\u.~t ..,<I> 
·" ...H ...• ... 
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Bond is set at $ pending·arraignment. 
DATEDthis dayof ,201~. 
Honorable , Fourth Judicial District Judge 
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
Community Corrections 
AGENT'S WARRANT OF ARREST 
TO: ALL CHIEFS OF POLICE, SHERIFFS, MARSHALS, CONSTABLES, AND PEACE OFFICERS OF
 
THE
 
STATE OF IDAHO
 
In accordance with Title 20-227 and 20-301 of the Idaho Code, you are hereby commanded to take or
 
retake into custody during the day or night, and detain
 
Name: Morgan, Andrew Dallas IDOC # 89971 
County and Court Case No.: Ada County: CRMD08002462 
Who is alleged to have violated their Probation as granted by the Forth Judicial District on the 27th of
 
April. 2011 at Boise, Ada, Idaho.
 
This warrant shall be sufficient to detain a probationer until they are brought before the Court for
 
arraignment. Parolees shall be held without bond. This Warrant shall be valid until such time as it is
 
replaced by a Bench Warrant, Parole Commission Warrant, or is withdrawn by the Department of
 
Correction.
 
Dated at Boise, Idaho, this 27th day of April, 2011. 
Alleged 1. Failing to complete treatment 4~·. 
Violations 2. Abuse of prescription meds ~~ 
3. Unauthorized contact with known felons ProbationlParole ffiCrfOf 
4. The State of Idaho 
I have been given notice for the reason(s) I am in custody. C~ \Al-,:?__ Y-Z 71 3 '.ZU(-''''' 
(Signatur f Offender) (DatelTime) 
I understand I have a right to a preliminary hearing within 5 business days of my incarceration (Parolees only)
 
___ I do not wish to have a preliminary hearing. (Initials of the Offender)
 
___ I wish to have the preliminary hearing. (Initials of the Offender)
 
___ Parolee not eligible due to absconding or misdemeanor or felony conviction
 
RECEIPT OF WARRANT 
eived this Warrant on the 2~ day of fJt;e:'--
Ht 6'0 Wt 185 Hair Brown Eyes Brown 
DOB  SSN RACE White Sex Male 
Distribution: Original-IDOC File, Copy-Offender, Copy-Jail; Copy-Parole Commission 
H:\Work Related Files Only\Agents Warrant\Agent's Warrant Morgan.docx 
04/27/11 
I 
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Page 1 of 1 
Printed - 04/27/2011Ada eoune She... Offtce fpR 28 lOll Printed by - 504315 
Jail Booking Sheet 
Booking ID: 100488139 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
LE #: 687693 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Name: MORGAN ANDREW DALLAS SSN: DaB: Age: 31 
Address: 5211 MT VIEW DR 
BOISE, ID 83704 Ph. (480) 455-9040 Marital Status: S Education: Associate or Technical 
Sex: M Race: W Ht: 6'00" Wt: 180 Eyes: HAZ Hair: BRa POB: BOISE, ID, UNITED STATES 
Marks: SCABDOM 
Alias: 
Emp: 
Notify: JAKE MORGAN Rei: Sibling (Brother\Sister) Ph: (208) 598-2100 - a 
Date-in: 04/27/2011 Time-in: 16:21 :33 ADA JAIL! BOOKING 12W Prop Box: 561 PCN#: 
Booked by: 5077 
Comments: 
* ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** * 
VISUAL ARREST 
DR: ADA 99-999999 Booked by: 5077
 
Case: Def: Cnt: ISTARs Case:Cfl.M()!OOg·14-lD2 Def: Cnt:
 
Arrest DatelTime: 04/27/2011 16:15:00 Release DatelTime:
 
Citation:
 
Location: 8752 FAIRVIEW DR.
 
Officer: A 5077 Municipality: ADA COUNTY Pros. Agency: Ada County
 
Visual: LE-126-A {F} AGENTS WARRANT--PROBATION VIOLATION
 
Video Arraignment Date: 04/28/2011 Time: 13:30:00
 
Initial Bond: Bond Amt: $ 0.00
 
Type:
 
Paid By/Agy:
 
\\countybiDFSSHAREIiNSTALLSICrystal Reports\Anaiyst4lSheriffiBookSheet V2 rpl - LM 09/24/2010 
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r ... 
I 
t~~i' NOIs Arrestee a U,S, Citizen? 
Arresting ") r.... L 
Agency ­ ~ 4> '"" 0 _________-I T : 
Photo Only • I1-----------1----------1: i
Both 0 0 
i=--":"""~~~"=."....--~-....;;......,I""""--...- .....-------.,...I""""_+---------_Io n 
· ., 
Are you aware of this arrestee's consumption of alcohol, drugs or any 
1) 
other substance, or any behaviors that indicate the arrestee may have 
ingested something to hide it (if you found drugs on this person during 
a search please indicate it here)? 
Has the arrestee made any comments (e,g, "I'm going to kill myself; "I 
2) 
want to die'; "I have nothing to live for"; "Everyone would be better off 
without me around') or engaged in any behavior that would suggest 
they have thoughts of hurting themselves? 
Has another individual with knowledge of the arrestee informed you, 
3) 
and/or made comments, that suggest the arrestee is potentially 
suicidal and/or has a history of suicidal behavior, mental illness, or 
medical problems? 
Are you aware of any serious injuries that were sustained or of the 
4) 
need for medical treatment (if the arrestee was involved in a fight, 
vehicle accident, had force used upon, tased, OC sprayed, or another 
incident indicate it here)? 
Did the arrestee indicate they were taking medications, or were 
5) 
medications found on their person, in the car they were in, or the 
location of arrest? If so, what were those medications and are they 
available for the arrestee's use? 
Additional comments or information: 
r 
YES dNO'';, ' 
'-­ BAC 
YES tGO-'i 
'---' 
"0YES "'--,>' 
YES , NO 
(3) 
\ 
"­
By signing below, I conflnn that I have reported all available medicallnfonnation concerning this arrestee to the Ada County Jail• 
•Ie - nmate Records in - aa arvices 1) 
C:'Doeuments Bind Settings\A1I Users\Documents\Drop Folde~ooking Fonns Amosling Ofticer's Form 
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NO.~fLED
A.M. ~ P.M. _ 
APR 28 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
 
By CAMILLE MITCHELL
 
DEPUTY 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Whitney A. Faulkner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
IN TIffi DISTRICT COURT OF TIffi FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
TIffi STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIffi COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
) 
vs. ) AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE 
) CAUSE TO HOLD 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, ) PROBATIONER ON AGENT'S 
) WARRANT 
Defendant. ) 
-------------) 
Whitney A. Faulkner, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that ANDREW 
DALLAS MORGAN is on probation for a felony charge in the State of Idaho. That an 
Agent's Warrant has been issued by BRANDON SUTHERLAND, who is a probation 
officer for the Idaho Department of Corrections which is responsible to supervise this 
probationer. That said Defendant has been arrested in Ada County, Idaho on the Agent's 
Warrant and is now before this court. That said Defendant is the same person named in the 
AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE CAUSE TO HOLD 
PROBATIONER ON AGENT'S WARRANT (MORGAN), Page 1 
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above-mentioned warrant of arrest. Probable Cause to establish this belief is based upon 
the attached Agent's Warrant. 
Wherefore, it is requested that ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN be committed to the 
custody of the Sheriff of Ada County, to be held with bail set by the assigned District Court 
Judge and that an arraignment be set in the District Court. 
DATED this 28th day ofApril 2011. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
By:	 Whitney A. Faulkner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 28th day ofApril 2011. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE CAUSE TO HOLD 
PROBATIONER ON AGENT'S WARRANT (MORGAN), Page 2 
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NO.__---.:~~~-
A.M. F_'L~.ts~t)O 
APR 2 8 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. Clerk 
By STORMY McCOF~MN':;f( 
O'Cf"JTV 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Whitney A. Faulkner 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 W. Front Street, Room 366 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: 287-7700 
Fax: 287-7709 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
) 
vs. ) ORDER ON PROBATIONER 
) ARREST ON AGENT'S 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, ) WARRANT 
) 
Defendant. ) 
-------------) 
Whitney A. Faulkner, having appeared before the Court this date, pursuant to arrest 
by the Ada County Sheriffs Office, in Ada County, Idaho. Defendant was informed in 
conformance with Administrative Order of the probation violation allegations against 
him/her, that he/she is not required to make a statement, and that any statement made by 
him/her may be used against him/her, of his/her right to counsel as provided by law, and of 
ORDER ON PROBATIONER ARREST ON AGENT'S WARRANT (MORGAN), 
Page 1 
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l l l
.. 
his/her rights to rebut the allegations, to present and confront witnesses and to present 
evidence all in District Court. 
IT IS ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER that bond in this matter is set 
IT IS ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER that the defendant appear in Judge
 
Ba.i L Court on the J(p~ day of mturJ:-at the hour of
 
I :300rn, 
DATED this 28th day ofApril 2011. 
ORDER ON PROBATIONER ARREST ON AGENT'S WARRANT (MORGAN), 
Page 2 
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• • : \67' "~t _ 
MAY - 6 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By NATALIE FARACA 
DEPUTY 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
Heather Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
200 West Front Street, Room 3191 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone:(208) 287-7700 
Fax: (208) 287-7709 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
) 
vs. ) MOTION FOR PROBATION 
) VIOLATION 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, ) 
) (AGENTS WARRANT) 
Defendant. ) 
-------------) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss: 
County ofAda ) 
COMES NOW, Heather Reilly, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ada County, State 
ofIdaho, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That on the 9th day of June 2008, the said Defendant pled guilty to GRAND THEFT, 
FELONY, and that on the 28th day of July 2008, this Court placed the Defendant on 
probation for a period of seven (7) years, and that on the 23rd day of November 2009, the 
MOTION FOR PROBATION 
VIOLATION, (AGENTS WARRANT), (MORGAN/CR-MD-2008-0002462), Page 1 
000127
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said Defendant pled guilty to PROBATION VIOLATION, FELONY, and that on the 14th 
day of January 2010, this Court retained jurisdiction, and that on the 19th day of July 2010, 
this Court reinstated probation for a period of seven (7) years. 
This Court required, and the Defendant agreed, that as a condition of probation he 
would respect and obey all the laws of the State of Idaho, at all times conduct himself as a 
good citizen, and obey the rules and regulations of probation. That the Defendant violated 
the above-mentioned term of his probation agreement by: 
Failing to attend and/or successfully complete the Easter Seals program as 
lawfully requested by his supervising officer, to-wit: on or about the 21 st day 
of April 2011, Easter Seals stated that they are cutting the said Defendant 
from the program for violating his behavioral contract and missing several 
groups; 
rv 
2. Failing to pay the cost of supervision fee as ordered by the Court; 
Failing to abide by the lawful request of his supervising officer that he have 
no contact with anyone with a criminal record, past or present, misdemeanor 
or felony, without prior approval from his supervising officer, to-wit: on or 
about the 21 st day of April 2011, the said Defendant admitted to associating 
with another offender by giving him rides to and from treatment and would 
talk on the phone once in a while; 
4.	 Failing to use medications only in the manner prescribed by his physician or 
dentist, to-wit: on or about the 27th day of October 2010, the said Defendant 
admitted to abusing his medication, and by; 
5.	 Failing to pay restitution as ordered by the Court (please see attached 
computer printout). 
MOTION FOR PROBATION 
VIOLATION, (AGENTS WARRANT), (MORGAN/CR-MD-2008-0002462), Page 2 
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Heather Reilly 
Deputy Prosecuting Atto 
WHEREFORE, your affiant prays for a hearing, at which time to show cause why 
the probation and sentence in this cause should not be revoked and sentence imposed 
according to law. 
GREG H. BOWER 
Ada County Prosecuting Attorney 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ft, ~ day of_f'{\!........:...,.~'I---_2011.
 
,........",

",., C Jl L 'III, Notary Public for the State ofIdaho 
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mao DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTlO~ 
D~NOF COMMUNITY CORRECTI01'W 
Probation and Parole. Districl 4
 
8752 w: Fairview Ave.
 
Boise, Idaho, Q~~
 
~~:LYOU8 
REPORT OF _AfI6W~OtATJON 
COUNTY CLERADA 
DATE: May 2, 2011 
TO: The Honorable Deborah H. Bail' .'..;: ,.:'",. . . . 
Judge, Fourth Judicial District ,., ... 
Ada County Courthouse. ~~4· 
Boise, Idaho 83702 ,:. 
• 
NAME: Morgan, Andrew Dallas COURT CASE: CRMD08002462 
ADDRESS:	 5211 N. Mountain View Dr. 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
OFFENSE; Grand Theft 
DATE OF SENTENCE: July 28,2008 (Bridge Court) SENTENCE: Five (5) Years 
Suspended Sentence: July 19, 2010 Seven (7) Years 
DATE OF PROBATION: January 12. 2010 
Reinstated on Probation: July 19, 2010 
COUNTY: Ada	 JUDICIAL DISTRICT: Fourth 
1. RULE VIOLATED 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONPn10N (3M, which states: "You must successfully complete any training or counseling 
program yoUt probation officer tells you to take and you are' sol~lyresponsible for proving that you are attending the programs 
your probation officer bas direoted you to take. You must continue to participate in mental health counseling and provide proof 
of attendance to yoUt probation offioer. You must also continue with the Easter Seal program." 
SUMMARY 
COURT ORDER SPECIAL CONDITION (3b) was violated in that In July, 2010 Mr. Morgan entered into the Easter 
Seals program. In November, 2010 Mr. Morgan was p~ on a behavioral contract through Easter Seals due to poor 
attendance and medication abus~. On April 21, 20III received a call from Heidi, Mr. Morgan's case manager at Easter 
Seals, who stated she is ell' . fo1" violatin his behavioral contract. He has missed several 
groups, and was displayin behaviorconsistent with the abuse oims medicationl!!eidi described him as being lethargic 
when she would mc:et wi' • 
Mr. Morgan was given several chances to correcthis behavjor and avoid being removed from the EasterSeals program. 
However, his attendance was poor and his behavior lead ~y ofthe counselors and I to believe that he was not using 
his medications as prescribed. Because ofhis actions, he was removed from the Easter Seals program. 
Z. RULE VIOLATED 
COURT ORDER SP:ijCIAL CONl)ITION (3m), whioh states: "You must pay a monthly charge tor probation supervision 
as established by the Idaho State Board ofColTection." 
Pl/Z0 39IJd 
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REPORT OF VIOLATION 
RE: Mbrgan, -Andrew 
DATE: May,2, 2011 
100C: 89971 Page 2 
SUMMARY
 
CQURT ORDER SPECIAl.. CONDITION (3m) was violated in that On April 29. 2011 I ran a cost ofsupervision reporton Mr.
 
Morgan. He cWTentlyowes $1300.00 in· cost of supervision fees. My records indicate that he has never paid on his account.
 
which began billing on September 2,2008. I addressed this issue with Mr. Morgan several timeti and had him reporting to the
 
office regularly, requesting that he bring a payment with him when he -reports. Mr. Morgan failed to produce a single payment.
 
COS statement attached. 
3. RULE VIOLATED 
COURT ORDEREp GENERAL CONDITION (~) which staws: "You shall be under the legal custody and control ofthe 
Director ofProbation and PlU'Ole of the State of Idaho and the District Court. In addition to the special terms of this 
probation imposed by the Court, you are also subject to the rules ofprobation prescribed by the Board ofCorrection and 
your probation officer.It 
SUMMARY 
CQURT ORDERED GEtmRAL CONDmON (2) was violated in that,On October 30, 2008 Mr. Morgan si~ed an Idaho 
Department ofCOlTection Agreement ofSupervision (AGOS). Condition 13 ofthat agreement states: "Associations: The 
defendant shall not associate with any person(s) designated by any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction." On April 21, 
2011/ the day I received information from Easter Seals that Mr. Morgan was being terminated from their program. I leamed 
from anoth~r Probation Officer that he had been associating with another offender who was also attending Easter Seals. I 
spoke to Mr. Morgan about the extent of his contact and he stated that he had been giving the guy rides to and from 
treatment and would talk on the phone once in a while. I informed Mr. Morgan that we had rext messages that indicated he 
may have been txchanging medications as well. One ofthe text messages sent to Mr. Morgan from this individual had 
asked him ifthe doctor had hooked him up. Mr. Morgan did not have permission to associate with anyone on supervision 
outside oftreatment classes. 
Also located in the AGOS is condition 9, which states: ''Controlled Substances: The defendant shall not use or possess any 
illegal drug. The defendant shall not use or possess any paraphernalia for the purpose of ingesting any illepl drug. The 
defendant shall not use or possess any controlled substanoes unless lawfully prescribed for hirnlher by a licensed physician 
or dentist. The defendant shall use mc:dioations only in the manner prescribed by their physician or dentist." On October 27, 
2010 Mr. Morgan had admitted to abusing his medications. As a result ofhis abuse, he was placed in the Ada County Jail 
for 25 days ofdiscretionary jail time and also placed on a behaviOral contract. 
INTERMEDIATE SANCTIONS 
• 25 days Discretionary Jail Time 
• Increased reporting to his Probation Officer 
• Behavioral contract 
• Curfew 
SUPERVISION HISTORY
 
RESIDENCE HISTORY
 
At the time ofM!. Morgan's mest, he was residing 5051 Mountain View Dr., Boise, Idaho 83704. Prior to thataddxess he
 
was living at a Rising Sun clean and &oberhouse located at 5211 Mountain View Dr., Boise,ldaho 83704.
 
EMPLOY'MEl'lT and EDUCATION
 
Mr. Morgan remains unemployed at this time.
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REPORT OF VIOLATION 
RE: Mbrgan, Andrew 
DATE: May,2. 2011 
IDOC: 89971 Page 3 
RELATIONSHIPS andFAMll.Y
 
At the time afMr. Morgan's arrest, he stated he has a girl friend. He was living with his grandmother for a short time. She
 
seems to be the only family member Mr. Morgan turns to when he needs something.
 
PHYSICAI!MENTAL HEALTH
 
Mr. Morgan has been diab'IlOsed with several physical and mmtal health issues which include depression, chronic back pain,
 
and migraine headaches.
 
SlJBSTANCE ABUSE
 
Me. Morgan has been abused his medication in the past. He has not made any admissions to abusing his medications recently.
 
BACKGROUND CHECK.
 
No further charges were found upon checking li.ETS and ISTARS.
 
RECOMMENDATION
 
Your Honor, On January 8, 2008 Mr. Morgan was sentenced in your Court to probation for a period of five (5) years for the
 
crime ofGrand Theft. On July 19, 2010 Mr. Morgan was reinstated on, probation fora period ofseven (7) years afterreceiving a
 
probation violation. J am submitting a report of violation due to Mr. Morgan's lack of progress on probation. He has made
 
numerous excuses for not following through on the things that are fundamental to his success. He has failed to complywith the
 
conditions ofms Court order which have: lead to hiliil removal from Easter Seals. Mr. Morgan does not appear to appreciate the
 
privilege ofprobation (this is his second probation violation), nOt does it appear that the he is amenable to supervision at the
 
community level at this time.
 
Your Honor, I respectfully requested that a Bench Warrjimt be issued for Andrew Dallas Morgan to replace the Agent's
 
Warrant filed on April 27, 2011 and that the defendant be returned to the Court for further disposition in this case. If the
 
defendant is found to have violated the terms ofhis probation, it is the recomn:u:ndation ofthis officer that he be screened for
 
Correctional Alternative Placement Program (CAPP).
 
Roopectfully submitted, 4t.(7 
~-e_~ ..v 
Brandon Sutherland 
Sr. ProbatiOt1lParole Officer 
APPROVED: --...,.t.~~~~~~~--
THE ABOVE DOCUMENTED INFORMATION, WHICH IS IN WRITING, IS KNOWN BY ME TO BE 
TRUE AND CORRECf TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE. 
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REPORT OF VIOLATION 
RE: Morgan. Andrew 
DATE: May 2.2011 
lOOt: 89971 
SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED TO BEFORE ME, A NOTARY PUBLIC FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, ON , J 
THIS 6).. " DAY OF 2011. 
1;11/913 391;,1d 
_....:!!iiii;"l.Jlo~~ ___ • Idaho 
My commission expires t",. r-:J. - , :J-
ia~ Wd LP:ZP:S 110Z 'z Ae~ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TH;E FOUR1H JUDICIAL DISTRIct OF 
TII:e STATE OP IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIm COUNTY OF ADANo"n77;:::;omrt--­
A.M,,,:,,,,,_ ..............r,'. _
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
VS. ) CASE NO. CRMD08002462 
) 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, ) ORDER sUSPENDING SBNTBNCE 
) AND ORDER OF PROBATION 
Defendant. ) 
) 
SSN  } 
nOB ) 
) 
On the 23r11 day of November, 2009, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN admitted to 
being in' violation of his probation as ordered by this COlUt, and, on the 14lG day of January, 
2010, Willi committed to the custody ofth" State Board of Correction for a minimum fixed 
and determinate period of confinement of two (2) years. followed by an indetemrinate 
period of custody of up to five (5) years, for a total term not to exceed seven (7) years. 
The Court retained jurisdiction for 180 days to suspend execution of the sentence; 
and 
The Court. having ascertained the desirability of suspending execution of the 
judgment ,and placing the defendant on probation for the balance of sentence; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED that,the sentence is 
hereby SUlipended, and the defendant be placed on seven (7) years probation to commence 
July 19, 2010, upon the following conditions: 
'1 
j,l/9la 39~d 
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1.	 That the probation is granted to and accepted by you, the probationer, subject to 
all its tennli and conditions and with the understanding that the Court may at any time, in 
case of the violation of th= terms of the probation~ cause you to be returned to the Court for 
the impositio,n of sentence as prescribed by law or any other punishment as the Court may 
see tit to hand down. 
2.	 You shall be under the legal cu,Stody and control of the Director of Probation an 
Parole of the State of Idaho and the District Court. In addition to the special terms of this 
probation imposed by the Court, you are also subject to the rules of probation prescribed b 
the Board of Correction and your probation officer. 
3.	 You are subject to the followina special conditions: 
a)	 You shall serve one hundred twenty (120) days in the Ada County Jail with 
service of sentence to be at the discretion of the probation officer under 
such terms and in such increments as he or she directs. (Discretionary) , 
b)	 You mmJt successfully compl~te any training or cOunseling program your 
probation officer tells you to talce and you are solely responsible for 
proving that you are attending the programs your ,probation officer has 
directed you to take. You must continue to participate in mental health 
counseling and provide proof of attendance to your probaticmOftlcir,ou·­
must also continue with the Eas~r t~.2~~' . 
c)	 You must submit, at your o~ expense, to a chemical test of your blood. 
breath or urine for the detection of substance abuse, when requested by 
your probation officer. 
d)	 Because you are on probation. yOU are subject to search of your, person. 
your property and your residence at any time for any'reason by your 
, probation officer. Your probation officer does not need a seateh warrant to 
search you or your property or yeur residence. Your e..cceptance of this 
probation is an expresI; conaent to search of your person, property or 
residence at any time and for AAY reason. By accepting this probation, you 
waive any constitutional right to be free from warrantlClSIl searches. 
e) You, must maintain full-time employment or participate in Vocational_ 
Rehabilitation or full-time e4ucation or a mix of bOth as approved ,your 
-e
 
2 
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probation officer. and be able at all times to prove to your probation officer 
that you are employed full time or in a full time education program. . 
f)	 You cannot refuse any B;A,C. (Blood Alcohol Content) tests when 
reql1C5ted by any law enforcem~t officer. 
g)	 You cannot purchase. possess, or consume any alcoholic beverages while 
On probation. 
h)	 You must not go to any place where the sale of alcohol is the major source 
of the establishmenl's business. You may not go to any bars or liquor ' 
stores. 
i)	 YOU HAVB BEEN CONVlCI'ED OF A FELONY. YOU MAY ,NOT 
OWN, CARRY, OR POSSESS ANY WEAPONS OR FIREARMS OF 
ANY TYPE FOR ANY REASON. 
j)	 You must give acopy of any prescriptions to your probation officer. 
k)	 You must sign a medical rel~e fonn so that treating personnel may speak 
freely with your probation officer. 
1)	 You may not worle in any medical. nursing care or patient care field. 
In)	 You must pay a monthly char~ for probation supervision as established 
by the Idaho State Board of Correction. 
4.	 IF YOU ARE PLACED ON PROBATION TO ADESTINATION 
WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF YOUR PROBATION OmCER, YOU WAlVE 
EXTRADmON TO THE STATE 'OF IDAHO AND yoU ALSO AGREE THAT 
Y9U WILL NOT CONTEST ANY EFFORT BY ANY STATE TO RBTURN YOU 
TO THE STATE. OF IDAHO. YOUR SIGNATURE ON THE PROBATION ORDER 
IS AN ACCEPTANCE OF THlS CONDlTION. 
Don!" in open court this 19th day of July. 
~ 
3 
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This is to.oertify that I have read, or had read to me. and fully understand and accep
 
adl thecondition5t regulations and restrictions under which I am beini gflmted probation. I
 
will abide by and confonn to them strictly and fully understand that my failure to do so
 
may result in the revocation of my probation and commitment to the Board of COJTeCtion t
 
serve tile sentence originally imposed.
 
-.9~Zt·_(c.) 
Probationer's Signature Date of Acceptance 
l. ~ 1 .
ELO~~,.C:'=~~'" 
Probation and Parole Office 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
. . 
~ . . 
. I hereby certify that on this .1:L day ofJuly, 2010, I mailed (served) a true and 
correct copy of the within insJrUment to: 
ADA. COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
VIA-EMAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBUC DEFENDER 
VIA-EMAIL 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VlA-EMAll.. 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
CENTRAL RECORDS 
VlA-BMAll.. 
PROBATION & PAROLE-PSI DEPARTMENT 
VIA-EMAIL 
CENTRAL RBCO:RDS 
VIA-EMAIL 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Cl~rk of the District Court 
BY~ 
Deputy Court Clerk 
s 
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, . Awment of Su~ervision.. Revised ' 
" Supervision ~.vel: The delendant', level of ,upervi.ion, including case!-,type and
 
electronic monitoring shall be determined by the Idaho Dept of Correction. .
 
2. laws and Conduct: The defendant shall obflY aJllaw$, municipal, county, state and federal. 
The defendant shall comply wi~h all lawful reque~ts of any agent of the Idaho Depl of Correction. 
The defendant shall be completely truthful at all ~Imes with any agent of the Idaho Dept of 
Correction. During any contact with law enforcement personnel the defendant shall provide their 
identity, notify the law enforcement officer(s) that they are under supervision and provide the 
name of their supervlFtiNL officer. The defendant shall notify their supervising officer of the 
contact within 24 hrs._'P\J_,_..........
 
3. Resid~nce: The defendant shall not change res;:r,;without first obtaining permission from 
an authOrized agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction.• 
4. Reporting: The defendant shall report to his/her supervising officer as directed. The 
defendant shall provide truthful a~ accurate information or documentation whenever requested 
by the Idaho Dept of Correction. IV" ' 
5. Travel: The defendant shall not leave the State of ~ or the assigned district without first 
Obtaining permission from his/her supervising officer.. 
6. Extradition: If the defendant does leave the State of Idaho, with or without permission, the 
defendant does hereby waive extradition to the State of Idaho and will not contest any effort to 
return the defendant to the State of ldaho.~ 
7. Employment/Alternative Plan: The defendant shall seek and maintain gainful, verifiable, f,ull­
time employment. The defendant shall not accept, cause to be terminated from, or change 
employment without first obtaining written permi~sion from hIs/her supervising officer. In lieu of 
full-time employment. the defendant may participate in fuJi-time education, a combination of 
employment and education, vocational program or other alternatiPt~ based on the offender's 
specific situation and as approved by his/her supervising officer. 
a. Alcohol: The defendant shaJl not purchase, possess, or consume alcoholic bevera~~ny 
form and will not enter any establishment where alcohol is a primary source of income. 
9. Controlled Sub!5tances: The defendant shall not use or possess any illegal drug. The 
defendant shall not use or possess any paraphernalia for the purpose of ingesting any illegal 
drug. "rhe defendant shall not Uie or possess any controlled substances unless lawfully 
prescribed for him/her by a licensed physIcian or dentist. The defendant shall use medications 
only in the manner prescribed by their physician or dentist.~ 
10. Firearms{Weae01'\.ti The defendant shall not purchase, carry, possess or have control of 
any firearms, chemical weapons, electronic weapons, explosives or other dangerous Weapons. 
Other dangerous weapons may include, but are not limited to: knives with blades over two and 
one, half inches in 'length, switchMblade knives, brass knuckles, swords, thrOWing stars and other 
martial arts weapons. Any weapons or firearms seized will be forfeited to IDOC for disposal. The 
defendant shall not reside in any location that contains firearms unless the firearms are secured 
and this portion of the rule is exempted in writing by the District Manager.# 
11. Search; The defendant shall consent to the search of his/her person, residence, vehicle, 
personal property, and other real property or structures owned or leased by the defendant or for 
Which the defendant is the controlling authority 90nducted by any agent of the Idaho Dept of 
Correction or law enfor~t offioer. The defendant waives his/her Fourth Amendment Rights 
concerning searches. 
12. Cost of Supervision: The defendant shall comply with Idaho Code 20-225, which authorizes 
the Idaho Dept of Correction to collect a cost of supervision fee. T~ndant shall make 
payments as prescribed in his/her monthly cost of supervision bill. 
13. Associations: TI1e defenoant shell not ~$$ocjate with any person(s} designated by any
 
agent of the Idaho Dept of Correetion.~ ,
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~~bst;n~~;~;;~q~;;t8d and~·.. cted by any ag,ent of the Idaho Dept (;11 vorrection or law 
·,enforcement officer. The def t may be required to obtain tests at thelr6l expense. If the
 
results of the test indicate an a tB~~~has beelTl used to interfere with the.ults, that test will
 
be deemed to have been positive,~
 
15. Eyalui'ltion and Program plan: The defendant shall obtain any treatment evaluation 
deemed necessary and as ordered by the Court or any agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction. 
The defendant shall meaningfully partioipate in and successfully complete any treatment, 
counseling ar other programs deemed beneficial and as directed by the Court or any agent of the 
Idaho Dept of Correction. The defendway be required to attend treatment, counseling or 
other programs at their own expense. 
16. Cooeeration with SuperVision: When home, the defendant shall answer the door for the 
probation officer. The defendant shall allow the probation officer to enter their residence, other 
real property, place of employment and vehicle for the purpose of visitation. inspections and other 
supervision functions. The defendant shall not possess, install or use any monitoring instrument, 
camera, or other surveillance device to observe l;)r alert them to the approach of his/her probation 
officer. The defendant shall not keep any vicious or dangerous dog or ather animal on or in their 
property t~t. the probation officer perceives as an impediment to accessing the defendant or their 
property. .Et:+ 
17. Absconding Sypervision: The defendant will not leave or attempt to leave the state or the
 
assigned district in an effort to abscond or flee slilpervision. The defendant will make
 
himself/herself available for supervision and plffSm particIpation as Instructed by the probation
 
officer and will not actively avoid supervision.
 
1B. Court Ordered Financial Obligations: The defendant shall pay all costs, fees, fines and 
restitution in the amount and manner ordered by the Court. The defendant shall make payments 
as ordered by the Court or as designated in a Payment Agreement and Promissory Note to be 
completed with an agent of the Idaho Dept of Correction and signed by the defendant.M 
19. Confidential Informant: 'The defendant shall not act as a confjopntial informant for law 
enforcement except as allowed per Idaho Dept of Correction policy.c!!"'\ 
20. Intrastatellnterstate Violations: If allowed to transfer supervision to another district or state. 
the defendant agrees to accept any violation alle,gation documents purportedly submitted by the 
BljIency/officer supervising the defendant in the receiving district or state as admissible into 
evidence as c;\e2i~le and reliable. The defendant waives any right to confront the author of such 
documants...j;:if!J 
21. Additional Rules: The defendant agrees that other superVision rules may be imposed 
depending on the district or specific field office that provides his/her supervision. At all times, 
these additional rules will be imposed only after ponsidering the successful supervision of the 
defendant and the secure operation of the district or specific field office. All additional rules will 
be explained tC}..t~ejefendant and provided to him/her, in writing, by an agent of the Idaho Dept 
of carreetion.~ " . . 
J have read, or have had read to me, the above ~greement. I understand and accept these 
conditions of supervision. I agree to abide by and conform to them and understand that my 
failure to do so may result in the submission of a report of violatIon to my sentencing aulho .ty. 
~=De en an gnature ;. 
I~/~~~-
Date 
AGReEMENT OF SUPERVISION 
Revised 01/3012007 
paA~aJaH Pl SlE lSELLZ 
----~SOLL.lL.llV'..L1~S __~S:l:l3L;!~~Vd::L.._____.NNO~Iu.l~W'Y~rua~ ~:s23l~nEL l!_(]_L'II_Wd_=-LP~:Z~P~:S~l~l.OZ 'z AeL'll 
_va aISJ 310W3~ 03AI3J3~ 3lo'.111 
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, Ifyou' fJff) allowed to transfer YOAp9IViSion to anothsr state or another dis&itflin the Staie of Idaho 
and.subsequently returned to Idaho or your sBnten~ing district for a violation hearing, the sentencing 
authority may accept written reports as evidence in'lieu ofhaving an officer appear in person. 
21.	 Additional Rules: The defendant agtees thai other supervision rules may be imposed depending on 
the district or specific field office that provides hislher supervision. At all times, these additional rules 
,will be imposed only after considering the sucGBssful supervision of the defendant and the SeGUre 
operation of the district or specific field office. All additional rules will be explained to the defendant 
and provided to him/her, in writing, by an agen! of the I,daho Dept of Correction. (initial) 
Additional rUles may Inclyde. but are not limited to. the following: 
1. YOU SHAl.L ANSWER TRUTHFULLY ALL INQUIRIES BY ANY IOoe PROBATION/PAROLE
 
OFFiCER AND FOLLOWiHE ADViCe AND INSl1RUCTIONS O~iHE PROBATION/PAROLE
 
OFFICER,
 
The Probation/Parole Offioer is responsible for maintaining a thorough knowledge ofyour current
 
status and situation. For this reason, you will be asked about many a~pects ofyour life. You are
 
required to answer these inqUiries truthfully. The PrpbationlParole Officer will aiso verify the
 
information you provide through outside sources such as family, employers, etc.
 
It is important to understand that the instruction to fqllow advice and instructions ofyour supervising
 
offioer is III broad and comp(f!)hensive condition. Yotlr Probation/Parole Officer may instruct you on a ..
 
variety of issues. These instructions woulcl be for your welfare and related to the complianoe with your
 
oonditions. '
 
2. YOU SHALL SUPPORT YOUR DEPENDENTS AND MEET OTHER FAM,lLY RESPONSIBIL.ITIES. 
The Probation Officer may periodically meet with f~mily members or significant others to verify that you
 
are meeting your family responsibilities. Your Probation/Parole Officer may meet witn family mBmbers or
 
significant others to explain how the supeNision process will impaot them. This will include the impact on
 
family lifestyles, restrictions on travel, firearms in the home, and search waivers so that they are aware of
 
the consequences ofyour noncompliance.
 
If you have been ordered to pay child support, your Probation/Parole Officer may require that you provide
 
verification each month that you made the payment. The Probation/Parole Officer may periodically inquire
 
about your finances in order to verify that you are meeting your family responsibilities and to verify that
 
you arB living within your means.
 
3. YOU SHALL PERMIT ANY IDOC PROBA nON/PAROLE OFFiCER TO CONTACT YOU AT ANY
 
TIME AT HOME OR ELseWHeRE AND SHALL P~RMIT CONFISCATION OF ANY CONTRABAND
 
LOCATED BY THE PROBATIONIPAROLE OFFIC~R.
 
The Probation Officer will make unannounced contacts at your home, place ofemployment, or elsewhere
 
on a periodic basis. These contacts can take place at any time and may occur on weekends, evenings, or
 
holidays. Failure to cooperate is a violation ofyour s.upeNision.
 
4. YOU SHALL NOTHAVE CONTACT WITH THEVICTIM(S) IN YOUR CASE(S) OR THE VICTIM'S 
FAMIL YBYANY MEANS. INCLUDING THIRD PARTY CONTACT. 
You are not to communicate with your victim or the viotim's family in any way. This contact /ncludes but is 
not limited to contact made in person, by phone, via oomputer, in writing or through a third party. Ifyou 
wish you may request contact wnh your victim(s) through your supsfVising officer. If 'there is no specific 
condition from the Courl or Parole Commission prohibitin~ your contaot with thfJ victim(sJ, your supervising 
officer may grant you permission to have limited contact. 
5. ANYADDITONAL RULES OR INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE DETERMINED AND EXPLAINED BY 
YOUR SUPERVISING OFFICER• 
.SIGNATUREOF~VlEWER:~~_' .	 DATE: IO-'30-~ 
By signing this document the reviewer h greed to ~he foregoing conditions I alilreement 01 SlJpervision and 
will comply with them as an Jntfiilgral part of their $upervision progl"am. 
..... -
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DRIVaR'S LICENSE 
State law requires motorIsts to have a valid Oriller's L.icense and Proof of Insuranoe in order to operate iii
 
motor vehicle. DocumentatIon of compliance includlr:lg Vehicle Registnltlon, Insurance, and Drivers License
 
should be made alla/lable to the Probation/Parole Officer when requested.
 
CIVIL RIGHTS
 
The law deprives convioted felons of certain Civil Rights inclUding the right to possess firearms, vote, serve
 
on ajury, hold public office. and restricts the issuanc;e and renewal of some professionallicans85. To
 
qetermine if your rights will be, or can be restored; following your discharge from probation or perole, you
 
should directly contact the appropriate authority (i,e.: Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the Court,
 
the Parole Commission, the Board of Elecfions and ~e Board of Occupational Licenses.)
 
SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
The Court or Parole Commission wlll outline various Special Conditions in your Order which are specific to your 
case. These conditions may be different than the conditions noted throughout this handbook. You are 
responsible for following not only the conditions notEld in this handbook but also your Special Conditions 
ordered by the Court or Parole CommIssion. It is yOl,lr responsibility to follow all instructions given you by your 
probation or parole. If you have ql.lestlons, be sure to ask for clarification from your supervising officer. 
sex QFFENPER REGISTRATION 
Idaho law requires that inr;fividuals convicted of certalin sexual offenses register as a sex offender through the 
looal sheriffs department. There are definite time frames reqUired for this registration prooess. Failure to 
comply With the sex offender registration reqUirement will likely result in new oriminal felony charges being 
flIed. 
CONDI1'ION VIOLATIONS 
Violation of your Court Order, Parole Order or Agreement of Supervision may result in the 
imposition of intermediate sanctions by the Probation/Parole OffIcer. Intermediate Sanc:tions range 
from verbal reprimand to revocation of your probation or parole. Generally, there lilre many 
possibilities within this ran~e and depend on previous violation history, the current violliltion, and 
other factors. The Probation/Parole Officer wUl attel11pt to Impose intennediate IJunotions that 
address the lIiolat/on appropriately and that meet offl!lnder needs without compromising c:ommunity 
safety. 
COlVlMUN)CATJON 
It is essential that you understand the role of your Probation/Parole Officer. Your Probation/Parole Officer has 
the professional objective to see that you successfully complete your Probation or. F'aroll~. Your !'lJ$ponsibllities 
are ctearty outlined and specified by the Court or Parole Commission. One of the keys to the successful 
completion of sup,rvlsion is communication. Take the re$ponsibiflty of establishing a consistent pattern of . 
communication with your supervisIng officer and your supervision will prove to be a pOSitive and rewarding 
experience. 
DNA SUBMIS:$ION REQUIREM~NT 
state of Idaho law requires that offenders convieted of certain criminal offenses are required to submit a 
sample of their DNA. Your supervising officer will inform you if you are required to supply a ,sample. 
PI/PI 39'r:1d d-ON"'-d "0 to 
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Date: 4/29/2011 FOu.diCial District Court - Ada County User: PRWILSVL 
Time: 11 :53 AM Ledger 
Page 1 of 1 For Case CR-MD-2008-0002462 
Type Amount Entered Approved 
Morgan, Andrew Dallas 
Restitution 
Madden, Arlene Original 410.13 5/8/2008 PRSCHMAN 
Item total: 410.13 
Total Amount Due: 410.13 
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O.ffende.r Details - Idaho Departwt of Correction Page 1 of 1•
To Protect Idaho through Safety, Accountability, Partnerships f1 Opportunities for Offender Change Home About Us Idaho.gov Contact Us 
Search details: 
[ New Search 1[ ResuLt Summary I 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN #89971 
Status: Probation/ParoLe 
Supervising District: DISTRICT 4 FAIRVIEW OFFICE 
Phone Number: 208-327-7008 
Supervising Officer: SUTHERLAND, BRANDON KENT 
IDOC Sentence Information 
The sentence information shown is for active sentences under the Jurisdiction, custody, andlor supervision of the Idaho Department 
of Correction onLy. 
Offense Sentenctng County Case No. Sentence Satisfactton Date 
GRAND THEFT ADA CR08-20462 07/18/2017 
The Idaho Department of (orrection updates this information regularly, to ensure that it ;s complete and accurate; however, this 
information can change qukkfy. Therefore, the information on this site may not reflect the true content. location, status, scheduled 
termination date, or other information regarding an offender. 
More Information: 
This offender search service is designed to provide basic information about an offender. If you need additional basic offender record 
information. contact inquire®idoc. idaho.gov. 
FormaL requests for copies of records shouLd be mailed to: 
Records Bureau
 
Idaho Oepartment of Correction
 
1299 N. Orchard Street, Suite 110
 
Boise, 10 83706
 
If you want to Learn more about paroLe procedures, or need specific information about a paroLe eligibility date, tentative paroLe date 
andlor hearing resuLts, please contact the Idaho CommiS5ion of Pardons & ParoLe. 
For information on Idaho Department of Correction visitation, pLease go to:
 
www.idoc.idaho.gov/content!prisons/visiting
 
For information on Idaho Department of Correction mail reguLations, pLease go to: 
www.idoc.1daho.gov/contentiprisons/offender_services/maiL_rules 
About Us Careers Contact Us Idaho.gov AcceS5ibility Privacy f1 Security 
https://www.accessidaho.org/public/corr/offender/search.html 5/6/2011 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
DEBORAH A. BAIL Date:~J 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
COURT MINUTES 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CJgmD00 -lLflpZ. 
) 
VB. ) ARRAIGNMENT ON 
rmdr:ew mb~ 
Defendant, 
~ 
'01 c" ) 
'II ) 
PROBATION VIOLATION. 
Appearances: 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 'JQ~ ~~ounsel for the State 
Deputy Public Defender E.~ ~~ Counsel for the Defendant
 
Interpreter _
 
Introduction of Court, Hon. Deborah A. Bail presiding at this defendant's arraignment on
 
accusation he has violated his probation entered herein on
 
Probationer notified as follows:
 
Defendant acknowledged he has read motion.
 
Of possible consequences if it is found the defendant has violated his probation;
 
Of right to Counsel at this arraignment
 
\/Public Defender appointed to represent the defendant. 
Of the right to a hearing on whether defendant has violated probation and the State has the 
burden to prove violation by a preponderance of the evidence; 
Of the right to be represented by counsel at that hearing at public expense ifdefendant cannot
 
provide his own counsel.
 
Ofopportunity to confront and cross-examine any adverse witnesses;
 
000145
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__________________________  
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
  
---------------------
Of the opportunity to appear and present evidence in his own behalf and have the process of this
 
Court to bring witnesses before the Court to testify in his own behalf;
 
Of the duty of the Court to make written findings of fact and conclusions of law to reflect the
 
decision of the Court on whether or not Defendant has violated probation;
 
Of time to decide whether defendant wants to admit or deny the alleged violation;
 
Next date of appearance is: m"", 23 .... ZOU e ,'. '3oprn for 
AdmitJDeny. --:J 
Remarks: Defendant is 
The defendant is served with a copy of the Motion and Order for BW for PV. 
Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Clerk: Cafe} Ltte8tlta . 
TtlYlL 11\.t~ 
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Wednesday. May 18. 2011 at 09:28 AM
 
CHRISTOP~D. RICH, CLERK OF THE COURT 
BYb~~
 
De u Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462
 
NOTICE AND ORDER
 
APPOINTING PUBLIC DEFENDER
 
TO: The Office of the Ada County Public Defender: 
The above named defendant appeared before the Court and requested the aid of counsel, 
and the Court being satisfied that said defendant is a needy person entitled to appointment of 
counsel: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That you are appointed to represent the defendant in all 
matters pertaining to this action, or in the District Court until relieved by Court Order. 
I:8J In the custody of the Sheriff 
D Released on Bond 
D Released on his own recognizance 
Dated Monday, May 16,2011. 
DEBORAH A. BAIL 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
Appointment of Public Defender 000147
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e e NO. 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER A.M.--;-I .:-.-RFlii=LEnD---­
~r---_PM. _ 
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 MAY 23 2011 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By LAN! BROXSONFacsimile: (208) 287-7409 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
vs. MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, the above-named defendant, by and 
through counsel BRIAN C MARX, Ada County Public Defender's office, and moves this Court 
for its ORDER reducing bond in the above-entitled matter upon the grounds that the bond is so 
unreasonably high that the defendant, who is an indigent person without funds, cannot post such 
a bond, and for the reason that the defendant has thereby been effectively denied their right to 
bail. 
DATED, Monday, May 23, 2011. 
BRIANCft cl'[ 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Monday, May 23,2011, I mailed a true and correct copy 
of the within instrument to: 
JEFFREY S WHITE 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
~~ MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 000148
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RIAN C Mrt .. t 
f\!O. e 
FILED 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER A.M. \ \._.. _ P.iI:1._--­
Attorneys for Defendant 
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 MAY 23 2011 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By LANI9ROXSON 
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409 DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
vs. NOTICE OF HEARING 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant. 
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to JEFFREY S WHITE: 
YOU, AND EACH OF YOU, are hereby notified that the defendant will call for a 
hearing on MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION, now on file in the above-entitled matter, on 
Monday, May 23, 2011, at the hour of 01 :30 PM , in the courtroom of the above-entitled court, 
or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
DATED, Monday, May 23, 2011. 
BRIANCMARX 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Monday, May 23,2011, I mailed a true and correct copy 
ofthe within instrument to: 
JEFFREY S WHITE 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
000149
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\ \ P.M.__-­....	 ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER AM. .	 t( 
Attorneys for Defendant 
MAY 23 2011­200 West Front Street, Suite 1107 
Boise, Idaho 83702 CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cler\{
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 By LANI BROXSON 
DEPUTYFacsimile: (208) 287-7409 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
vs. REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant. 
TO:	 THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to ADA COUNTY JUVENILE 
PROSECUTOR: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to ICR 16, requests discovery 
and photocopies of the following infonnation, evidence, and materials: 
1)	 All unredacted material or infonnation within the prosecutor's possession or 
control, or which thereafter comes into his possession or control, which tends to 
negate the guilt of the accused or tends to reduce the punishment thereof. ICR 
16(a). 
2) Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded statements made by the defendant, 
or copies thereof, within the possession, custody or control of the state, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the 
exercise of due diligence; and also the substance of any relevant, oral statement 
made by the defendant whether before or after arrest to a peace officer, 
prosecuting attorney or the prosecuting attorney's agent; and the recorded 
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which relates to the offense 
charged. 
3) Any unredacted, written or recorded statements of a co-defendant; and the 
substance of any relevant oral statement made by a co-defendant whether before 
or after arrest in response to interrogation by any person known by the co­
defendant to be a peace office or agent of the prosecuting attorney. 
4)	 Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-defendant, if any. 
5)	 All unredacted documents and tangible objects as defined by ICR 16(b)(4) in the 
possession or control of the prosecutor, which are material to the defense, 
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or belonging to the defendant 
or co-defendant. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 1 000150
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6)	 All reports of physical or mental examinations and of scientific tests or 
experiments within the possession, control, or knowledge of the prosecutor, the 
existence of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by the exercise of 
due diligence. 
7)	 A written list of the names, addresses, records of prior felony convictions, and 
written or recorded statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of the 
case known to the prosecutor and his agents or any official involved in the 
investigatory process of the case. 
8)	 A written summary or report of any testimony that the state intends to introduce 
pursuant to rules 702, 703, or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or 
hearing; including the witness' opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, and 
the witness' qualifications. 
9)	 All reports or memoranda made by police officers or investigators in connection 
with the investigation or prosecution of the case, including what are commonly 
referred to as "ticket notes." 
10) Any writing or object that may be used to refresh the memory of all persons who 
may be called as witnesses, pursuant to IRE 612. 
11) Any and all audio and/or video recordings made by law enforcement officials 
during the course of their investigation. 
12) Any evidence, documents, or witnesses that the state discovers or could discover 
with due diligence after complying with this request. 
The undersigned further requests written compliance within 14 days of service of the 
within instrument. 
DATED, Monday, May 23,2011. 
BRIANCMARX 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on Monday, May 23,2011, I mailed a true and correct copy 
of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY JUVENILE PROSECUTOR 
Counsel for the State of Idaho 
by placing said same in the Interdepartmental Mail. 
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY, Page 2 000151
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CRIMINAL CASE FILE MEMO
 
DATE: malA 23J2Dlf_ DEFENDANT PRESENT ~T 
~~:J' "Jttf'1A-T~,Vl lY'l"l 
FROM: Judge Deborah Bail/ taref·Lttetftlta,cSusan Gambee 
RE:Statev An~aU) ~. CASENO.~4lu2 
. Counsel for the State ~--L.-J.. ....Qo=-;lr\----'-L\tg.........-==- _ 
Counsel for the Defendant-B ......iQ.('\ ml-AOG.....r?G....,...""--------- ­
Interpreter _ 
Plea Bargain _ 
~------------
-l)P~ 
-tnfr .2.,val....t.... ~.sj+;~Dn.L.a---
_____________--'-,)~7"",--,1\'-='J~k------"-\ \ 12D\\@3'.OOprYl 
-----l). Y1 rrr:, \0 fo .narY') 
-~E::k~c--.5 _ 
Motion for Bond Reduction - circlet Not Advanced! Withdrawn e:v Granted 
Additional Remarks (include anything the defendant or either counsel was told) 
JYJ r . m~nt atyLU.5 mO. B>nd f2.e.=.!dc.::::1u=-'m'---'--'·(>=.JnL...--..­
_ 
_ 
---m .dJijiLs mO /12ortd f.Ld,.ud:i.=.:.on....:...­, _ 
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3J2011 
, 1t f' -w. ',VI L!)'l l  
€tH'6fLtt~Susa
: te 41Q ) ASE NO. CR.rYIDOB-Z4lo  
_3]w-t....L-.~~--L...-_J _Q=-'-Ir\ =-\"-j:HLf- --='-________ _ 
ounsel for the efendant B,.....i .('\ rna rjG 
___________________ _ 
___________________ _ 
- , 
P31 
to \T .val , 
___ 
m . t:l..ty 1Lt e:> e.d t.( c.H On 
---------------------------
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PROBATION VIOLATION DISPOSITION MEMO
 
DATE: ~1\.1 U.?"" DEEEND~P~SENT@N@STO~OND 
 T~-'htr~,"'"
FROM: Judge Deborah BmV C8.felLtte8tka/ Susan Gambee 
CASE: STATE vJl:Mr.ev ft1btJlUl Case No. ~L 
Prosecutor: ~ VDJlY.(jL- Defense Counsel-Bna..n 1DtA.n4---­
State recommendS: 
Defense recommends: ---------'------------------ ­
Interpreter	 _ 
COURT: Probation ( ) Reinstated ( ) Revoked; Sentence Imposed ( ) Commuted ___Yrs 
( ) Withheld Judgment Revoked; Judgment ofConviction entered 
Tenn of years= fixed followed by indetenninate for a total:	 _ 
( ) RETAINED JURISDICTION
 
( ) SUSPENDED, CONDITIONS OF PROBAnON:
 
1.	 Counseling as directed by P.O. with proofofattendance, and specifically:
 
Mental health counseling, Substance abuse counseling, Vocational Rehabilitation,
 
Cognitive Self-Change, 90 days AA in 90 days, Anger Management, Parenting Classes
 
Other:	 _ 
2.	 Restitution: $ or State has days to provide restitution figure; Defense 
has days to object. Joint and Several 
3.	 Defendant shall be subject to random blood, breath and urinalysis. 
4.	 Defendant is subject to search ofperson, property, and residence and waives 4th Amendment rights. 
5.	 Defendant shall maintain full time employment. 
6.	 Defendant shall maintain full time employment or be involved in a full time educational program with the 
approval ofhis or her P.O. 
7.	 Defendant shall not refuse any blood alcohol content tests. 
8.	 Defendant may not purchase, posses or consume any alcohol. 
9.	 Defendant shall not frequent any establishment where the sale ofalcohol is the primary business. 
10.	 Defendant shall not own, carry or have in hislher possession any firearms or other weapons. 
11. Probation may be transferred to the State of	 _ 
12. Defendant shall take all medications prescribed by his or her attending physician and shall provide a copy 
ofthe prescription to hislher P.O. 
13.	 Defendant shall complete hislher GEDIHSE. 
14. Defendant shall not associate with individuals specified by P.O. 
15. Defendant shall have no contact with any minor children. 
ADA COUNTY JAIL, -----:DISCRETIONARY JAIL TO PO _ 
Additional conditions: _ 
/11A~ 'I 'loU @3~DOprnI 
r1l>~ YlUlVJA. 
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Case No. .-.:~~~~~ 
PROBATION VIOLATION DISPOSITION MEMO
 
DATE:~H_DE~~~~SENT61N<QiSTO~OND 
FROM: Judge Deborah Bail/ ~~I1t~~~usan Gambee
 
CASE: STATE v
 
Prosecutor:"JQ&<; \,Obi'tL Defense Counsel-.By j~n ro=ao.&.Y~;<~ _
 
Staterecommends:~DVQ ~ \m,",L LQl3\AQ..~c...Covnn1.
 
Defenserecommends:~-\~~J t\l:,:r\U~mmrri\l~ .
 
Interpreter	 _ 
COURT: Probation ( ) Reinstated MRevoked; Sentence Imposed ( ) Commuted Yrs
( ) Withheld Judgment Revoked; Judgment of Conviction entered 
Term ofyears= fixed followed by indetenninate for a total: _ 
( ) RETAINED JURISDICTION (2.+5)'1( ) SUSPENDED, CONDITIONS OF PROBATION: 
I.	 Counseling as directed by P.O. with proof ofattendance, and specifically: ­. \~ p.e (A.-Ii (.. 
Mental health counseling, Substance abuse counseling, Vocational Rehabilitation, Commun i-\u 
Cognitive Self-Change, 90 days AA in 90 days, Anger Management, Parenting.Classes ",:)
Other: ~ _ 
2.	 Restitution: $ or State has days to provide restitution figure; Defense
 
has days to object. Joint and Several
 
3.	 Defendant shall be subject to random blood, breath and urinalysis. 
4.	 Defendant is subject to search of person, property, and residence and waives 4th Amendment rights. 
5.	 Defendant shall maintain full time employment. 
6.	 Defendant shall maintain full time employment or be involved in a full time educational program with the 
approval of his or her P.O. 
7.	 Defendant shall not refuse any blood alcoholcontent tests. 
8.	 Defendant may not purchase, posses or consume any alcohol. 
9.	 Defendant shall not frequent any establishment where the sale of alcohol is the primary business. 
10. Defendant shall not own, carry or have in his/her possession any fireanns or other weapons. 
II.	 Probation may be transferred to the State of _ 
12.	 Defendant shall take all medications prescribed by his or her attending physician and shall provide a copy 
of the prescription to his/her P.O. 
13.	 Defendant shall complete his/her GEDIHSE. 
14. Defendant shall not associate with individuals specified by P.O.
 
IS. Defendant shall have no contact with any minor children.
 
ADA COUNTY JAIL DISCRETIONARY JAIL TO PO _
 
DL SUSPENSION	 Additional Conditions:-------- ­
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.. , '> AUG 02 2011 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER CHRISTOPHER 
Attorneys for Defendant By AMY cc..:CH, Clerk 
200 W. Front, Suite 1107 DEPUTY 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs.	 Criminal No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
TO:	 THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, GREG BOWER, ADA COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1.	 The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Decision and 
Order entered in the above-entitled action on the 1st day 
of August, 2011, the Honorable Deborah A. Bail, District 
Judge presiding. 
2.	 That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme 
Court, and the judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 
above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho 
Appellate Rule (I .A.R.) 11 (c) (1-10) . 
3.	 A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the 
appellant then intends to assert in the appeal, provided 
any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the 
appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 1 
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(a)	 Did the district court err in revoking probation 
and ordering into execution the original 
sentence? 
4.	 There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That 
portion of the record that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence 
Investigation Report (PSI) 
5.	 Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the 
preparation of the entire reporter's standard transcript as 
defined in I.A.R. 25 (c) . The appellant also requests the 
preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
(a)	 Sentencing Hearing held: August 1, 2011
 
Court Reporter: S. Gambee
 
Estimated pages: 50
 
(b)	 Admit/Deny Hearing held: May 23, 2011
 
Court Reporter: S. Gambee
 
Estimated pages: 50
 
6.	 Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard 
clerk's record pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b)(2). The appellant 
requests the following documents to be included in the 
clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included 
under I.A.R. 28(b) (2): 
(a)	 Copies of Probation Violations Allegations; and 
(b)	 Any exhibits, including but not limited to letters or 
victim impact statements and other addendums to the 
PSI or other items offered at the Sentencing Hearing, 
Admit/Deny Hearing or the Probation Violation 
Dispositional Hearing. 
7.	 I certify: 
(a)	 That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served 
on the Court Reporter, S. Gambee; 
(b)	 That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated 
fee for the preparation of the record because the 
appellant is indigent. (Idaho Code §§ 31-3220, 31­
322 OA, I. A. R. 24 (e) ) ; 
NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 2 
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(c)	 That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an 
appeal in a criminal case (Idaho Code §§ 31-3220, 31­
3220A, I.A.R. 23 (a) (8)) i 
(d)	 Ada County will be responsible for paying for the 
reporter's transcript, as the client is indigent, I.C. 
§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24 (e) i 
(e)	 That service has been made upon all parties required 
to be served pursuant to I.A.R 20. 
DATED this day of August, 2011. 
Brian Marx 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTI FY , That on the 2& day of August, 2011, 
mailed true and correct copies of the foregoing, NOTICE OF 
APPEAL to: 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
P.O. BOX 83720
 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010
 
S. GAMBEE, HONORABLE JUDGE 
NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 3 
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NO. tJ1U_.I O~"P.3 F~~&D _ 
AUG 03 2011 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
 
By NICOL TYLER
 
DEPUTY
 
1 IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
2 THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
3 
4 
5 THE STATE OF IDAHO, )
 
)
 
6 Plaintiff, )
 
)
7 
vs. ) Case No. CRMD08002462
 
8 )
 
9 ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, ) ORDER REVOKING PROBATION, 
) JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION AND 
10 Defendant. ) ORDER OF COMMITMENT 
)11 
SSN ) 
12 DO ) 
13 ) 
14 
The Prosecuting Attorney, the defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, and 
15 
16 his counsel, Brian Marx, came into court this 1st day of August, 2011. 
17 The defendant having appeared before the Court on an Motion for Agents 
18 
Warrant for Probation Violation filed herein on May 6, 2011, and the defendant on May 
19 
20 23,2011 having admitted to being in violation of his probation as granted by this Court, 
21 and it appearing that said probation should be revoked; 
22 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That the probation entered by this Court on the 19th 
23 
24 day of July, 2010, be and the same is hereby revoked, and that the Judgment of 
25 
Conviction for COUNT IT: GRAND THEFT, FELONY, I.e. § 18-2403(1), 2407(1)(b), 
26 
committed on or between the 1st and 9th days ofFebruary, 2008, be entered and 
27 
28 executed as follows: 
29 
1t}J 000158
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant is sentenced pursuant to Idaho Code §19­
2513 to the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction, to be held and incarcerated 
by said Board in a suitable place for a period of time as follows: 
For a minimum fixed and determinate period of confinement of two (2) years; 
such fixed minimum period shall thereafter be followed by an indeterminate period of 
custody of up to five (5) years, for a total term not to exceed seven (7) years. 
Pursuant to Idaho Code §18-309, the defendant shall be given credit for the time 
already served upon the charge specified herein of three hundred one (301) days, which 
includes time served in the retained jurisdiction program. 
The Court specifically recommends that the Defendant participate in the 
Therapeutic Community Program while incarcerated. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified copy ofthis 
Judgment and Commitment to the said Sheriff, which shall serve as the commitment of 
the defendant. 
Done in open court this 1st day of August, 2011. 
DE HA. BAIL 
Di rict Judge 
2 000159
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certifY that on this ~day of August, 20 I I, I mailed (served) a true 
and correct copy of the within instrument to: 
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
VIA - EMAIL 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
VIA-EMAIL 
ADA COUNTY JAIL 
VIA-EMAIL 
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION 
VIA-EMAIL 
CCD SENTENCING TEAM - DOC 
VIA-EMAIL 
PROBATION & PAROLE-PSI DEPARTMENT 
VIA-EMAIL 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
By: -----\~~~::JJl1:!L-k~ 
Deputy Court C erk 
Clerk of the . rict ourt 
3 000160
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By: 
~~~ ~~~==  
DALLAS MORGAN, in all matters 
DEBORAH A. BAIL 
~......-=--~ __:t(
NO. !'1 IlK FILED ~ fiLM.lILI +U- P.M, _ 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER RECEIVED AUG 08 2011 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CHRISTOPHER D. RJCH. owl'<200 W. Front St., Ste. 1107 AUG 02 2011 
By JANINE KO\il5EN
Boise, Idaho 83702 DEPUTYADA COUNTY CLERKTelephone : (2 08 ) 2 87 - 7400 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, ) Criminal No. CR-MD-2008-0002462 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, ) ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
) APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Defendant-Appellant. ) ON DIRECT APPEAL 
--------------) 
The above-named Defendant, ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, being 
indigent and having heretofore been represented by the Ada County 
Public Defender1s Office in the District Court, and said 
Defendant having elected to pursue a direct appeal in the above-
entitled matter; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, That the Idaho 
State Appellate Public Defender is appointed to represent the 
above named Defendant, ANDREW 
pertaining to the d~ appeal. 
DATED This ~lCf;; of August, 
District Judge 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER ON DIRECT APPEAL 
000161
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NO'_~_-;;r~ _ 
0, FILEDA.M. p.OO P.M, _ 
TO: Clerk of the Court 
Idaho Supreme Court SEP 01 2011451 West State Street 
Boise, Idaho 83720 CHRISTOPHER D. RICH. Clerk 
(208) 334-2616 By BRADLEY J. THIES 
DEPUTY 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
x Docket No. 39057-2011 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - x 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT OF 64 PAGES LODGED 
Appealed from the District Court of the 
Fourth Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, 
Deborah A. Bail, District Court Judge. 
This transcript contains hearing held on: 
6/9/08, 7/28/08, 5/23/11, & 8/1/11 
DATE: August 31, 2011 
Court Reporter 
Official Court Reporter, 
Judge Deborah Bail 
Ada County Courthouse 
Idaho Certified Shorthand Reporter No. 18 
Registered Merit Reporter 
~ l
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 39057 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho in and for the County ofAda, do hereby certify: 
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the 
course of this action. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as 
CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS to the Record: 
1. Pre-Sentence Investigation Report. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 1st day of September, 2011. 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
 
Clerk of the District Court
 
1 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 39057 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO BOISE, IDAHO 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
 
Clerk of the District Court
 
SEP 0 1 2011Date of Service: 
, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 39057 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
ANDREW DALLAS MORGAN, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true 
and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by Counsels. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
2nd day of August, 2011. 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
~ 
BY~~ 
, 
Deputy Clerk \ 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD
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